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GOP -makes national, state history
Gingrich first Republican
re-elected in 68 years
Lady Tigers
top Bulldogs;
Tigers lose
Page 28
LOCAL

Civilians
banned from
carrying guns
in courthouse
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Civilians would not be allowed to
carry concealed guns into the
McCracken County courthouse,
under an ordinance given preliminary approval by county
commissioners.
The Fiscal Court on Monday
approved a plan to ban weapons from the courthouse, and
approved the use of a metal
detector at the courthouse's
main entrance to enforce it.
County officials also will
lobby the Administrative Office
of the Courts to pay for security
changes at the courthouse and
annex.
"The state will pay for 65
percent of the change orders
coming from the new plan, but
we should look at the state
paying 100 percent," said
Judge-Executive Danny
Orazine.
Sheriff Frank Augustus said
his department each week
breaks up fights among people
attending trials.
County Attorney Dan Boaz
was to begin drafting the ordinance, which will include what
constitutes a weapon. A final
vote on the ordinance has not
been scheduled.

WEATHER
Today...Snow developing
this afternoon. Snow heavy at
times. High in the lower 30s.
Northeast wind 10 to 15 mph
becoming east.

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
dramatic opening to the 105th
Congress, Newt Gingrich overcame dissension in the GOP
ranks Tuesday to become the first
Republican re-elected House
speaker in 68 years. "I apologize
to the House and the country"
for past errors, he said.
Gingrich sealed his victory in a
tense, hour-long roll call less
than three weeks after admitting
he violated House rules in the
long-running ethics case against
him. His punishment, to be voted
on by the full House, remains to
be set.
Across the Capitol, the GOP-

controlled Senate held a more
serene opening day session. Vice
President—ArGore administered
the oath of office to 15 newly
elected senators as well as veterans who won new terms in
November. Retired Majority
Leader Bob Dole made a sentimental return to the chamber, escorting freshman Kansas Sen.
Sam Brownback to be sworn in.
"The Senate is sort of an island of tranquility in a city that
has a lot of problems," Majority
Leader Trent Lott said with a
smile.
That was a reference, in
to the House, where Gingrich's
campaign to hold power dominated the run-up to the new

Republicans engineer
takeover of Senate
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

NEWT GINGRICH
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Officials
expect full
autopsy report
by Friday

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Despite a slight increase in the
number of city fires, 1996 produced a •6 percent decrease in
structural fires from the year
before.
According to statistics released
by the Murray Fire Department,
the number of structural fires fell
from 42 in 1995 to 36 in 1996. In
all, the department responded to
120 fires, up from the previous
total of 95.
"All things considered, we had
a pretty good year," said MFD
Fire Chief Pat Scou. "We've had
a lot of fires, but there haven't
been any major losses. I'm
pleased with the effort that the
men are putting forth to fight
these fires."
Structure fires accounted for
35 percent of all fires last year.
That total dropped from 44 in
1995. Brush fires totaled 24,
which rose 8 percent.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A full autopsy report should be
in the hands of Murray Police
Friday at which time they will
know how a Murray man died
sometime last week.
At this time, police are investigating the death of Terry Don
(Trip) Rippy, 30, as a murder because of preliminary reports released late Monday by the state's
medical examiner in Madisonville, although a full report has
not been sent.
"I talked to (the medical examiner) yesterday who said
(Rippy) had some bruises on his
chest and severe bruises around
the neck area," Calloway County
Coroner Dwane Jones said
Wednesday.

Moving In
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Tames photo

Murray State University employees Mark Wilson, Benny Gibson and
Steve Wilder wheel a piano into the new Fine Arts Annex Tuesday
afternoon. Equipment and materials are being retrieved from
throughout the campus for use In the newly restored building. The
original building was damaged by smoke and fire in 1994.

111 See Page 3

_ _Thursday...Snow ending
early then cloudy and cold with
occasional flurries. Little additional snowfall accumulation
expected. High around 30.
Chance of snow 80 percent
thursday morning.
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BERNARD KANE/Lodger & Trmes photo

A portion of the Murray City Council are shown receiving the oath of office Monday night in city hail. The
oath was administered by District Judge Leslie Furches. The new council will hold Its first meeting at 7:30
p.m. Thursday. New council members Include Dennis Crawford, Melvin Henley and James Outland.
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the Republicans, who now hose
18 of the 38 seats in the Senate,
II See Page 2

472 in 1995. Those totals increased the overall number of
calls from 567 in 1995 to 727 in
1996, which accounted for a
20-25 percent jump.
"That's a pretty big jump from
year to year," Scott said.
To aid the rise in calls, the
MFD is in the process of trying
to purchase a second rescue
vehicle.
"We are taking bids this month
on a second rescue vehicle," said
Scott. "The city has put extra money into our budget so we could
"pursue another vehicle.
"We will be running EMTs out
on the new truck. This will
strictly be used as a rescue vehicle for the city and the county.
We also got another set of (light
weight) jaws (of life) purchased.
So, we have the main equipment
to do the things that need to be
done."
Scott said the fact that structure fires are down could be related to more awareness by children and adults.
"We try to keep the public informed," Scou said. "We work
very hard on fire prevention activities with the schools and
adults. I send letters out to all of
the schools and we give fire pre-

The MFD responded to 23 vehicle fires, which was up only 1
percent from the previous year.
Refuse fires totaled 14, up from
nine in 1995, while outside structure fires rose 2 percent to five.
Non-fire calls such as rescue,
hazardous condition, good intent
and false calls totaled 625. That
number jumped drastically from • See Page 3

Policeman's recovery
seen now in small
wonders by famili

Tonight...Snow...Possibly
mixed with freezing rain or
sleet. Low around 25. Light and
variable wind. Total snowfall
accumulation 4 to 6 inches.
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JOHN "ECK" ROSE

City fights
fewer structure
fires in 1996

Rippy seen
alive Thursday

Jones said the autopsy showed
no signs of illness and nothing
that would have caused Rippy to
die of natural causes.
"He said he would put a full
report in the mail (Thursday) and
it should be here by Friday,"
Jones said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Senate Republicans, assisted by
four disaffected eastern Kentucky
Democrats, took over effective
control of the General Assembly's upper chamber and installed their own new rules and
leaders.
Larry Saunders, a Louisville
Democrat who has sometimes
been on the fringes of his own
party on legislative matters, was
installed as president of the Senate. Walter Blevins, a West Liberty Democrat, was elected president pro tem.
The elections on Tuesday came
at the end of a chaotic opening to
the organizational session when
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By MICHELLE WILLIAMS
Associated Press Writer
SIGNAL MOUNTAIN, Tenn.
(AP) — Gary Dockery's family
measures his progress in small
wonders now, not"the kind of
miracle that ended 7% years of
silence for the brain-damaged
policeman.
One year ago, Dockery, 43,
emerged from a coma-like state
and started talking — for 18
hours.
He described his green jeep.
He rattled off the names of his
horses. He recognized old
friends. He recalled camping
trips. He told his two sons, now
young men ages 20 and 12, how
much he loved them.
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It was the first time he had
spoken since 1988, when a
drunken man's bullet pierced his
brain and plunged him into a motionless, mute world.
He hasn't conversed like that
since, but his doctor and family
say he is more alert and responsive than before that unexplainable day.
"He is much more consistently
alert. He follows a person with
his gaze. He responds to instruction," said Dockery's longtime
doctor, James Folkening. "I
don't know if that translates into

11 See Page 3
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III Senate...
FROM PAGE 1
backed Saunders and Blevins.
They were joined by veteran
Democrat Benny Ray Bailey of
Hindman, who has lost numerous
leadership fights in his own
party, and newcomers Glenn
Freeman of Cumberland and
Gary Johnson of Pikeville.
Most significant for the future
conduct of the Senate, rules
• changes were adopted that will
give Republicans numerical control of two committees, an additional seat on the budget panel
and an equal number with Democrats on the Education Committee. In addition, more Republicans will be on the panels that
determine committee assignments
and the flow of legislation.
"All of this leadership election
was predicated on the rules
change. So the payoff was deliv-

.r7r.
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41
ered prior to the election," said
Sen. John "Eck" Rose of
Winchester, who was deposed after a decade as presiding officer
of the Senate.
Democratic Gov. Paul Patton
said the events portend gridlock
in the Senate and chided the
rogue Democrats. Patton did not
side with either Rose or Saunders
in their fight, but did urge Democrats leading up to Tuesday not to
desert the fold.
"The action of the five Democrats who deserted the Democratic Party has split the party to the
point where it cannot function as
the majority party in the state,"
Patton said in a statement released after meeting with the
loyal Democrats for more than an
hour.
Patton also spoke to Saunders
on Tuesday, but a spokeswoman

said she did not know what was
discussed.
Republican Floor Leader Dan
Kelly denied there were any
"back room dealings" in a statement after the proceedings. But it
was Kelly, in a meeting of Senate
Republicans before the Senate
session even began, who explained the rules changes and
outlined the package deal.
"What we need to do is ensure
that Larry Saunders' rules are accepted," Kelly told his GOP colleagues before the session.
What followed was turmoil.
After the newly elected senators were sworn in, Democratic
Floor Leader David Karem
moved for a recess and Rose,
who was presiding, quickly
agreed and gaveled the meeting
closed. Numerous members rose
to object, but 15 Democrats left

the chamber and entered a nearby
room.

Saunders shouted to ask members to stay on the floor and then
rose to say he believed a majority
of the Senate was still in the
chamber and asked if there
should be a temporary chairman
elected.
Saunders stumbled through the
proceedings, consulting frequently with Kelly and Sen. Gex
Williams of Verona, an arch conservative who has become one of
the most influential GOP dealers.
At one point, the Senate clerk
briefly declined to take the chair
of the session for the election, as
rules require until she could get
legal advice.
Ultimately, though, Saunders
won election with his four Democratic cohorts and 17 of the Republicans. David Williams, R-

Burkesvilk. passed. Blevins won
all the 23 votes still in the
chamber.
The other 15 Democrats voted
to excommunicate the five Democrats who sided with Saunders
from the party caucus. The real
effect of that is nebulous, but it
demonstrated Ott bitter feelings
left by the coup.
"I see at this point that five
Democrats have for all practical
purposes become Republicans,"
Rose said.
"I've termed Larry Saunders a
Judas to the party and they have
entered into an unholy alliance
and they ought to carry through
on it," said Sen. Dan Scum, DLouisville, who said he was offered the spot of president pro
tern if he would bolt his party.
Saunders said he authored the
rules changes and challenged
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Bedroom
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Here's the story... The owners of Purdom Furniture, after 50
years of serving the west Kentucky and West Tennessee area,
have been forced to close their doors. All furniture In stock
MUST BE SOLD! All merchandise has been marked down for
immediate sale and removal. Quantities are limited.
Delivery available. Sorry, no layaways. ALL SALES FINAL.
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Rose to ease partisan bickering in
the Senate. But for the moment,
at least, it increased it
dramatically.
"The only time there was any
bickering there was when Republicans were trying to pass what
in my judgment was a very radical agenda. We were not from a
Democratic perspective proposing
a radical agenda. So there will be
just as much divisiveness in the
'98 session as there is now,'
Rose said.
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•Gingrich..
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FROM PAGE 1
quoted as sharply criticizing
Democrats for pushing ethics
charges against him. In nationally
televised remarks after taking the
speaker's gavel, he was contrite
and conciliatory.
"Let me say to the entire
House that two years ago, when I
became the first Republican
speaker in 40 years, to the degree
I was too brash, too selfconfident or too pushy, I
apologize.
"To whatever degree, in any
way that I brought controversy or
inappropriate attention to the
House, I apologize. It is my intention to do everything I can to
work with every member of this
Congress."
With his wife, Marianne, and
his mother watching from a
packed visitors' gallery, he returned to the subject a few moments later when he thanked Republicans who had voted for him.
"Some of this difficulty,
frankly, I brought on myself. We
will deal with that in more detail
later. And I apologize to the
House and the country for having
done so," he said.
Despite his victory, Gingrich is
a diminished presence from two
years ago. Then, he had led his
party to power for the first time
in 40 years on a platform of less
government and lower taxes, and
he marched the House through
the "Contract With America" in
100 hectic days. Two years of
controversy — including government shutdowns — have taken
their toll, though. So much so
that he is remarkably unpopular
in public opinion polls. And with
the ethics case still unresolved,
some of his own rank and file decided not to support his reelection as speaker.
While some Democrats applauded Gingrich when he
mounted the speaker's rostrum,
others were far more combative.
"I'm afraid we've taken a tremendous step backwards here today," said Democratic Whip David Bonior, Gingrich's most ardent critic. "There's an ethical
cloud hanging over -this House
that will only get darker in the
days to come."
After two years of steadfast denials of wrongdoing, Gingrich
conceded on Dec. 21 that "in my
name and over my signature, inaccurate, incomplete and unreliable statements were given to the
(ethics) committee."
In addition, he agreed to an
ethics committee statement that
he had failed to "seek and follow" legal advice that would
have told him he was improperly
using tax-exempt organizations to
further political aims.
The ethics committee is expected to meet in the nekt several
days to determine Gingrich's
punishment, and ultimately the
issue will reach the House floor.
And despite Gingrich's apology, the case continued to generate controversy. Democrats accused Republicans of maneuvering to have Gingrich's
punishment voted on in the full
House on Inauguration Day, Jan.
20, when the event would likely
to be overshadowed. A package
of House rules pushed through by
Republicans set Jan. 21 as the
date for the case to wrap up, despite a statement from special
counsel James Cole that additional time will be required.
Gingrich lobbied to the very
end on Tuesday, meeting prisately with the Republican caucus for more than three hours on
Monday night, then again in the
morning before the House convened. He conferred privately
with some Republicans as the
time for the roll call approached.
It wasn't until the roll call had
been completed that smiles broke
out among members of the GOP
high command seated on the
floor.
In the end, Gingrich. regained
re-election as speiker with 216
votes to 205 for Democratic
leader Dick Gephardt of Missouri. Five Republicans voted
"present," while four more
voted for alternative GOP candidates of their own choosing.
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'Practice copy'of ransom note found in home
BOULDER, Colo.(AP) — Part
of a "practice" ransom note was
discovered by police in the home
of the 6-year-old beauty queen
found strangled in her basement,
according to newspaper reports.
The Rocky Mountain News
and The Denver Post, citing unnamed sources, also reported today that the author of the actual
three-page handwritten ransom
note — which demanded
$118,000 in exchange for JonBenet Ramsey — appeared to try

to disguise the handwriting at
first.
But as the note goes on, the
author appears to abandon any attempts to disguise his or her pen-,
manship, the sources said.
The practice and actual notes
were both wriuen on paper taken
from a legal pad found within the
home, according to the reports.
The sources did not provide more
information about the practice
note, part of which police discovered somewhere in the home.

JonBenet's body was found
Dec. 26 in the basement of her
family's expensive home about
eight hours after her mother, Patricia Ramsey, says she discovered
the ransom note in the house and
summoned police.
The blond former Little Miss
Colorado had been strangled and
her skull fractured. JonBenet's
killer placed duct tape over her
mouth, a white cord around her
neck and sexually assaulted her,
Denver newspapers have

reported.
Meanwhile, Boulder police
searching the Charlevoix, Mich.,
vacation home of Mrs. Ramsey
and her husband, John Ramsey,
looked for evidence of threats
against the family, Denver television station KUSA reported.
The search warrant allowed police to look for "any and all
tapes from answering machines,
any and .all caller 1.D. devices,
evidence of threats to any member of the Ramsey family," and

Fans celebrate Elvis'62nd birthday in Memphis
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — Fan land's staff to discuss the latest
club leaders gathered for Elvis doings in the world of things ElPresley's 62nd birthday today vis and plan club events for the
still love him tender. They want coming year, particularly fund
their hero remembered for his raisers for charity.
generosity, not his excesses.
Presley's reputation for sup, "He liked to share. He was porting Memphis charities is a faknown for that," said Gigi Bal- vorite topic for the clubs.
tester of Flushing, N.Y.
Ballester helped organize the
She and leaders of more than "Teddy Bear Project," which
80 other Elvis fan clubs are in collects money from Presley fan
Memphis to celebrate the birth- clubs to buy teddy bears, clothes
day of the man who changed pop and other items for a Memphis
music and gave a legion of shelter for women and children.
American youngsters their first ' Parker's club, with 1,000 memtaste of rebelliousness.
bers in 47 states and abroad, colMore than 400 fans were ex- lects several thousand dollars a
pected for a birthday banquet to- year for a hospital burn unit in
night. And though it seems un- Pennsylvania and a trauma center
likely the world is about to forget in Memphis.
Presley any time soon, the fan
"If we didn't do it for Elvis,
clubs say they're working hard to we'd probably be doing it for
keep his memory alive.
something else, but Elvis' gener"There are some days I might osity shows us the way," said
spend eight to 10 hours typing Parker, whose first name, by
and answering mail, especially coincidence, is the same as Prewhen I'm working on a newslet- sley's ex-wife's.
ter," said Priscilla Parker, presiPresley was born in Tupelo,
dent of the "We Remember El- Miss., on Jan. 8, 1935, and lived
vis" club of Pittsburgh. "It's just most of his life in Memphis. He
heart warming to keep all this died of heart disease at age 42 in
going."
1977. His health was weakened
While in Memphis, the fan by years of drug abuse and other
club officers meet with Grace- excesses.

II Autopsy...
FROM PAGE 1
Police discovered Rippy's
body last Saturday in a small
bathroom of his home at 1605
Miller where they believe he had
been for several days. Rippy's
sister, who lives in Wickliffe,
T ouRniik:
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notified police after she became
worried about him and drove to
his house.
Rippy had recently lost his job
and was reported to have been
depressed. A Calloway County
deputy sheriff tried to serve him
with a court summons for a pending civil suit Dec. 30, according
to MPD Detective Rickey
Latimer.
"From what neighbors have
toyl me, we think he was still
alive Thursday morning," Latimer said.
While police have few suspects
and no motive at this time, one
theory is that Rippy was killed by
an acquaintance....."We think it was somebody
close to him," Latimer said
Monday.
Police are asking for information which may help in the investigation. People can call the MPD
at 753-1621.

•Fires...
FROM PAGE 1
vention talks anytime they are requested. We are willing to work
with anyone. Hopefully that accounts for something."
According to Scott, the condition of the economy has also
shown signs of decreasing the
number of structure fires.
"When the economy is bad and
the weather is bad, a lot of people
stay home," he said. "That seems
to cause a decrease. Because
when people are at home, they
are, listening and being more
careful in what they're doing."
While the number of arsonrelated fires was unknown, Scott
said low numbers in that area
could contribute to the decrease.
"We investigate arson fires
more extensively than we use to,"
he said. "For that reason, we
don't have many attempts at arson. When people see the state
fire marshal's office and others
on the scene, they know that
there is a possibility of arson."

Despite his nickname, The
King of rock 'n' roll didn't invent the genre. Still, he was focal
point for the emergence of rock
'n' roll culture.
Many of his recordings, including "Love Me Tender" in 1956
and "Jailhouse Rock" the following year, are seminal. And
hundreds of professional imitators still pay tribute to the King
by curling their lips and slurring
their words, even donning a
pompadour.
Elvis' home, Graceland, is still
something of a national shrine,

drawing more than 700,000 visitors a year, with the largest
crowds in August on the death
anniversary.
But January is a special time,
too, for the Elvis faithful, particularly for fan club leaders.
Patsy Andersen, Graceland's
liaison for Elvis fans, said club
officers from England, Japan,
France and Holland were expected to take part in the birthday
gathering.
Worldwide, Elvis fans have
formed more than 500 clubs.
"We got our first one in Chile
last year," Andersen said.

week before Christmas. He
moves the wheelchair by listening to a nurse's command and
pushing a lever. He doesn't initiate movement by himself yet, but
that is the hope.
"He will never be completely
independent, but we hope that he
eventually he will be able to take
himself up and down the hallway," Folkening said.
Dockery must remain in a
nursing home on Signal Mountain, about 10 miles northeast of
Chattanooga, for two reasons:
worker's compensation paying
his bills requires it and he needs
the constant care. He cannot
chew or swallow, so he is fed
through a stomach tube, and he is
paralyzed fully on his right side
and partially on his left.
To prevent Dockery from slipping into a fog again, he is taken
to areas of the nursing home
where there are other patients,
such as the cafeteria, Alexian
Village spokeswoman Susan
Showalter said.
Also, his family visits him often and his mother, Corene
Thompson, reads him the dozens
of cards and letters that arrive
weekly from well-wishers.
His story has given hope, Mrs.
Thompson said. A letter from a
man in Arizona told how he had
given up on his son, but began
working with him after hearing
about Dockery. The boy eventually opened his eyes.
"That's not false hope.— Mrs.
Thompson. "That's giving someone the faith to go on."
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PUBLIC NOTICE
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
The USDA/Rural Development has housing inventory Real
properties for sale through brokers having executed a listing
agreement with the agency. Licensed real estate brokers
obtain additional information by writing or visiting the local
USDA/Rural Development office located at
65 Construction Rd., Mayfield, KY 42066
or telephoning (502) 247-9527.
EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY.
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Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

FREE
CASH!
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LIMITED TIME OFFER!
Not valid In conjunction with any other Cash Offer.

5.05% $1000
9 Months 5.15% $1000

Present coupon to Casino Services with a Players Preferred
Card and photo I.D. (government issued) to receive a
voucher redeemable at any casino cage for $5 in chips or
tokens. If you do not already have a Players Preferred Card
simply sign up at Casino Services. It's FREE!

182 Days

•

Valid January 8-14

12 Months

5.55%

Must be 21 years of age. Voucher is non-transterrable Coupon is not
reproduabte Players Casrnio reserves the nght 10 change, cancel or
modify this promotion at any tune without prior notice

$500
."

24 Months 5•70_170 $500

One Cash Coupon Per Person. Not valid with bus groups.
ML 0102

.}:10.3,1•.

60 Months 5.90%

'
,
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C. Mark Blankenship

$500

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
percentage
yields are
effective
January 7, 1997.
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The Ramseys have hired lawyers, a media consultant and
their own detectives to investigate their daughter's death. They
are offering a $50,000 reward.
The Ramscys were cooperating
with investigators, who still were
trying to set up face-to-face interviews with them, police spokeswoman Leslie Aaholm said Tuesday. The parents were allowed to
answer some questions in writing.
Police have taken handwriting,
blood and hair samples from family members and others.
"We have never contended
that anyone is or is not a suspect," Aaholm said. "We are not
ruling anyone out."

Babies generally are able to
sit unsupported at the age of six
months.

•Policeman...
FROM PAGE 1
a higher thought process, but
that's what remained."
Doctors have since conducted
brain tests and experimented with
various drug combinations to reproduce or understand why Dockery started talking, but the results
were inconclusive, Folkening
said.
The catalyst appeared to be the
life-threatening pneumonia he developed last February. His family
believes he overheard them in his
hospital room discussing whether
to allow his illness to run its
course or risk surgery.
He started talking four hours
later, which convinced them he
should have the surgery and
another chance for life.
While the talking abated, it
hasn't stopped. He has responded
to speech therapy — occasionally
speaking short phrases, answering
yes or no questions and reading
letters and numbers. It's unknown
how well he will communicate in
the future, Folkening said.
After the shooting, if Dockery
communicated at all, it was by
blinking or'squeezing a hand in
response to a question. In later
years, he did nothing.
Folkening said Dockery probably never lost the ability to
speak, but it iras suppressed for
some reason. He said it could be
Dockery wants to speak but, because of the brain damage, can't
always motivate himself to do it.
Dockery's latest milestone is
learning to operate a motorized
wheelchair, whi h he got the

examine "mail, correspondence
or other documentation from any
person, group or faction."
Investigators have also interviewed relatives and friends in
suburban Atlanta, where the
Ramscys lived before moving to
Boulder in 1991.
Boulder police on Tuesday also
said they had removed a homicide detective from the team investigating the slaying of
JonBeneL
City spokesman Kelvin
McNeill would not say why the
detective, Sgt. Larry Mason, was
taken off the high-profile murder
case. But authorities suggested he
had strayed from the investigation's tight focus.
Meanwhile, a judge said the
police's court-approved search
warrant and affidavit to search
the Ramsey home in Boulder
would remain sealed for 30 more
days.
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FROM OUR READERS

Lambert thanks public
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank friends in Murray and
Calloway County for your strong support once again of the annual
Christmas appeal of the Salvation Army. In approximately 151 hours of
bell ringing over ten days a total of 6,703.73 was given. This is $1600
more than was collected either of the last two years.
A number of local groups, organizations and churches as well as
individual volunteers made the task of staffing the kettle easy as well as a
joy. Thanks goes out to members of Kiwanis, Chi Alpha of MSU,
Dexter-Hardin and Olive United Methodist Churches, Medical Explorer
Post #803 and Needline Board of Directors who gave multiple hours to
volunteer. We are especially grateful to Paul Sharp and Wal-Mart for
allowing us to set up our kettles there.
Eighty percent of the money given remains in Calloway County to be
used for various service projects such as sending kids to the Army's
summer camp at Dale Hollow Lake, TN, providing meat for the
Christmas baskets distributed through Nmiline,providing ramps for the
disabled and a variety of other needs that arise in the community over the
year. Twenty percent goes to the divisional headquarters in Louisville to
help defray administrative costs.
Those wishing to give to the Salvation Army throughout the year may
send their donations to Crystal Ford, Treasurer, 1304-U Chestnut,
Murray KY 42071. Anyone wishing to serve on the local service unit
and assist with various projects may call me at 753-6565.
Again on behalf of all those who will benefit from your generosity, I
say, "Thank You. May God richly bless you in 1997.
Kerry L. Lambert, Chairman
Salvation Army Service Unit - Murray
Murray, KY, 42071

agrar-

Church thanks Hohman

State policy discussed
It has been four years since Bill
Clinton and Al Gorr tore into
Washington to the tune of Fleetwood Mac's "Don't Stop Thinking
About Tomorrow," nearly driving
the nation to distraction.
Whatever you may think of Fleetwood Mac songs or Clinton, Gore
and how they succeeded (or failed)
in thinking about tomorrow during
their first term, the lyrics are worth
remembering.
That's because, for too long in
Kentucky, we failed miserably in
thinking about tomorrow — arid
inevitably, tomorrow arrived and
we were ill-prepared to deal with it.
If we're lucky, that is changing.
Four years ago, the General Assembly created the Kentucky
Long-Term Policy Research Center, and it was charged with the
tough responsibility of giving state
government a head start on issues
that are likely to come up in future
years.
It was the brainchild of the late
Vic Hellard Jr., who was head of the
Legislative Research Commission
for many years. Time after time,
Hellard saw government — the
executive and legislative branches
in particular — confronted with
problems out of the blue and as a
result; forced to react too quickly
_•

Dec. 30 — The Recorder of Amsterdam, N.Y., on introducing
wohes to upstate New York:
The environmental group responsible for the reintroduction of
Eastern timber wolves in the Adirondack Park says 80 percent of
New Yorkers support its efforts.
A survey ... by Defenders of Wildlife, the group pushing for introduction of wolves to northern New York, said that out of more
than 1,100 people, 38 percent strongly supported and 42 percent
moderately supported wolf reintroduction.
... The only opposition to the proposal to put the wolf back in the
Adirondacks came earlier this year from the Adirondack Association of Towns and Villages and the New York Farm Bureau, which
both claim farmers will lose livestock to wolf attacks.
... Defenders of Wildfire helped restore wolves to Yellowstone
'National Park-Ind de-titre- Idaho. The group says the Adirondacks
and two wilderness areas in Maine are suitable for wolf reintroduction. The survey also found that 84 percent of New Englanders support the idea.
Restoring the wolf to the Adirondacks could restore the region's
ecological balance and restore tourism.
It certainly does make sense. It adds another touch of charm to
the majesty we are fortunate enough to have at our fingertips.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
leuers on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
:address and telephone number included in case verification is neces.sary (telephone numbers will not be published).- Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
• if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addresSed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
-1 Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

Syndicated columnist
with insufficient background and
Kentucky is considering where the
policy information.
state is headed in the years to come
The Kentucky Long-Term Policy and,even more significantly, where
Research Center was designed to it ought to be headed.
give government exactly what its
Hindsight, of course, is always
cumbersome formal title says —
20-20,but consider important issues
long-term policy research.
over the years that would have
Just before the end of the year, the
benefited, perhaps in a major way,
center produced its second biennial from the kind of foresight the center
report, made up essentially of 29 is providing.
essays, written mostly by Kentucky
How much would the Kentucky
university professors, that deal with
Education Reform Act of 1990
a broad range of topics on life in the (KERA) have been strengthened if
commonwealth, its environment, someone had alerted state officials
economy and education.
to the likelihood that the huge
The writers find positive deve- funding disparity between rich and
lopments, negatives and more than a poor school districts was ripe for
little uncertainty as they look to the court challenge? Given sufficient
future of everything from public leeway, the lawsuit that resulted in
education to burley tobacco and the entire public education system
coal.
being declared unconstitutional by
The important thing about the the state Supreme Court could have
report — as well as the center's been avoided and the reforms that
ongoing work — is that someone in were enacted prepared with the kind
999999

Or how much more thorough —
and effective — might the healthcare reforms of only two years ago
have been if a research center had
been studying the problem of providing all citizens affordable health
insurance and accumulating information on how that issue has been
resolved by other states? As it
happened, lawmakers had to become overnight experts on one of
the most complex and arcane subjects around — the health-care
industry and related health insurance — without much in the way of
background or policy to guide them.
Of course, any think tank is only
as good as the quality of its research
and the degree to which government
officials take that research seriously.
So far, the quality of the work by
the Kentucky Long-Term Policy
Research Center is without doubt.
That's only the first hurdle, however: because now the men and
women in Kentucky government
with the power to turn policy into
reality must force themselves to
look at the future, an all-too-new
experience for many of them.
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Dec. 26 — Times Recorder of Zanesville, Ohio, on ethics
charges against House Speaker Newt Gingrich:
House Speaker Newt Gingrich last week admitted that he had
misled the House Ethics Committee. The committee had been looking into the financing of a college course Gingrich taught from
1993 to 1995.
Newt Gingrich spent almost two years trying to derail this investigation. Now he is clearly hoping that a small admission of guilt
will stop the investigation.
More telling is what Newt didn't do. He didn't take the charges
against him seriously and generally acted extremely guilty. He
failed to make sure that the committee got the right information at
the right time. And even this "admission" blames the problem on
others.
Pride gocth before the fall, they say. Gingrich showed the pride,
but the Republicans are reluctant to deliver the fall and remove
Gingrich as speaker of the House.

Todd Duvall
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

of citizen involvement that creates a
foundation of public support KERA
often has lacked.

AGREE OR NOT

,

Dear Editor:
In December, South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church was
able to present a "Living Christmas" scene for the community in
Christmas in the Park, but not without the help of Gary Hohman, park
director.
With Gary's help and support we were able to present the scene for
three nights. We would like to thank Gary for all that he did to help us
bring the Christmas message to you.
The members of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
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Weakened Gingrich seen
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
Republicans were riding high in
May 1995, an eclipsed President
Clinton gave an unsolicited and
anguished defense of his own
"relevance." Now it's House
Speaker Newt Gingrich's turn to
beg for respect.
Associates suggest the Georgia
Republican's rehabilitation is already under way, and that the
days leading up to his hardfought re-election to a second
term as speaker were his darkest.
"Leadership is tested by situations such as these. And he survived the vote. So he's stronger
now than he was a week ago,"
said GOP pollster Frank Luntz,
who has worked closely with
Gingric'h and other House
Republicans.
Remaining under an ethical
cloud and with the support of less,
than a majority of the 435-member House, Gingrich gave voice
to a trait not usually associated
with him in 'his nationally televised acceptance speech:
humility.
"To the degree I was too
brash, too self confident or too
pushy, I apologize. To whatever
degree in any way I have brought
controversy or inappropriate attention to the House, I apologize," he told the assembled lawmakers Tuesday.
But it will take more than apologies for Gingrich to recapture
the momentum he rode in 1995 as
architect of the now-subdued
"Republican Revolution."
Even without his admitted ethical misdeeds, Gingrich must prcs-

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
ide over a House with a thinned
majority.
Republicans held 235 seats and
Democrats 197 in the previous
Congress. The Congress that convened for the first time on Tuesday has just 227 House members
and 207 Democrats, plus one independent who usually votes
Democratic.
Gingrich won only 216 of
those GOP votes on Tuesday, two
short of a majority of the full
House — but still enough to keep
him speaker.
Rep. Constance Morella of
Maryland, one Republican who
declined to- vote for Gingrich,
said -afterwards he "may be
strengthened" by his close call.
"I think that he can grow from
it. I'm an optimist," Morella,
who voted "present," said.
A lot has changed since May
1995. Then, Clinton was clearly
overshadowed by Gingrich and
the GOP-led Congress' first
100-day burst of activity.
In an evening East Room news
conference ignored by the major
TV networks, Clinton had complained, "The Constitution gives
me relevance, the power of our
ideas gives me relevance."
On Tuesday, it was Gingrich

who was promising to reach out
more to Clinton and to congressional Democrats.
With both parties pledging to
work for bipartisan goals — such
as a balanced budget — there is
also bound to be less attention
paid to the House.
"In some respects, over the
past two years, the House was the
hotbed of activity,. and the Senate
was always kind Of dealing with
things that they had passed or, in
some instances, not dealing with
them," said Senate Majority
Leader Trent Lou, R-Miss. "I
think maybe this time that we'll
return to a more normal situation
where some time the Senate will
lead, some time the House will
lead."
Gingrich's ethical problems
loomed over Tuesday's vote.
Even as members prepared to
vote, James M. Cole, special
counsel for the House ethics
committee, put out a statement
saying more time was needed on
the Gingrich ethics case, which
the Republican leadership has decreed will end no later than Jan.
21
Gingrich has admitted he failed
to "seek and follow" legal advice regarding the use of tax-

exempt organizations for political
purposes and providing inaccurate statements to the House ethics committee.
Will those ethical problems
hamper Gingrich's ability to deal
with the administration and congressional Democrats?
"I have no way of predicting,"
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said Tuesday when
asked.
"The president will go about
doing the work he's been elected
to do ... working closely with the
leadership, including the
speaker," McCurry said.
"There's a lot of work to do. The
president looks forward to doing
it."
But Rep. John Conyers, DMich., the senior Democrat on
the House Judiciary Committee,
had a less sanguine view. "Gingrich will be unable to lead," he
said. "The possibility of us getting anything done has been seriously diminished."
Some Democrats privately
were pleased that Gingrich was
re-elected. It makes it easier for
them to neutralize GOP attacks
on ethics.problems facing Clinton
and his wife, members of his administration and Democratic
fund-raisers.
That was why, along with the
applause Republicans gave Gingrich, a scattered number of
Democrats clapped their hands.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Too
Raum covers politics and national affairs for The Associated Press.
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No shortage of drunken drivers on U.S. roads
CHICAGO (AP)- Amencans
got behind the wheel after dnnking too much an average of
14,000 times an hour in 1993, according to researchers who say
they may still be underestimating

the extent of drunken driving.
And nearly one of every 12 instances involved a driver under
age 21 - too young to drink legally in any state, the researchers
reported in Wednesday's issue of
The Journal of the American

Combat stress

may cause illness
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Clinton wants to give Gulf
War veterans with undiagnosed
ailments more time to submit disability claims.
Under current rules, veterans
who believe they are disabled
from such ailments must prove
that their symptoms started
within two years of their departure from the gulf area.
Clinton has instructed Veterans
Affairs Secretary Jesse Brown to
submit a proposal within 60 days
"with a view toward extending"
the two-year limit.
He made the comment Tuesday
as he accepted a presidential
panel's report that there is no
single e,ause of the myriad illnesses tens of thousands of Gulf veterans report.
But the nerve gas many veterans blame is highly unlikely to
have sickened them, said the
Presidential Advisory Committee
on Gulf War Veterans' Illnesses.
The physical toll of combat
stress may prove a more likely
explanation, the 12 independent
doctors and scientists concluded.
They cited World War II troops
who came home with the same
range of symptoms as the 1991
Gulf veterans.
"My concern is that neither
the veterans nor the public think
what we're saying is that this is
in their minds," emphasized
panel member Elaine Larson,
dean of Georgetown University's
nursing school. "It is a serious
problem and it is something related to the biologic aspects of
stress."

A separate government study
unveiled Tuesday found more
than one in three Gulf veterans
report suffering six illnesses at
statistically higher rates than soldiers who weren't shipped to the
Middle East: musculoskelatal
problems, cognitive dysfunction,
depression, asthma, bronchitis
and chronic fatigue.
When asked about potential hazards they faced, 80 percent of
the Gulf veterans reported stress,
said the survey of 4,000 Iowa
veterans funded by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. A similar number claimed
exposure to petrochemicals or infectious agents, and 5 percent
claimed they were exposed to
chemical weapons.
The study was not based on
medical records, merely soldiers'
own reports.
The presidential panel did blast
the Pentagon for denying until
last June mounting evidence that
troops were exposed V chemical
weapons when an Iraqi. weapons
depot was destroyed.
The military acknowledges it
should have investigated Gulfrelated illnesses sooner, but
"there has not been a cover up,"
said Deputy Defense Secretary
John White.
The Senate Veterans Affairs
Committee begins new hearings
on the Gulf War saga Thursday,
and one focus will be Pentagon
misconduct, said Chairman Arlen
Specter, R-Pa. "There is substantial indication of cover-up," he
said.

Two survive month
on raft when boat sinks
LIHUE, Hawaii (AP)- Two
men whose fishing boat sank
Dec. 9 were rescued from a life
raft on which they had drifted for
nearly a month. They had each
carved messages to their families
in case they didn't make it.
Richard Enslow Jr., 20, and
David Summers, 25, both of Mililani, were treated and released
Monday at Kauai Veterans Hospiuil on Kauai. They suffered
slight dehydration and Summers
had a dislocated shoulder, nurse
Sheryl Harris said.
'Every day that went by got
tougher and tougher," said Enslow's mother, Aud. "We were
hoping for a miracle. I never
gave up hope."
The two spent what they calculated was Christmas Day thinking
about their families, and a couple
of days later, both men carved
messages into plastic paddles in
case they were never found.
"Sorry to cause so much grief.
I hope David and I make it, but if
not, give the family my love,"
Enslow's paddle reads.
"If I don't make it, I hope to
see you in my next life," wrote
Surnmers.
The six-man life raft was spotted Monday morning by the fishing vessel Kekoa near the island
of Niihau. Skipper Kevin Yamase
fed the men soda and leftovers
and took them to Kauai.
"We caught every kind of fish
to cat and caught rainwater,"
Summers told reporters before
being loaded into the ambulance.
The tent-covered life raft was

lashed and tossed by high winds

and waves in several strong
storms that swept through the islands. It was starting to fall apart.
"It was rain and more rain, big
waves and lighting. You can't really describe it," Summers said.
"We'd stay drenched for days."
The 48-foot fishing vessel,
Lady Aud, owned by Enslow's
father, sank Dec. 9 while en route
back to Honolulu. The Coast
Guard conducted a five-day air
search but couldn't find them.
"It just started sinking and water covered the battery, so we
couldn't make any calls. Then we
took out the (emergency location
transmitter) and it didn't work,"
Summers said.
The last few days before the
rescue was made all the more difficult. On what the men believe
was New Year's Day, something
- possibly a whale - overturned their raft. They climbed
back in but lost most df their supplies, including an air pump.
Having to blow air into the leaking raft every 20 minutes left
them exhausted.

Medical Association.
The findings come from a telephone survey of 102,000 adults
age 18 and older, 2.5 percent of
whom admitted they had driven
"after having had perhaps too
much to drink" on one or more
occasions within the previous
month. The researchers believe
the study is the first estimate of
the extent of drunken driving.
The number of occasions reported each month was multiplied
by 12 to get an estimate of approximately 123 million for the
year. That number was divided.,
by 8,760 for the estimate of
hourly instances.
The prevalence of alcoholimpaired driving was 82 times
higher than the 1993 arrest rate
for driving under the influence,
according to FBI arrest data.
And it probably underestimates
the true extent of alcohol-

impaired driving, researchers
said. Though respondents remained anonymous, the social
stigma associated with driving
drunk probably prompted them to
underreport the number of episodes, researchers said.
Also, since the survey required
subjective judgments about their
own impairment, many respondents - especially heavy drinkers - may have denied that alcohol hurt their driving, researchers
said.
And the study excluded teens
under 18, among whom alcoholimpaired driving has been shown
to be "quite prevalent," the researchers said.
Still, 123 million episodes is a
"huge" number, said Dr. Robert
D. Brewer, a co-author of the report and a medical epidemiologist
at the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.

the problem slightly, said Liz NeNett, spokeswoman for the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
"We're pleased that they were
able to do something to draw attention to the problem of driving
while impaired," she said.
Brewer and his team, led by
Dr. Simi Liu, formerly of the
CDC and now with Harvard
School of Public Health, suggest
more progress would result from
stricter laws, better enforcement
and increased effort by physicians to identify and treat
alcoholics.
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Device May Increase Gas Mileage by. 22% TEST DATA
BOSTON - National Fuelsaver
Corp. of Boston has developed
a low cost automotive accessory
called the Platinum Gasaver
which is guaranteed to increase
gas mileage by 22% while
meeting all federal and state
emission standards.
With a simple connection to
a vacuum line, the Gasaver
adds microscopic quantities of
platinum to the air-fuel mixture
entering the engine.
Platinum has the unique
ability to make non-burning fuel
burn. With platinum in the
flame zone, you increase the
percentage of fuel burning in
the engine from 68% to 90%.
Normally that additional

22% of the fuel would only
burn when it came in contact
with die platinum Atirfaces of
the'catilytic converter.
Unfortunately, the converter
process takes place outside of
the engine, where the energy
produced cannot be harnessed
to drive the vehicle.
But with platinum in the
combustion chambers, 22%
more of each gallon burns
inside the engine so that 22%
fewer gallons are required to
drive the same distance.
After studying this process
for five years, the government
concluded:"Independent testing
shows greater fuel savings
with the Gasaver than the 22%

claimed by the developer."
In addition to government
confirmation of its fuel saving
claims, the Gasaver has received
patents for raising gasoline
octane, and has been approved
for reducing emissions to
acceptable levels.
Joel Robinson,the developer,
commented: "We've already
sold over 250,0(X) Gasavers.
To our surprise, as many
people buy the Gasaver
because it extends engine life
by cleaning out the abrasive
carbon deposits as buy it to
increase gas mileage."
For further information call:
1 -800-LESS-GAS
1-8(X)-537-7427.

This advertisement appeared originally as editorial material in another newspaper.

The government studied
test data on vehicles made
by several auto makers.
Listed below is the data
from a fleet of 15 identical
5-liter vehicles.
Vehicle M P
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"It's really a miracle. I'd really like to know how they did
it," said Petty Officer Joseph
Ford, a controller at the Coast
Guard's Joint Rescue Center in
Honolulu. "That is incredible. I
guess they just kept their cool
and did what they needed to do."
When rescued, the pair had just
enough water for one more day,
according to Yamase.
"I don't know how much longer we would have lasted," Summers said.

It's time to be inspired
to resolve to begin.
The YMCA is here to fit you,
your family and your life.

The YMCA.
Let lie Motivate You.

Fox Super Bowl ads
sold out for $1.2 million
NEW YORK (AP) - Com- in the game itself and got a top
mercial time is sold out for this price of $1.3 million for a few of
the ads, Nc.ig said today. But he
year's Super Bowl telecast for a
record price averaging about $1.2 said the average was $1.2 million, up by about $100,000 from
million for 30 seconds.
Super Bowl XXXI is scheduled (last year's record, when NBC
for Jan. 26 with four teams - carried the game.
He said about 30 different
Green Bay, Carolina, Jacksonville and New England - still companies have bought
competing to qualify for the Na- commercials.
tional Football League's champSuper Bowl ad time is the most
expensive on television, but many
ionship game.
advertisers feel it is worth it be"We have been sold out for cause the game typically attracts
three weeks to a month," said
the biggest audience of the year
Jon Nesvig, president of sales for
with more than 100 million peoFox Broadcasting.
ple watching at least part of the
Fox sold 58 thirty-second units
broadcast.

"There's always a danger that
people are going to just sort of
throw up their hands and think,
'Well, what can we do about
this? We've been working on this
for a long ume. Haven't we done
anything?" Brewer said. "In
fact ... we really have made some
progress."
Alcohol-related crash deaths
have declined more than 30 percent since 1982, he added by
telephone Monday. However,
they still totaled some 17,000 in
1995.'
The results arc no surprise, although they perhaps understated

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-CatIloway
County Hospital for Friday, Jan.
3, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Woods baby boy, parents, Terrilyn
Stafford and Christopher Woods,
Hardin.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lola M. Morgdh, Hazel; Ken E.
Breeding, Mrs. Kathy Steele and MM.
Virgie Wilson Wynn, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Coyne K. Orr, Puryear, Tenn.;
Jord Osborn Hale, Alma; Mrs. Clara
Berne Goff, New Concord; Joshua H.
Tabors, Mayfield;
Mrs. Ruth Hoke, Kirksey; Zachary
Tyler Blue, Lancaster, S.C.; Mrs. Fellcita C. Chan, New Concord;
Mrs. Pamela S. Wilson and baby
boy, Arlington; Miss Robin Proctor and
baby boy, Calvert City;
George S. Gallagher, Mrs. Osceola
Templeton, Mrs. Lola Mae Jackson,
Mrs. Nancy Lou Gibson,
George E. Catlett, Mrs. Lita Tucker
Rushing, Mrs. Margaret H. White, and
Miss Christy Rob Parris, all of Murray.
• • • •

Two newborn admissions, dismissals .and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Jan. 4, have
been released as follows:
, Newborn admissions
Ellenberger baby boy, mother, Charity McCandless, Benton;
James baby boy, mother;Amy Dickerson, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Lou Barnett, George
Joseph Cooper, Mrs. Hazel Wainscott,
and Mrs. Dorothy L. Wagner, all of
Benton;
Mrs. Brenda K. Hurt Almo; Mrs.
Stanlea West, Hardin; Miss Harriet Lawrence, Henry, Tenn.; Mrs. Denise M.
Miller, Jackson, Tenn.;
Mrs. Verna Louise Hightower, Mrs.
Wilma Prescott, Mrs. Mary Frances
Bilbrey, Donnie Prescott,
Robert L. Davis, Jordan Kendall,
and Ms. Judith A. George, all of
Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Johnnie Alice Wynn, Murray.
• • • •
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Jan.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

Dismissals
Hunter R. Ruth, New Concord; Mrs.
Jo Anne Thomas, Versailles; Mrs.
Penny J. Murphey, Wingo;
Mrs. Doris E. Fenlin, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Joni, M. Hargrove, Cadiz;
Mrs. Anita A. Jeffrey, Water Valley;
Mrs. Terrilyn K. Stafford and baby
, Hardin; Mrs. Bonnie Overcast
We
, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mr . Elna Rickman, Mrs. Geneva
Smith, Mrs. Golden Brown, Max E.
Morris, Mrs. Ruby N. Elkins, James C.
Paschall,
John David Benton, Mrs. Unda Kay
Stalls, Ms. Dorothy Wagoner, Mrs.
Marie Houston, and Victor Ruttman, all
of Murray.
' • • • •

Newborn admission
Travis baby girl, parents, Jeanette
and Kenny, Dexter.
Dismissals
Mrs. Dona Holland, Almo; Miss Amy
G. Dickerson and baby boy, Cadiz;
Miss Kathy Oakley Harrison, Hardin;
Miss Charity McCandless and baby
boy, Benton;
Mrs, Alva Jackson, Carlos L. Westbrook, Mrs. Ellie P. Jones, Miss Alline
Evins, and Bobby.Ray Riddle, all of
Murray.
Expirations
Richard Frank Hargis and Dewett L.
Brown, Murray.
• • • •

Kayla Ann
Fish is born
Kevin Fish and Judy Brandon
of 162 Protemus Rd., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Kayla
Ann Fish, born on Sunday, Dec.
22, 1996, at 3:25 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces and measured
19 inches. The mother is the former Judy Brandon. A brother is
David Brandon.
Grandparents are Nancy C.
Brandon and Ken and Dorothy
Fish, all of Murray. Two aunts
are Karen Fish of Salt Lake City,
Utah, and Kim Riviera of Jacksonville, Fla. One uncle is Edward Brandon of Murray.

SUBSCRIBE

753-4461

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • 753-1851

WE WILL BE CLOSED WEDNESDAY, JAN. 8 .TIL II AM
TO PREPARE FOR SAVINGS STOREWIDE

1/2
DAY

CLEARAWAY

30.50,.
OFF
ORIGINAL PRICES

SAVINGS ON SELECTED
WINTER FASHIONS
FOR THE ENTIRE
FAMILY, ACCESSORIES
AND HOME ITEMS

FOR LADIES
• DRESSES • SHOES
• JUNIOR SEPARATES
• LINGERIE •SLEEPWEAR
• COORDINATES
•SPORTSWEAR
• FINE JEWELRY
• FASHION JEWELRY

Youth Baseball meeting tonight

Laura Ann Lovett
and John Allen Sales II

Lovett and Sales vows
will be said on Feb. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lovett of 102 Bethel Rd., Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Laura Ann
Lovett, to John Allen Sales II, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ned Galloway of
Paschall Road, Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Neva Lee Kimbro of
Crossland Road, Murray, and the late Ira Cecil Kimbro, and of Mrs.
Luvena Lovett of Bethel Road, Murray, and the late Sedley Clay
Lovett.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Gaylon and Ruth Ann
Paschall of Melrose Street, Murray, and of Mrs. Dessie Sales of South
13th Street, Murray, and the late Lewis Sales.
Miss Lovett is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School.
She is employed by Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Sales is -a 1993 graduate of Calloway-County High School. He
is employed by Briggs & Stratton of Murray, and is also a member of
the Kentucky National Guard.
The wedding vows will be said on Saturday, Feb. 1, 1997, at 1 p.m.
at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Lodge officers elected
By JOHN SALTER

tke._ high office of Master at its

Lodge Writer

mechngon Dec. 7 He will suceed
the ret ing Master, Wayne
Daniels.
To fii the position of Senior
Warden; will be Mitchell Lee; as
Junior Warden, Bill Jones; as
secretary, Johnny .Bowlin; as
treasurer, Charlie Baker. Bowlin
and Baker are serving for their
second year.
Appointed by the Master-elect
were Alvin Hendrickson and
Ruble Powell as Senior and Junior Deacon respectively; Junior
Harrison as Chaplain; "Dink"
York as Tyler; Kit Chiles as Senior Steward; and Trent Weaver
as Junior Steward.
These officers will be installed
by Past District Grand Master of
the State of Kentucky and Past
Master of Benton Lodge #622
Charles Baker at the next meeting
on Monday, Jan. 13, at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall. An installation of
a new candidate will follow.

Benton T.L. Jefferson Lodge
622 of 'Free and Accepted Masons elected David Maddox to

Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Nesbitt
of 8098 State Rt. 121N, Murray,
are the parents of a son, William
Brent Nesbitt, born on Friday,
Dec. 27,1996, at 4:20 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
i
1 r,,
b,t3
ounces and measured 20 ines. The mother is the former
ie Therrien. A brother is
Dusty Irvan.
Grandparents are Phyllis kingins and Dwain Nesbitt, both of
Murray, and Harold and Linda
Therrien of Almo.
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A Promise Keepers' breakfast will be Saturday, Jan. 11, at 8 a.m.
at Racer Inn (formerly Holiday Inn) at Mayfield. The cost will be $5
each. All interested persons are invited.

Murray Camp 592 will meet
Murray Camp 592 Woodmen of the World will meet Thursday,
Jan. 9, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant. Aubrey Willoughly, president, urges all members to attend.

Singles (SOS) plans activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will attend the dance at the
American Legion Building at Mayfield on Friday, Jan. 10, at 7:30
p.m. On Sunday, Jan. 12, the SOS will meet at Weaks Community
Center for line dancing lessons. Bill Jones, former Two Stepping
Across America winner, will be the leader. Each one should bring a
snack to share, but drinks will be provided. The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Marlene at 753-2350.

Blind Support Group will meet
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Calloway County Support Group for the Blind will meet Thursday, Jan. 9, at 6 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library,
according to Glenda Carroll, secretary.

VFW meeting on Thursday
VFW 6291 Post and Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans of Foreign
Wars will meet Thursday, Jan. 9, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray_ All members and interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Faxon Fire District will meet
Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, Jan. 9, at 7 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Building, located at Chapel Road and Highway 94 East.
All area residents are urged to attend.

Bereavement Support Group to meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Thursday, Jan. 9, at 9:30
a.m. in Suite 283-W of Medical Arts Building, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information contact Kathy Culbert R.N. at
762-1485.

Zetas will meet Thursday
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Jan. 9, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Mike Robinson will be the
speaker. Hostesses will be Katherine Russell, Rebecca Irvan, Thelma
Bailey and Marie Wallace.

Prayer Coffee planned Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday, Jan. 9, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Pat Wood, 2611 Irvin
Cobb Rd., Murray. Interested persons will meet at First Baptist
Church parking lot at 9 a.m. to carpool. All interested persons are
invited to attend. For information call 436-2349.
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally III (PAAMI) will meet
Thursday, Jan. 9, at 6:30 p.m. at Graves County Extension Center,
Mayfield. Staff and members of the Mayfield and Paducah therapeutic rehabilitation centers will present the program. Members will be
allowed to give their feedback on these two groups. This is open to
all interested persons. For -information call Darlene Colson,
1-502-251-0670.

4-H Retreat forms needed
Any 4-H Teens that desire to attend the Pennyrile Teen Retreat
from Jan. 31 to Feb. 2 should return the forms and $40 to the Calloway County Extension Office in the Weaks Center by Wednesday,
Jan. 8, at 4:30 p.m. Forms and information are also available by calling Ginny Harper at 753-1452.

The Batiet Studio
of
Vncy Zeriner Vrney

JCPenney

JCP•teray Cautpany,

Promise Keepers' event planned
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'SELECTED FLANNEL SHEET SETS
HURRY IN! 'SELECTED
ELECTRIC BLANKETS

0 1817,

East Elementary School Unit of the Parent-Teacher Association
will meet Thursday, Jan. 9, at 6:30 p.m. at the school. Calloway
County Sheriff Stan Scott will talk about the "Vampire Cult" in Calloway County. All parents and interested persons are urged to
attend.

PAAMI will meet Thursday

• ACTIVEWEAR • SPORTSWEAR
• COORDINATES
• INFANTS' & TODDLERS.
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East PTA to hear Sheriff Scott

FOR THE HOME
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

'

Youth Baseball Association will have an open meeting on Wednesday, Jan. 8, at 8 p.m. in Room 254 of Business Building at Murray State University. All interested persons are invited to attend. For
more information call Rob Seay, president, at 753-7727.

• No More Excuses!

• APPAREL • DRESS SHIRTS
•NECKWEAR • SLACKS
• SHOES • SPORTSHIRTS
•SPORTSWEAR COLLECTIONS
• ATHLETIL, APPAREL

Lana
back

Because of the winter storm warning, the 4-H Demonstration
training for all interested youth will be changed to Wednesday, Jan.
15, from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. "Come
and learn how to do a demonstration and be ready to compete in the
4-H Demonstration Contest on Jan. 25 at Murray Middle School,"
said Ginny Harper, County Agent for 4-H.

•Fast, Fun, Fitness

FOR MEN
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4-H training changed to Jan. 15

Nesbitt boy
born Dec. 27

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have Samantha
Wilder bride-elect of Kent Haneline, join
our bridal registry.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

One newborn admission, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Jan. 6, have been
released as follows:

513 S. 12th St.

SHOP 1 1 AM
WEDNESDAY!

JO'S DATEBOOK
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home of The West Kentucky
Ballet Company
Pre-Registration January 9th
(Thursday)
5-630 p.m.
at The Ballet Studio
121 North, behind The Hair Studio
759-1445 for more information
NEW CLASS"'
Beginners, age 8-10
Friday's 4-5 p.m.

Pt

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director

RESIDENTS OF WEST VIEW Nursing Home with birthdays in December
were entertained on Dec. 20 by, from left, Ann and Ron Churchill, Warren Boughton, Max Hill, Allen* Knight, pianist, Helen Boughton, violinist, who plays in the name of Alpha Mu Chapter 14760 Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority, and Beulah Fielder, resident, harmonica.
Residents celebrating December birthdays were Ansel Griffin, Trove
Washer, Wilburn Herndon, Auburn Wells, Alice Bea Hopkins, Sarah W.
Lane, Ruby J. Kirk, Preston On, Nell Zarembe, Ottis Hurt, Irene Hornbeck, Jessie Shoemaker and Mary Shipley.

Couples'event will be
held at Kenlake Park
By KAREN AND TOM HEILERS
Retrouvaille Writer
Many couples who had given
up hope, even those already separated or divorced, have been
jolted from the depths of despair
and apathy and have found help
and healing for their failing marriage through a church peerministry called Retrouvaille.
If a couple's relationship takes
a back seat to other interests, if
there has to always be a winner
and a loser to every argument, if
one partner disregards or discounts what the other says, or if
every argument turns into a shouting match, then Retrouvaille
can help.
Retrouvaille (Ret-ro-vi), the
French word means "rediscovery," begin in Quebec, Canada, in
1977 by the Catholic Church to
fulfill the need to minister to couples experiencing pain and disillusionment in their marriage,
even those already separated or
divorced.
In 1982, the program was first
offered in the United States and
has since grown to include over
114 communities in the U.S. and
13 foreign countries. Locally,
three Retrouvaille programs are
presented each year.
We are currently accepting applications for our next program
scheduled to begin the weekend
of Jan. 31-Feb. 2 at Kenlake State
Resort Park Hotel near Aurora.
Residents from western Kentucky, southern Indiana, Illinois,
Missouri and Tennessee are welcome to attend.
Post-Weekend sessions will be
presented at the Catholic Pastoral
Center, 600 Locust St., Owensboro, on Feb. 9 and 16, March 2,
16 and 23 and April 6.
Each program consists of a
Weekend and six Post-Weekend
sessions. Retrouvaille Weekends
are led by three couples who
have salvaged their own marriages as a result of their own Retrouvaille experience, and who
have participated in additional
leadership training.
Along with a team priest, they
share their own very painful stories and offer presentations on
many aspects of marriage which
provide the spark for private reflection and discussion between
spouses.
For many couples, it is a relief
to realize that they are not alone
in their misery. The fact that the
team members were able to work
through their problems and not
only survive, but actually thrive
in their relationships, provides
help and hope for those couples
participating in the program.
Confidentiality is strictly enforced, and spouses are not asked
to discuss their relationship with
anyone but each other during the
program.

Couples have an opportunity to
"rediscover" many strengths in
their marriages and those endearing qualities that first brought
them together as they learn skills
for communication, growth, forgiveness and healing.
During a short telephone interview prior to the Weekend each
spouse is asked for a commitment
to work on the marriage; assurance that if there is chemical dependency, it is being addressed
through a recovery program; that
any third-party relationship has
been terminated; and that those in
counseling have approval of the
therapist.
Team members are quick to
point out that they are not professionals; therefore, they encourage
couples to seek counseling, if
needed. Retrouvaille clearly does
not replace counseling, but can
complement it by helping couples
develop new, proven communication and conflict management
skills.
Because the Weekend is not a
quick and easy "miracle cure," a
series of six Post-Weekend sessions help review concepts presented during the Weekend and
introduce new ones.
The Post-Weekend phase is
considered even more important
than the Weekend itself because
it enables the couples to experience positive ,changes in their relationship over a period of time.
These sessions are approximately
three hours long and are held on
Sunday afternoons during the
three months following the
Weekend.
Couples have the option to
continue their growth and enrichment by becoming active in the
ministry and by attending a
monthly support group after completing the Post-Weekend phase
of the program.
Although Retrouvaille is
Catholic in origin and orientation,
members of other denomiantions
and couples with no church affiliation are welcome.
For additional information and
applications, contact Karen and
Tom Heilers, Retrouvaille of
Owensboro, 1829 Asbury Place,
Owensboro, KY 42303, or by
calling 1-502-686-1967 or
1-800-470-2230.

Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, Jan. II, at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Gladys Jarrett, director, who has released
some of the poems written by
participants as follows:
•

•

•

•

True Woman's Prayer
By Marie Jarrett
Dear Lord,
I believe in women
And what we can become
My prayer is that I may be
A virtuous woman
May I so live, that I have
Complete trust of my husband
May I do him good
All the days of his life
May I select clothing
That are modest and pleasing to
God
May I choose wisely dietary needs
May I not be slowful
But arise early and prepare
Portions for family and guest
May I consider a career goal
And work for world's great good
Give me strength, Lord,
To choose good merchandise
That the home light burns bright
May there be warmth for the winter,
Light for the dark night.
May strength and honor
Godly wisdom be my guide
As I direct my family
In the path of God's love.
• • • •
Doing Things
By Elizabeth Turner
Every one talks about,
The litter that we see.
Let's all get busy cleaning

It might as well start with me
Our nation can be clean and pretty,
Plant some flowers set a tree
Doing things worth while
Might as well begin with me
Love is often talked about,
We each can do some good deed
Doing something nice for others
Might as well begin with me
Don't say let George do it
Stay as busy as a bee
We can make the world much better
And it might as well begin with me
• • • •
January '97
By Wilma J. Sanders
Christmas is over, a new year
begun
Memories are stored, of yesterday's
fun
We met and ate, as we always do
Babies had grown, the older ones
too
Families drove in, from the north
and the south
Greetings were heard from everyone's mouth
I tned to tape the year in review
No one would listen, so what else is
new
The year just passed has memories
so sad
But every year brings the good and
the bad
Roy passed away in December just
passed
Vickie had two surgeries and walked
in a cast
Will had four surgeries on his nose
and his face
But the skin cancer's gone with
hardly a trace
So thank the good Lord for a family
so fine
_
There's no family on earth better

FUN & FASHION

• • • •
Years End 96
By Charlie E. York
This year soon
WiN corns to an end
We must give account
Wiliong to amend.
Soon a new year will be ours
If it be the Lord's will
A brand new clean page
We will start to M.
Day by day • new page
Is ours to fill as we go
To do what is right
And the best that we know
As each new day unfolds
And we greet it good or bad
Accepting the good that's ours
Never questioning the bad
• • • •
"The Pretty Lear
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
Sittin' with my idle thoughts.
Beside the mountain stream
A pretty loaf came floatin' by
O'er waters fresh and dean
I engaged the pretty leaf"
In a conversation
As it floated through the glen
On the Cher-o-k.. Reservation
*Where'd you come from, pretty
leart,„,
_
*Floatin' down the stream"
▪ dnfled down the mountain top'
'
Through meadows lush and green'
Where will you go? Pretty leaf
I asked while in a spin,
'
I'm drifting down this mountain
stream,
To places I've never been'
'Come, go with me' said the pretty
leaf
'And as we sail along,'
'
We'll har-mo-nize ninth southern
skies
A smok-y mountain song
Climb a-board, take your seat
Upon my colors yellow,
'Twill be rough sailing up a-hear
O'er waters that are shallow.
My thoughts went with the pretty
leaf
As it floated 'round the bend
Into a land of enchantment
I dreaded It to end.
I sat there beside the stream
In deep tran-q-uil-i-ty
A gentle breeze brought my mind
Back to reality

1

As its saw year &myna, I am KM all
of us have once again 0011le up with
nanny new hopes, roaolutioas and 1
know 111 do things diffeiently this
Sumeurnes happineas, bliss or just an
overall feeling of wellbeing seems to
ionsehow allude us.
However, the latest research on
moods shows we can be happy and get
nd at the blues
Most of our upbrIngings have in
chided acme mixed messages on happt
fleas; yes we ass supposed to pursue it,
but our Puritan heritage tells us plea sure is fleeting so keep your nose to the
grindstone and don't worry about being
happy, happiness comes from being
totally selfless
With the coining of the New Age'
and more of the baby boomers deciding
there should be more than this,
researchers have discovered the great
secret of happiness is to do things that
make you feel good about yourself
Self esteem, °vicuna an. ezuoversion
and a sense of control is generally
agreed to be the keys to happiness
By giving yourself hale pests (even
if you take 1/2 hour and just do nothing)
keeps your mood elevated and has the
added benefit of boosting your immune
systems production of antibodies to
keep you healthy.
Is there a link between a good mood
and a general sense of well being that
draws more happiness into our byes?
Scientists say "like attracts like."
So maybe this is the year not just to
work harder, but to listen to our inner
voice and do what makes us feel good
about ourselves.
If we feel good about ourselves, it
naturally follows we will want to do
more for others and will be healthier
and able to do more, so in the long run
doing something special for yourself
actually is beneficial to others.
Be happy, be healthy, be thankful
and this should be our best year ever.
D.K. Kelley still has many wonderful bargains — lou of sizes are left and
kits of jewelry is half price.
With winter just beginning we will
be needing some of these warm clothes.
So be good to yourself, come by for
lunch each Friday and register for great
door prizes given away each week and
visit with your friends.
Congratulations to Dons Curry who
won the sweatshirt at last week's luncheon.
Stay tuned to nest week's Fun &
Fashion report....

'Lowe receives pageant honors

Yogurt makes a great portable
lunch. If you don't have access to
a refrigerator, try freezing the carton overnight: it will thaw in time
for lunch.

has also received many optional
awards at the pageant including
Most Photogenic, Best Model,
Best Dressed, Best Personality,
Most Beautiful, Sportswear
Model, Western Wear Model,
Swim Wear Model, Summer
Wear Model, and Best Portfolio.
Heather says she enjoys traveling and meeting friends at pa-

geants. She also has many other
interests including swimming,
ballet, gymnastics, singing, drawing, reading and having fun with
friends.
She is the daughter of Rodney
and Cindy Lowe and the sister of
Jordan Lowe of Quail Creek
Drive, Murray.

"111•1,

TODAY
tc‘trA'..
Heather Lowe
Heather Lowe, 6, of Murray recently received many national pageant titles and awards.
She began the summer by being chosen USA Southern Dream
Girl National Beauty Queen and
National Overall Photogenic winner of the pageant.
Heather was then crowned the
Southern Beauties and Beaus
Mini-National Summer Beauty
Queen where she was high point
winner of the pageant.
Her next title was Tennessee
Charm International Beauty
Queen and she was high point
winner of the pageant as well as
overall photogenic and overall
most beautiful.
On Labor Day, Heather was
crowned Dixieland Dolls and
Darlings National Beauty Queen
and also received the awards of
overall National Best Dressed
and Overall National Personality.
In October, Heather was chosen Universal Angels National
Beauty Queen. She also recently
received the title of America's
Most Beautiful Girls Beauty
Queen and was chosen overall
Most. Beautiful of the pageant.
Heather's latest title in November was being chosen Southern
Babe Mini-National Supreme
Queen and Pro-Am Queen. She

SOW KNOWS BAR-B41
HAS A DEAL FOR YOU
(1) Tuesday & Wednesday lunch $1.00 off buffet.

*Consultation and Review Of
Prescriptions
*Computerized Records
'We Accept Most Insurance
Plans
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qt[Ifl
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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*Health & Beauty Items
*Hours: 8-6 M-F; 8-12 Sat.
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%, HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462

When the flag is flown at
night, it should be spotlighted.
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How long have you been in business in
Murray and Ca1low4T-County? Tell all
about it in our annual Progress edition
to be published Tuesday, January 28,
1997. Deadline is Thursday, January
21, 1997.

Only $10.00 per spot

(2) Tuesday SENIOR CITIZEN DAY 20% off.
(3) Wednesday kids eat FREE.
(4) Thursday we're stepping into the 50's. 2 buffets for $12.99
(5) Sunday show us your church bulletin and get 10% off.
Lunch Buffet

I promotion per customer, per vLstl.

$6.95
$8.93

Hours: 'Tues.-Sat. 11-8 p.m.. Sunday 11-3

Dinner Buffet

641 North Murray • 759-1712

••• • •

•••••••••.11,•••••••••

Weekend Buffet
Ribs, Bar-B-Q,
& More

00.95

Call Mary Ann Orr, Lori Andrus, Kina Young
and Janet Walker at 753-1916
MURRAY

Ledger Times
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Fischer to attend conference

ft

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Karen Fischer of Murray has been
selected to attend The Presidential Youth Inaugural Conference
From Jan. 16 to 21 in
Washington.
The Fourth Quadrennial Presidential Youth Inaugural Conference is held exclusively for
Alumni Representatives of the
National Young Leaders
Conference.
The conference provides the
unique opportunity to witness
firsthand the excitement surrounding the inauguration of the
president who will lead the United States into the 21st century.
Fischer, daughter of Tom and
Barbara Tompkins of Murray and
a senior at Murray High School,
will be among 380 outstanding
Alumni attending the conference
from across America.
The MHS senior, a member of
the National Honor Society, was
nominated for and attended the
National Youth Leadership Conference in Washington, D.C.;
selected to participate in the
Youth Youth Association Conference; participated in the Duke
University Talent Identification
Program: attended the Summer
Scholars Program at Washington
University earning six college

Karen Fischer
credits in summer of 1996; has
won honors in Band and Choir;
served on Student Council;
editor-in-chief of Black and Gold
school newspaper.
Her extracurricular activities
include Colorguard, Concert
Band, Pep Band, Chorus member,
Tri-Alpha, Spanish Club, Summer Swim Team at Irvine, Calif.,
Summer Water Polo at Orange
Coast College, Costa Mesa, Calif., Golf Team, National Forensic League, Academic Decatha-

Ion, Spanish Chorus, and volunteer at local nursing homes.
Highlights of the program include a performance at the John
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, attendance at the
swearing in of the President of
the United States, as well as witnessing the Inaugural Parade as
the President and First Lady proceed from the Capitol to the
White House.
Students will also have a "behind the scenes" look at the presidential campaign and inauguration through a visit to the Armed
Forces Inaugural Committee. To
further celebrate this historic
event, the conference concludes
with a gala black tie ball.
Participants will meet with
members of Congress, executive
officials, historians, academics,
and leading journalists to gain a
deeper understanding of the history, tradition, and significance
of the American electoral process
and the presidential inauguration.
The conference is sponsored by
the Congressional Youth Leadership Council, a nonprofit, nonpartisan educational organization.

Mills baby is
born Dec. 17
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Mills Jr.
of 248 Mayfield Ln., Almo, are
the parents of a daughter, Alexandria Chyanna Ellen Mills, born
on Tuesday, Dec. 17, 1996, at
6:08 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed four pounds
13 ounces and measured 18 inches. The mother is former
Sherry Boren. A sister is Amber
and two brothers are Tommy III
and Erik.
Grandparents are Pepper and
Shirley Mills of 194 Mayfield
Ln., Almo, and Larry and Hilma
Boren of 436 McLean Ave.,
Hopkinsville.

Mercedes L.
Clere is born
ALPHA MU CHAPTER photo

Myung Hee Lee holds her daughter, Catherine Daeun Seo, while Jen
Won Seo, husband of Myung, and father of Catherine, shows a gift he
received at the annual holiday dinner party for members and husbands
of Alpha Mu Chapter 14760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority
at the home of Kathie Fleming at Coldwater.

oum.iry TO

WIN S10,000.00

FEB Z 1997-KY OAKS MALL
CELEBRATING 13 YEARS-PADUCAH
70U CA:: C:ITCII
:IC
:;rcrssAn'
Amente's Cover Miss98oy8 USA
AGE GROWS
GIRLS 0-tImo, 12-23mo 2-3yr, 4-6yr 7-9yr,
10 12yr 13-15yr 16-25,r BOYS 0 2yr, 3-5yr
to receive an entry form BY MAIL or information call
904-478-- -1545 OR
SOO-260-7239

Brock will speak at church
Brock is seen on the Trinity
Broadcasting Network each week
where he hosts his own program,
"The Steve Brock Show."
His music is heard by thousands at the monthly Miracle
Crusades with Benny Hinn and is
also aired on "This Is You Day!",

Steve Brock will be ministering at Christian Fellowship on
Sunday, Jan. 12, at the 8 a.m. and
11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services.
This internationally known recording artist ministers effectively in sermon and song and is
an anointed evangelist.

Quilting class planned
A Quilting Class for mothers
of infants and toddlers will begin
Monday, Jan. 13, from noon to 2
p.m.
This is being sponsored by
Calloway County Family Resource Center and Murray Quilt
Lovers.
"We must have a minumum of

five participants to conduct this
class. The maximum enrollment
is 10," a center spokesperson
said.
Child care will be provided
free of charge if requested in
advance.
For more information or to register call 753-3070 or 753-3879.

Seminar to be at MHS
general, and explain the
awar4ding process for financial
packaging.

Carmen Garland, director of
University Scholarships at Murray State University, will have a
scholarship seminar for interested
parents and students on Monday,
Jan. 13, at 6:30 p.m. in the Murray High School Library.
Garland will provide information regarding academic scholarships for Murray State, give tips
in applying for scholarships in

She will also cover questions
regarding scholarship search services, and WEB information
available.
There is no cost for the seminar which will last approximately
one hour.

Eastwood names Harrcll

Maternity & Children's
Mum
605 Broadway
4114\ The
Paducah, KY 42001
LYT W ord (502) 443-8870

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY photo

Josh Harrell, right, accepts congratulations on being Student of the
Month at Eastwood Christian Academy from the Rev. Larry Duffer, principal, left. Looking on is Joey Adair, teacher and music director of the
academy. Harrell, a sophomore, is the son of Dan and Barbara Harrell
of Old Newburg Road, Murray. Rev. Duffer said "Josh has a servant's
heart. He has been known to spend several hours after school doing
many services on a volunteer basis. He has become known as 'Mr. Fix
It' and can repair most of the equipment at the school." Harrell is manager of the Warrior basketball team, sports editor for the school paper,
and also serves on the school annual staff.

For Both Men Er Women

767-0780
LeAnne Vick
of Murray, KY has
lost...
33 lbs. and
273/4 inches!!
And still losing!!!
We are celebrating our 1 year anniversary all month
long! Call now & take advantage of our anniversary
specials & begin 1997 with a brand new you!

•

,,

Parenting
class planned
Calloway County Family Resource Centers' parenting class,
"Roots and Wings: Raising Resilient Children," will begin Tuesday, Jan. 21.
This class is open to all parents
with children in the Murray City
or Calloway County School Systems. It will meet at the Murray
Family/Youth Service Center
each Tuesday from 6 to 8 p.m.
from Jan. 21 to Feb. 25.
Free child care is available as
needed if requested in advance.
Registration is limited to 15. Cost
is $5.95 for the required program
book.
To register call 753-3070 or
753-3879.

MURRA'
Josh LI'
zabeth
Christie'
call 751

Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International, the association for Office Professionals
(PSI), will have its regular
monthly business meeting on
Monday, Jan. 13, at noon in the
conference room at Shoney's Inn.
Dr. Tony Brannon, guest, will
speak about "Leadership/
Communication."
This will be a brown bag lunch
meeting so please remember to
bring your own. All members and
interested persons are invited.
For more information contact
Jama Galloway at 762-1655.

JACKSON, Tenn. — Karen
Ann Green of Murray is one of
the 345 students named to the
Dean's List for the 1996 fall
semester at Union University.
The Dean's List consists of
full-time students who earned a
minimum 3.5 grade point average
on a four-point scale.

Clearance

„:77,;.• •
*.,•-

a daily half-hour program presented by Benny Hinn Ministries.
Pastor David Parrish and the
congregation of Christian Fellowship Church invites the public to
attend and to be blessed by the
inspirational ministry of Steve
Brock.
The church is located at
Briensburg, 'A mile east of Marshall County High School on
Highway 68. For more information call 1-502-527-8369.

Secretaries to
meet Monday

Karen Green
named to list

IC-All BOOS MON THUA IC AM 5PM 71.41.1'
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Members of Sinking Spring Baptist Church Baptist Young Women recently treated W.A.T.C.H. (wall activities
training center for the handicapped) participants to a shopping spree where gifts were selected for family
members. Pictured representing Sinking Spring BYW members are Jane Key, Karen Kuykendall, Patty Knott,
Becky Kimbro and Jana Paschall. Representing W.A.T.C.H. are Butch Gossum, Suzie England, Crystal Estes,
Bobby Hack, Jimmy Baker and Gerald Hamlin.
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YOU MAY PICK UP A FORM AT KY OAKS MALL INFO BOOTH
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Shawn and Stephanie Leanne
Clere of 202 Wells Purdom Rd.,
Almo, arc the parents of a
daughter, Mercedes Leanne
Clem, born on Saturday, Dec. 28,
1996, at 7:41 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds eight ounces and measured 21'A inches.
Grandparents are Jerry and
Sherry Jones, Wells Purdom
Road, Murray, and the Rev. E.F.
and Nancy Clere, Flint Church
Road, Murray.

W.A.T.C.H photo
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Authorized Dealer
Red Wing Boots
Red Wing Boots
Red Wing Boots
Red Wing Boots
Factory Discount Shoes
Downtown on :::ourt Square

Blood River Baptist Church
will have its annual getacquainted tea on Saturday, Jan.
II, at 2 p.m. at the church.
The church has invited the ladies of Greater Hope Baptist
Church to join them for this special event.
All ladies in the community
are invited to join in this special
fellowship evenL

Jason Haley
named to list
HENDERSON, Tenn. — Murray resident Jason Haley has been
placed on the Dean's List at
Freed-Hardeman University for
the 1996 fall semester.
Haley, a senior accounting and
finance major, is the son of Bob
and Loretta Haley.
To be named to the list, a fulltime student must maintain a 3.3
grade point average for that

AN

and

Nurse's Uniforms

Blood River
tea is Sunday

semester.
Cr)

753-9419

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, Jan.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 pm
Glendale Road Church of Chnst Bible
class./7 pm
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p m
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
pm
Dexter Baptist Church worship/7 30
pm
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mo
Club/6 15 pm . mission groups, prayer
and business meeting/7 p.m.

Wednesday, Jan. $
Murray Board of Zoning Adiustmenv
4 30 p m./Cy Hall.
Youth Baseball Association open
meeting/8 p.m /Room 254 Business
Building, MSU. Info/753-7727
4-H Dernonsbation training for all interested youth/3:30-5 p.m./Calloway
Public Library.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Piggly Wiggly/12 30-3 p.m.
Northside Baptist Church prayer
meeting/7 pm
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/6 p m.,
Parents meeting of Grade 10 at 6.30
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music Activities, Adult Church Conference, WWOW/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Mislaid* Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
Haw Ule Christian Center service/7
p.m.

HOME SCHOOLING photo

MURRAY-CALLOWAY Home Schoolers Jamie Harrison, Andy Kilby,
Josh Lindsey, Jacob McKenzie, Susan Harrison, Michael Slebold, Elizabeth Kliby and Leslie Courtney meet for ornament making day at
Christian Community Church. For more Information on Home Schooling
call 753-0717.

Wednesday, Jan. $
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6 30
p m Outreach Committee/7:30 pm
First Christian Church Elder/Deacon
meeting/6.30 p.m.; Choir/7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Handbell Rehearsal and Tom Turner Silent
Prayer/6 p rri.; Adult Bible Study/6.30
p m Wesleyan Circle w/Charlotte
Barker/7 p.m.; Ruth Wilson Circle w/
Ann Brown and Chancel Choir/7.30
pm
First Baptist Church WMU Visiting
Ministry/3 pm in Room 301; WMU
Leadership meeting/4:30 p.m. in Singles S.S Room, Fellowship
supper/5 30 p m , Intercessory
Prayer/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Youth Prime Time/
6 30 p m.: Prayer meeting, Bible
Study/&35 p m ; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Council/6
p m.; service/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Klub,
Youth, College/Career and Adult Bible
Bible Studies/7 p.m
Open Riding/5-10 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
MSU/open 8-30 a.m.-4,15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 pm
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a m.-6 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 9
Calloway County Fiscal Court/1:30
p.m./Weaks Center Auditorium.
Calfeway County Board of
Education/7 p.m /board office.
Murray City Council/i:30 p.m./City
Hall.
Murray Board of Education/7
p.m./Carter building.
Support Group for Blind/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Annex.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Woodmen of World Lodge 592 at 6
p.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
Faxon Fire DistricV7 p.m./Faxon Fire
Building.
Health Express of MCCH at
Cadiz/9-11 a.m./Cee Bee Food Store,
First Baptist Church/noon to 2:30 p.m.
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/2 p.m./club house.
VFW Post 6921 and Ladies Auxiliary/7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Housing Authority Resident
Council/6 p m 'Ellis Community
Center.
TOPS #4169 meeting/6 p.m./Adix of
Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Centeropeil 10 a.m.-2 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Weak. Center/open 8 a m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30.
a.m./Suite 283-W, Medical Arts Building. Info/762-1485.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
0.m./Masonic Hall.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Curris
Center Ballroom, MSU.

4040

to
laugh
more

Women's Club/9:30 a.m./home of Pat
Wood. Group meet at First Baptist
Church parking lot at 9 a m to
carpool.
Purchase Area Affiance for the Mentally III/6:30 p.m./Graves County Extension Center, Mayfield
Into/1-502-251-0670.
Murray Rotary ClubinooniSeven
Seas Restaurant_
Knights of Columbus meeting/7 30
pm

Thursday, Jan. 9
SI Leo Catholic Church Moss/2 p m
PPC Agenda meeting/5 p m
RC I.A./7 pm
Mission Board meeting/6
p m./Siniting Spring Baptist Church.
Memorial Baptist Church Esther
Class Christmas dinner/8 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 a.m.
Greater Mops Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5.30 p.m. Prayer end Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center

Thursday, Jan. 9
First Christian Church CWF IV at
noon/Fellowship Hall
First United Methodist Church
quitters/9 30 a m
First Baptist Church Mother's Day
Out/9 am -3 pm
Murray Stale University Lady Racers
and Racers play basketball games at
Eastern Illinois Char$estort/5.30 and
7:30 pm
Wralhor West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 am -4'15 pm
Eagle Gallery of FA Center, 144St.li
open 730 a m -4 30 pm

DAR to hear Major Conley
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
Saturday. Jan. 11, at 2 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Robert 0. Miller.
Major Michael Conley, USA
Ret., will speak about "Current
Issues Related to the Panama
Canal."
Mrs. Julian V. Beatty, first district director, and Mrs. George

GRAND
TIME

Richardville, DAR regent of the
General John Caldwell Chapter at
Princeton, will be guests.
Members are asked to please
bring the labels for the DAR
Schools and the stamps for the
disabled veterans. The volunteer
hours' reports are also due.
Verona Grogan, chapter regent,
urges all members to attend this
first meeting of 1997.

-

To Buy!
$1,000
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Corporate Cotillions holding classes
Winter 1997 classes have been
set for Corporate Cotillions of
Paris, Tenn., a social and business etiquette class for adults.
Classes started Jan. 7 and will
continue on Jan. 14 and 21 from
7 to 9:?30 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Paris.

The Black Tie Dinner Dance
will be Saturday, Jan. 25, from 7
to 10:30 p.m. at The Greystone,
Paris.
For tuition costs Of other information, call Debvra Ann Morton
Grimes at 1-901-642-3255.

Rebates Available On Beautiful
New All American Homes

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
Since 1949

Worry Free Service
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FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

.

Financing Available
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,*II Jewels.

(7177C467
Car's/ruction
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& sales, inc.

Lease Tanks Available: There is also a limited number of
lease tanks available for qualified customers.

post office

box 8 1 't

Murray, Kentucky 4)1)/i

Ph. 502-762-0144

Lake Region Propane Gas
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Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011
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show my
love more

he on
time

save
money

Thursday, Jan. 9
Prayer Coffee by Murray Christian

^1,

RESOLUTIONS SALE

he more
productive

Everybody makes a bunch
of resolutions each year.
save more money

Make 1997 different by
actually keeping them.

OUR NEW YEAR'S
RESOLUTION IS TO MAKE
WEEKEND CALLS FREE.

Whether you resolved

1997

UNITED STATES
=

weekend

to be more prbductive

= =

-z-: =
•••7 -

calls free

or stay in touch with your
remember
birthdays

BUT LIKE MOST RESOLUTIONS,
IT WON'T LAST LONG.

relax
M ore

—
=

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

friends. United States

Free

Cellular' can help.

activation

The way people talk
around here -

You'll get a great deal on
a phone. We'll also get to
l++1

spend more
time with
the family

know you well enough to
practice more

make stme yrbe-re

yr

right calling plan.

••

•
clean my
house more

did

we mention
4' MOP ,

Two year service agreement recotnrRT Offer 'wadable on select rate plans Other
Slot %mid with any other offers Offer expoes January 31, 1997

Madisonville United States Cellular, 30 North Main Street, 821 1111
Murray United States Cellular, 906 S 12th Street, 753 7533
Paducah United States Cellular, 1733 Kentucky Avenue, 444 0084
1Rsit s at our Wal-Mart locations: Madisonville, Mayfield, Murray.
Paducah South b West Princeton

For drier great offers visit one of our authorized agents
Cadiz Lloyd's Corner, 323 East Main, 522 8401
EddyviNe Porter Communications, 480 US HWY 67 F. 388 7070
La Coster Hex Powell Service Center, 175 Broadway, 665 5886
Madisoriville Advanced tellular Et Paging, 295 0 South Lane, 821 1888

restrictions and charges rnay apply otters may very at authorized agent locations

Madisonville Custom Audio, 405 E. Centers, 825-8326
Mediespelle Main Street CsAluisr li Paging, 45 S. Main St 821-9900
Malin Johnson's Furniture, 118 North Main St., 965-2269
Cliter Er Paging. 3200 Park Ave., 443-1075
Rd.. 575-3509
1:11,1011

01111:

See store for details

Paducah Piper Depot. 3245 Lone Oak Rd., 534 0747
Princeton Johnson's Furniture, 128 West Mein Street, 365 3882
Sturgis Minna% Electronics, 5th arid Adorns Street. 333 5581
v
•
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Babyface grabs 12 Grammy nominations

be

wise-

MITE
Ainterize

*snow shovels
*de-icer
*kerosene
heaters
*heat lamps
*pipe
insulation
*heat tapes
*ice melt
*snow disk
*sleds
All can be found at

Murray
Home and
• Auto
7&11/ahe

NEW YORK (AP) — Kenneth
"Babyface" Edmonds proves
that a smooth, soft-soul approach
and versatility count these days
in recording industry recognition.
He was nominated for 12
four as a
Grammy Awards
producer, seven as a songwriter
and one as a singer.
Smashing Pumpkins earned the
second -highest number of
Grammy nominations Tuesday —
seven. Tracy Chapman and Vince
Gill each had five.
Edmonds' 12 nominations tied
the dozen that Michael Jackson
got for 1993's "Thriller." Jackson won eight that year.
Babyface, as he is known, won
his sixth Grammy last year when
he was named producer of the
year. His norOnktions this year
include one each RI the three big
categories: best record, best album and best song.
He produced and wrote all but
one of the songs on the "Waiting

to Exhale" soundtrack, which
was nominated for album o4 the
year, including Whitney Huston's song of the year nominee,
"Exhale (Shoop, Shoop)."
Babyface produced Eric Clapton's "Change the World," nominated for record of the year, and
Toni Braxton's album, "Secrets," which earned a best pop
album nod. He was also nominated for producer of the year.
Nominations for record of the
year went to Ms. Chapman's
"Give Me One Reason," Clapton's "Change the World," Celine Dion's "Because You Loved
Me," Alanis Morissette's "Ironic" and Smashing Pumpkins'
"1979."
Critical favorite Beck's "Odelay" was a surprise nominee for
album of the year, along with Ms.
Dion's "Falling Into You," the
Fugets' "The Score." Smashing
Pumpkins' "Mellon Collie and
the Infinite Sadness" and the

Ali 411.

-••• -

nated in a rhythm and blues
category.
The category best pop collaboration with vocals will feature
some strange pairings: Frank Sinatra and Luciano Pavarotti; Natalie Cole with her late father,
Nat Kink Cole; and Burt Bacharach and Elvis Costello.
Signs times have changed: Jakob Dylan — instead of his more
famous father, Bob — nominated
for best rock song, and formerly
full-throated rocker Springsteen
nominated for best contemporary
folk album.
The televised Grammy Award
ceremony will be held in New
York's Madison Square Garden
on Feb. 26.
Ballots will be sent next week
to the 9,000 voting members of
the National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences, who determine the award winners. Nominees for 89 categories were announced Tuesday.

"Waiting to Exhale" soundtrack.
Garbage, Jewel, No Doubt, the
Tony Rich Project and Ms. Rimes
were nominated in the best new
artist category.
The Beatles, who won only
four Grammys during the 1960s,
were norrpnated for best pop performance by a group for "Free as
a Bird," a song resurrected from
old John Lennon tapes with later
vocals and instruments added by
surviving members.
Surprise nominees included
veteran folk-rocker Shawn Colvin, in the best female pop vocal
performance and best pop album
categories, and Bruce Springs.
teen's near-whispered "Dead
Man Walkin" for best male rock
vocal.
First lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton, nominated for best spoken word album, could spend
time in the winner's circle with
Los Angeles Laker Shaquille
O'Neal, part of a group nomi-

Coca-Cola
changes
can design

Richar

ATLANTA (Al') — The
Coca-Cola Co., without announcement, has changed the
design of the cans that c.arry
its major brand.
The Atlanta-based soft drink
giant has eliminated the vertical white ribbon on its cans of
Coca-Cola Classic and
changed the wording design.
The Coca-Cola logo, formerly
vertical, is now almost horizontal, and wording has been
added so that the can reads,
"Always Coca-Cola Classic."
The new design has been
quietly introduced in Atlanta,
New York, Chicago and other
cities. Coca-Cola will replace
the current cans and bottles in
the United States and in other
countries in the next two
months.
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Balloonists land safely after man climbs outside
LONDON (AP) — Three British balloonists landed safely in
the Algerian wilderness this
morning after a brief and frightening attempt to circle the globe
— and some heroics by a lastminute addition to the crew.
Richard Branson, the tycoon
who financed and piloted the $3
million Global Challenger balloon, credited fellow crewman
Alex Ritchie with halting a
dangerously rapid descent by
climbing outside the capsule to
jettison a one-ton fuel tank.
"We owe a debt of gratitude to
Alex. He saved our lives," said
Branson, whose business ventures
include Virgin Atlantic Airways.
Ritchie, 52, had joined the crew

just before the balloon's launch
Tuesday, replacing a sick
balloonist.
The 174-foot helium hot-air
balloon, stocked with caviar and
a microwave, had lifted off from
a military air base near Marrakech, Morocco, on what was to
be an 18-day mission to circle the
globe for the first time in a
balloon.
But during the first night, the
craft at one point began dropping
at a rate of 2,000 feet a minute,
Branson told his support cie in
London.
"At one stage I was standing
by the door chucking out everything movable — oil canisters,
food, anything — to halt the dcs-
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capsule, but that the crew was
shaken up.
"It feels like we have landed
on the moon," he said. "Everyone is tired."
Britain's ambassador to Algeria, Jean-Francois Gordon, said
a helicopter flew to the site to
pick up the crew. The trio was to
be taken to Bechar, 45 miles
from the Moroccan border, and
then on to Algiers.
"Everybody who was involved
can hold their head up high. We
will go again," said Rory McCarthy, who lost his place on the
flight at the last minute because
of a chest infection. Ritchie took
his place.
Branson, however, was unsure
about when — or if — he would
contemplate another attempt at
the trip. "We are obviously going to have to go back to the families," he said.
It was the second thwarted
round-the-world attempt in two
years for Branson, who was trying to set "the last great aviation
record left on earth."
Branson's balloon was one of
three likely to try circling the
world this year. A two-man Swiss
team and American millionaire
Steve Fossett — on a solo mis-

cent," Branson said. "I thought,
'What am I doing up here? It's
terrifying.—
Ritchie, who helped design the
capsule, realized that there was a
problem with the mechanism designed to release the tank. He
donned a parachute and was
strapped to the capsule as he
worked.
"We were rather keen to do it
as we were making a rapid descent at the time. We were able to
arrest that descent," he told journalists in London via satellite
telephone.
It wasn't clear what went
wrong with the balloon, which
completed only 19 hours of its
mission. The Global Challenger
office in London, which announced early today that the
record-seeking effort was being
aborted, spoke only of a "ballastversus-helium problem."
Touching down in the Algerian
desert, the team detonated explosive bolts to separate the capsule
from the huge balloon, which
could have dragged the capsule
along.
"The Eagle has landed,"
Branson told his London team
shortly after touching down. He
said there was no damage to the
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sion — are expected to set out
within the week.
Branson, Ritchie and co-pilot
Per Lindstrand planned an 18-day
flight over the Middle East, Iran,
India, the Indian and Pacific
oceans, the United States and finally the Atlantic before landing
in Britain.
The craft was equipped with
radio equipment, first aid, parachutes and oxygen tanks for the
voyage, which was to be at altitudes of up to 32,000 feet.
Branson and Lindstrand, chairman of the British firm Lindstrand Balloons Ltd., already are
record-holders. They were the
first to cross the Atlantic in a
hot-air balloon in 1987, and the
Pacific in 1991.
In February, the 46-year-old
Branson postponed the round-theworld attempt because of thunderstorms and the unfavorable
position of jet streams. In early
December, Branson and his crew
practiced with a smaller balloon
over Nevada.
Branson's Virgin empire also
includes Virgin Retail Group, including the Virgin record shops
and a bridal wear shop, Virgin
Communications and Virgin
Travel Group.
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DEATHS
Richard Franklin (Frank) Hargis
Services for Richard Franklin (Frank) Hargis will be today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Henry Hargis and John
Dale will officiate. Singing will be by singers from Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers will be Earl Steele, Hardiman Miller, Charks Olree,
Garry Evans, Johnny Miller and Wayne Wilson, active; James Thurmond, Dewey Grogan, Charles Grogan, Charles Haley, Ray Dunn, Dr.
Dan Miller, Dr. C.C. Lowry, James Harmon, and Gene McDougal,
honorary. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Hargis, 92, Murray, died Monday, Jan. 6, 1997, at 8 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Ruby Hargis, died May 24, 1993. One son, Bobby
Hargis, and two sisters, Mrs. Pearl Allmond and Dr. Sara Hargis, preceded him in death. Born Aug. 26, 1904, in Bumpus Mills, Tenn., he
was the son of the late Stephen Lionel Hargis and Ethel Taylor
Hargis.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Marion Elkins and husband,
Edwin, Murray; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Eleanor Hargis, Franklin,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Mary Dunaway, Evansville, Ind.; three
brothers, Billy Hargis and wife, Sue, Gilbertsville, and Tom Hargis
and wife, Juanita, and Henry Hargis and wife, Alene, Murray; eight
grandchildren, Lisa Kupchik, Ricky Hargis II, Gina Newbern, Chlid
Hargis, Georgia Turner, Francie Stubblefield, Edwina Rogers and
Kristy Elkins; 16 great-grandchildren.

Donnie Harold Chilcutt

Si

1

Services for Donnie Harold Chilcutt will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Emmanuel Baptist Church. Burial will follow in Foundry Hill Cemetery, Puryear, Tenn.
Friends may call at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 5
to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday), and at the church after 10 a.m.
Thursday.
Mr. Chilcutt, 56, North Seventh Street, Murray, died Monday, Jan.
6, 1997, at 7:11 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran, he was a machinist at H.I.S. Clothing Factory,
Fulton, and a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church. He was born July
26, 1940, in Tennessee.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Geraldine George Chilcutt; five
daughters, Mrs. Lori Milam and husband, George, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Mrs. Kim Jewell and husband, David, Nashville, Tenn., Ms.
Karen Chilcutt Smith, Murray, Mrs. Kathy Crabtree and husband,
Steve, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Kelly Gray and husband, Billy,
Dover, Tenn.; two sons, Dwayne Chilcutt and wife, Iris, Nebraska,
and Mark Gibson and wife, Monika, Virginia; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Finis Chilcutt, Buchanan; two sisters, Mrs. Barbara Lemons and
husband, George, Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Janie Patrum, Tennessee:
eight grandchildren.

D.L. Brown
Funeral rites for D.L. Brown were today at 11:30 a.m, in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman 8c York Funeral Home. Jim Pounders officiated.
Singing was by singers from University Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were Rick Clark, Jimmy Bell, John B. Bell, Percy Summers, Harvey Hurd and J.B. Taylor. Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Brown, 73, Poplar Street, Murray, died Monday, Jan. 6, 1997,
at 6:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of South Central Bell, he was an Air Force veteran of World War II and a member of University Church of Christ.
One daughter, Joni Franklin Brown, preceded him in death. Born
Nov. 16, 1923, in McCracken County, he was the son of the late 011ie
Brown and Obera Cole Brown.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Parker Brown; one
daughter, Mrs. Parker Layne Nesbit and husband, Douglas M., Charleston, S.C.; one sister, Mrs. Ann West and husband, W.P., Lynn
Grove; three aunts, Ms. Thelma Brown, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Lola
Moore, Heath, and Mrs. Cathleen Christenberry, Ferndale, Mich.;
three stepgrandchildren.

Terry Don Rippy
The funeral Oar Terry Don Rippy is today at noon in the chapel of
Milner & Off Mineral Home, Wickliffe. The Rev. David McCullough
is officiaung. Burial will follow in Woodlawn Heights Cemetery, Rector, Ark.
Mr. Rippy, 30, of 1606 Miller Ave., Mwray, died at his home. His
father, Donald Rippy, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Nadine Gowen Rippy, Wickliffe; one sister, Mrs. Gail Russell, Paducah; grandmother, Mrs. Julia
Gowen, Memphis, Tenn.; several aunts, uncles and cousins.
Preceding him in death was his father, Donald Rippy.

Mrs. Mary Jane Smith
Mrs. Mary Jane Smith, 82, Detroit, Mich., formerly of Marshall
County, died Saturday, Jan. 4, 1997, at 2:02 a.m. at St. Johns Hospital, Detroit.
Her husband. Rex M. Smith, one sister and eight brothers preceded
her in death. She was the daughter of the late Allen Turner West
and
Mariam Elizabeth Parker West.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Deanna J. Carlson, Detroit,
and Mrs. Rosemary Andrusyk, Henry, Tenn.; two sons, Larry Smith
and Conrad Smith, Warren, Mich.; eight grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.
Graveside memorial services will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Soldier
Creek Cemetery. The Rev. Tim Cole will officiate.
Friends may call at Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton, after 5
p.m. Friday.

James B.(Spider) McCloud
James B.(Spider) McCloud, 74, of 965 N. Rocky Ridge Rd., Cadiz,
died Monday, Jan. 6, 1997, at 1005 a.m. at St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
He had retired as a farmer and also as manager of Cadiz Motor Co.
(Ford dealership) at Cadiz. He was a member of Cadiz Baptist
Church, Rotary Club, and Kentucky and Missouri Fox Trotters Association. He was an Army veteran of World War 11.
Born Sept. 22, 1922, at Golden Pond, he was the son of the late
James Garvie McCloud and Tishie Birdsong McCloud.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Whitney McCloud; one
daughter, Miss Donna McCloud, Cadiz; three sisters, Mrs. Alice
Propst, Trigg County, and Mrs. Frances Gillahan and Mrs. Edna
House, Ledbetter.
Graveside services were today at 11 a.m. at Trigg Memory Acres.
Dr. Randy Allen officiated.
Pallbearers were Glenn Cornelius, Kenneth Rogers, Elwood Crisp,
Bill Gillahan, Ray Wilson and Wylie Oliver. Goodwin Funeral Home
of Cadiz was in charge of arrangements.

Charles Edward Morris
Charles Edward Morris, 69, Grove Street, Paris, Tenn., died Sunday, Jan. 5, 1997, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
He worked as an electronics salesman for Teague Electronics and
Lavender Electronics for 10 years each. An Army yeteran, he was a
member of Maplewood Baptist Church, Paris.
Born Feb. 27, 1927, at Buchanan, Tenn., he was the son of the late
Henry Thomas Morris and Bailie West Morris. Two sisters, Mrs. Lois
Curd and Mrs. Vera Yarbrough, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Eva Kirkland Morris, to whom he
was married on Oct. 7, 1943; one daughter, Mrs. Marcettia Norwood
and husband, Ray, Paris; two grandchildren, Charlie Norwood, Paris,
and Jennifer Knight, Milan, Tenn.; three great-grandchildren, Ross
Norwood, Danielle Norwood, and Bret Milam; three sisters, Mrs. Evelyn Haywood, Mayfield, Mrs. Carrie Perry, Henry, Tenn., and Mrs.
Vida Bucy, Pennsylvania; two brothers, Brent Morris, Murray, and
Hafford Morris, Kirksey.
Services were Tuesday at 11 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris. Lynn King officiated. Burial was in Rose Lawn
Memory Gardens, Paris.

Harry Arthur Durst

Mrs. Johnnie Alice Wyatt

The funeral for Harry Arthur Durst was Sunday at 2 p.m. in LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Otis Hinton and Jimmy
Services for Mrs. Johnnie Alice Wyatt were Monday at 2 p.m. in
Allison officiated.
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in Murray. John Dale offiPallbearers were Brandon Williams, Dallas Sutton, Paul Wayne Sutciated and James Thurmond led in prayer. Curtis Darnell led congreton, Freddy Harrison, Bruce Stepp and Steve Thompson. Burial was in
gational singing and also a group from Glendale Road Church of
Rose Lwen Memory Garden, Paris.
Christ sang.
Mr. Durst, 80, East Antioch Road, Springville, Tenn., died SaturPallbearers were Mike Wyatt, Terry Roberson, Gary Roberson,
day, Jan. 4, 1997, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
Glen Young, John Young, Phillip Jones, Grant Jones, Jeffrey Wyatt,
He was a maintenance supervisor for Henry County Medical Center.
Jeremy Wyatt, Jarred Sammons, Brad Young, Rodney Young, AnHis first wife, Mrs. Roberta Corine Rice Durst, died Nov. 15, 1980.
thony Young, Chris Garland, Aaron Garland, Logan Roberson and
Born March 31, 1916, in St. Louis, he was the son of the late Harry
Erik Young. The Young-at-Hearts Class at Glendale Church served as
an honorary group. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens. . Sylvester Durst and ,Laura Ann Sager Dust.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margie Laverne Sutton Durst, to
Mrs. Wyatt, 93,- Greenbrier Drive, Murray, died Saturday, Jan. 4,
whom he was married on March 17, 1984; three daughters, Mrs. Mari1997, at 2:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her husband,
lyn Nance, Springville, Mrs. Carol Williams, Bruceton, Tenn., and
Connie Wyatt, a Church of Christ minister, died in December 1982.
Mrs. Margie Ferrelli, Mission Viejo, Calif.; two sons, Eddie Williams,
Springville, and Don Durst, Kirksey: one brother, Roy Durst, St.
Louis; 13 grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
Graveside services for Homer Outland Jr. will be Thursday at 2
p.m. at Hicks Cemetery. The Rev. Larry Duffer will officiate.
Friends may at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 3 p.m. today
Funeral and burial arrangements for Mrs. Bedott Youngblood San(Wednesday).
ders will be by A.H. Peter Funeral Home, 3200 Schoenhern, Warren,
Mr. Outland Jr., 70, of 1160 Poplar Spring Dr., Murray, died SaturMich.
day, Jan. 4, 1997, at 2 p.m. at his home.
Mrs. Sanders, 76, Warren, Mich., died Monday, Jan. 6, 1997, at 11
A veteran of World War II and Korean Conflict, he was of Baptist
a.m. at Health Care Center, Mt. Clemens, Mich.
faith. Born May 8, 1926, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Clemmie Black and Mrs. Josie
late Homer Outland Sr. and Bertha Garland Outland. One sister, Mrs.
Baker and husband, John, Murray; one brother, Ted Youngblood and
Eulah Proffit, and one brother, W.T. Outland, also preceded him in
wife, Sue, Mayfield; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Mary Blakely, Murray,
death.
and Mrs. Neva Gore, Paducah; 12 grandchildren; five greatSurvivors include one daughter, Ms. Karen Welch, Murray; three
grandchildren.
sons, David Outland and Dale Outland, Wisconsin, and Johnny Outland, Arizona; two sisters, Mrs. Debris Robinson, Murray, and Mrs.
Frances Vinson, Paducah; several grandchildren.
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TRUCKS AND VANS
1996 Chevrolet Silverado Stepside..--._.-.- 218,900
All pwr., remote entry, lumbar seats
1996 Ford Explorer XLT 4x4........---•-•-•-.. $23,900
Two in aback, all pwr., cassette.
1996 Chevrolet Blazer LS 4x4.--...-....-....-$23,900
Pwr. windows, two-tone paint, pwr. locks
1995 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 4x4......--.-....--.-$25,900
Remote Entry, leather, CD & cassette
1995 GMC Yukon SLE
All pwr., remote entry, lumbar seats.
1995
5-speed, air, super sharp.
1995 Ford F-150 XL
5-speed, lift kit, tube bumpers.
1995 Pontiac Transport Van --.-.--.-.-.--.-.-.117,900
All pwr., pwr. sliding door, remote entry.
1994 GMC Extended Cab SLE 414 ___....-.-.- $18,900
All pwr., cassette, bucket seats.
1991 GMC Suburban SLE._._______._-_--$10,900
Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, cassette.
1991 GMC Safari Van.-...._.____._•_._._._..29,900
Captain Chairs, new tires, pwr.
1991
Rear air, V-6, pwr.

LUXURY CARS
1996 Cadillac Sedan
Gray, leather, all

, remote entry.

1996 Cadillac Sedan Deville._-_.........___$26,900
Maroon, leather, all pwr., remote entry.
1995 Oldsmobile Aurora....-.---------$25,900
All pwr., sunroof, CD & cassette.
Cadillac
1994
Sedan
Leather, all pwr., remote entry.
1994 Cadillac Seville STS._____________ $24,900
All pwr., leather, Northstar, V-8.
1992 Cadillac Sedan Deville.-....-.
Cloth, all pwr., low miles.
1991 Cadillac Seville --------._..
Leather, low miles, all pwr.

814,900
.812,300

FULL SIZE CARS
1996 Buick LeSabre-.--.-.--.--.-.-..._.-.-.-.- $17,900
Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, pwr. seats.
1996 Pontiac Bonneville _.-.--...._._....-•-•_.$17,900
Only 1 left., all pwr., spoiler.
1996 Olds Eighty Eight LS
Red, all pwr., remote entry.
1996 Olds Eighty Eight
Sunroof, CD & cassette, leather.
1994 Buick LeSabre 4
T'
1 xl d--.-.-.................$15,900
inc owner.
All pwr., low mi,
LeSabre....-----------------......-.$9,900
Buick
1994
All pwr., one owner, dual air bags
1993 Buick LeSabre Limited -.-.--.-....-......-813,900
Leather, all pwr., one owner.
1989 Olds Eighty Eight
All pwr., leather, one owner.

$7,900

MID SIZE CARS
I
1996 Olds Ciera ------------.------$13,900
Four in stock, pwr. windows, pwr. locks.
1995 Olds Ciera
V-6, pwr. WI

.a,

pwr. locks.

1995 Chevrolet Monte Carlo...........
Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, cassette.

$13,900

1995 Pontiac Grand Prix SE-.-.-Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, cassette.

... -813,900

1995 Chevrolet LUT"
All pwr., remo

-.-.-.--......
ry, low miles.

1995 Toyota Ca
Pwr. windows,

. locks, 7xxx miles.
1995 Hyundai Sonata GLS.-.-._•-•_......---.-810,900
All pwr., sunroof, V-6.
1992 Chevrolet Euro Sport...--.-.All pwr., low miles, one owner.

49,800

SMALL CARS
1996 Nissan Sentra GXE-._.-.-._.-.-.-.-.- $12,900
Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, cassette.
1996 Pontiac Sunfire..--.-.--.-.-.--.--•-•-•-•- 813,900
Pwr. locks, spoiler, alum. wheels.
1996 Pontiac Sunfire.._._._._._._.-.-.-.-.- 013,900
Pwr. locks, cassette, automatic.
1996
Pwr. windows, pwr. locks,- V-6.
1995 Oldsmobile Aehieva••••Mill••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $11,900
Pwr. locks, spoiler, pwr. mirrors.
1995
Automatic, air, good miles.
- -.49,0•
1995 Chevrolet Corsica
Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, cassette.
1995 Chevrolet
AM/FM cassette, alum. wheels, V-6.

$114800

1994 Chevrolet Cavalier.-.----.---.---.--.-.--$7,900
Automatic, air, cassette.
1992 Pontiac Firebird-.-.--.--.-.--.-.-.--.--$8,900
Low miles, T-tops, all pwr.

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Ind.:imp/We • Pantim• • /laid,. • Cuth/hir
753-5315
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

.• .
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Schempp publishes article
Nancy Schempp has recently
published an article in "Ea'utopia',
an educational technology newsletsx from the George Lucas Educational Foundation.
This group,sponsored by George
Lucas of Star Wars fame, promotes
the use of technology as a vital pan
of the learning process. Schempp's
ankle, entitled "Becoming Real
Scientists and Mathematicians," de scnbes the style in which classes are
taught by she and her teaching
partner, Kevin Brown both of whom
work at Calloway Middle School.
Their classTooms were pan of a
project associated with the Apple
Computers, Classroom of Tomorrow Program and the National Alliance for Restructuring Education,
a national education reform program based in Washington, D.C. The
article descnbes how Schempp and
Brown required their students to
become active investigators in the
areas of math and science and to use
technology to explore new concepts. The students were trained in
the use of many different technologies from digitizing video and using
hypermedia programs to using scientific probes connected to a computer to gather mathematical data.
Schempp is active in many projects. She writes critiques on new
software and computer reference
material for "Technology Connection" magazine. This magazine is
devoted to multimedia and library
topics for school media personnel.
While on sabbatical from her teaching duties in the Spring of 1996 for
the Kentucky Middle Grades Math
Network, she traveled and consulted in both math and technology
in California, New York, and Vermont. She presented this pan year at
the National Alliance Conference in
San Diego, at the Kentucky Educational Technology Conference, and
the Kentucky Association of Assessment Coordinators.
She has conducted numerous
workshops on technology integration to teachers throughout Kentucky for the Kentucky State Department of Education and the
PRISM Initiative. Schempp is a
member of the K IRIS Content Advisory Committee for mathematics,
she helped to establish the current
KERA Core Content for mathematics and she serves on the planning

Hill receives
scholarship
from MSU
Selena Hill of Dexter is the
recipient of a World Color Press
Scholarship from Murray State University.
The World Color Press Scholarship was established in 1996
through the department of graphic
arts technology/printing management. World Color Press represents
the country's third largest diversified printer.
Hill graduated from Calloway
County High School in 1993 and is
currently working toward an area in
accounting at Murray State University. Following graduation, she
plans to obtain a position in corporate accounting. A dean's list student, Hill is the daughter of Gene A.
Hill and Frances K. Goode.

committee for the Math/Science
Academic Village Webpage for the
Kentucky Deparunent of Education. She currently coordinates the

National Alliance Site Development Center and acts as technology
curriculum consultant at Calloway
Middle School.
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Whole Fryers
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Center Cut

Ground Chuck
Peanut
Chili
Butter 1 59
W/Beans$2
Lb
39
Pork Chops

Peter Pan

18 oz

$

184

Metzger

Smoked Picnic

- -Bacon

99

Bush s

155 oz

Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi,
Cal Free
Pepsi
20 oz 6 nk

79

99
$2

Chili
Magic

Flav-O-Rich

Charmin

1% Milk
Gal. $ 1 99

Bathroom Tissue

0
99

4 Roll Pkg.

2 Liter

12 Cup Muffin Pan:
$ 99
Regular

19

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper,
Cherry Pepsi, Cat. Free Pepsi,
Diet Cat. Free Pepsi

NADAValuable Coupon
Price SIPS

•
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89'

Folger s

Coffee
13 oz Bag $199

L

Chicken Broth 14.5 oz. 2/89

Prego

Betty Crocker Asst.

2/$3 Specialty Potatoes 99'
Rosedale Sliced
G.M. Fudge
Pillsbury Grands
29 oz. 99'
Peaches
Brownie Mix 10.3 oz. 2/$ 1 Biscuits
8 ct. 99'
Betty Crocker
Bounty Single Roll
Betty Crocker
89' Potato Buds 13.8 oz. 2/$3
Hamburger Helper 3/$4 Paper Towels
Spaghetti Sauce

Mama Mary

Cresant Rolls

Pizza Crust

2 ct. $239

Martha White Self-Rising or Plain

Prairie Farms
c
5 Lb. 99
2% Milk

Doz.

79

Flour

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, they Pepsi,
12 pk. 12 oz. cons$299
Cal, Free Pepsi
1/2 gal. 2P219

glen
Owens Best
Honey Baked

Ham
$429
Owens Best

Owens Best

Roast Beef
29

$5
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Baby Back Ribs
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Wieners

88Q Beef
$329
Well alwajes be there for you.

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Lb.
Norokl "Jock" Romaine
Liconood in KY I TN
759-1033 or 753-0973
401 S 12th St • 'hurray

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Large Eggs

MOBILE
HOME

• WEDNI
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YMC

8 ct. 2/3
Country Day Break Grade A

Whooping cranes are the
tallest birds native to North
America. standing at about five
feet.

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916,

Golden Ripe

1 Lb. Bag
Baby

Crisp Red
Delicious

Bananas

Carrots

Apples

$1 19

69!.

3

Lbs.

1

Eckrich
All Meat
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American

Idaho Baking

Bologna
$229

Cheese

Potatoes

1 Lb. Bog

Tossed Salad
Mix

1 Lb. Bag

Slaw Mix

$299 39! 990 99'
Lb.
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YMCA supports arthritis aquatic class
The Arthnus Foundation is a
national voluntary health agency
with 70 chapters throughout the
United States. Its mission is to
support research and find the cure
for and prevention of arthritis. Its
mission is also to improve the
quality of life for those affected by
arthritis.
The Arthritis Foundation Aquatic
Program is a recreational program
that provides participants the opportunity to do gentle activities in warm
water. The program is under the
guidance of our trained personnel
who have successfully completed
an Arthritis Aquatic Program
Leader training workshop conducted by a trainer approved by the
Arthritis Foundation.
The Arthritis Foundation Aquatic
Program is a nonclinical program,
(one that will not replace a prescribed regimen of therapeutic exercise). However, it may result in
some physical and psychological
benefits.
The class times are Monday
through Thursday at 9:30 am.10:30 a.m. The program takes place

13 14 MIMI

VISA, MASTERCARD. DISCOVER.
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RIMICIVE THE laGHT

Roundy

4.

•

4

$5
for

Members of the Arthritis Foundation Aquatic Program participate In a class at
CarT Health Center swimming pool.

12 Pk.
12 Oz.
Can

Unlit 4 Additional $2.89
in the Carr Health Center swimming
pool on the Murray State University
Campus. YMCA membership is
required, and financial assistance is
available.

If you have any questions about
any aspect of the Arthritis Foundation Aquatic Program, please feel
free to contact Janice Fountain at the
YMCA, 753-0228.

counties for 14 years and wassworn
in as Kentucky's agriculture commissioner in January of 1996.
A strong community leader,
Smith cunendy serves as a member
of the board of directors for the
NorthAmerican International
Livestock Exposition,the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition Center and
National City Bank. Commissioner
Smith has also held the office of
president of both the Kentucky
Polled Hereford Association and the
Bowling Green-Warren County
Chamber of Commerce.
His service has been recognized
by numerous sources, some of
which include being named Warren
County Master Conservationist,
Western Kentucky University

Alumnus of the Year and Outstanding Young Farmer in Kentucky. He
has also earned the American FFA
Degree and received the Kentucky
Rural Water Association Distinguished Award.
Commissioner Smith and. his
wife Sandra are the parents of four
children,Cindy Smith Crwne,Kelly
Smith, Heather Smith Ragan and
Leslie Smith Tracy. They have two
granddaughters, Alexandra Kay
Crume and Emma Jordan Smith.
The Murray State University department of agriculture is pleased to
include Billy Ray Smith among its
honored support award recipients
for his outstanding contributions to
agriculture and support of agriculture educational programs.

6 Pk 20 Oz. Non Returnable $2-00

o el

Old World Style Ragu

Spaghetti
Sauce
San Georgic)

Spaghetti

Sprite

2 tor 3
3 11111*
99'

27 oz. Jar

7 oz. Box

Armour

Treet

2 Liter

8111°

Bush Fresh or Dry

Blackeye
Peas 15'/7 oz. Can for
Del mom.
W
9 oz. Box 9
Raisins

3 99*

for

12 oz. Can

miss
Hot Chocolate Mix
Swiss

filifflianaft

Applesauce

eg. or Marshmallow

a 9'
Sunshine Bite Size

Gold Medal
Plain or Self-Rising

Flour

15,/i oz.
Can

'. far

6 Ct.
Box

99'
$159
2 99e

Dog Food

4 Lb. Bag

99°

5 Lb. Bag

C&H

Sugar

4 Lb. Bag

Mexene

Chili Mix

1,/: OZ. pkg.

for

Imperial

1 Lb. Stick 49'
Margarine
Minute Maid, Mr. Pibb,
Barq Root Beer 12 pi. 12 oz. Can $289

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
759-9622

N 12th St. •
resolutionsoiution+- 209
1510 Chestnut SI •753-4295

Fresh Pork

S are Ribs

9

'Quality Lawn & Landscape Services-

LEAP REMOVAL SERVICE

Call Today for Your
Free Estimate

Lb.

753-5726
Boston Butt

Sirloin

Tip Roast

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

• Pork Roast

Sirloin

Pork Steak

Tip Steak
Beef Stew Meat

Great Price! Great Selection!--G4at Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

Pork Cutlets

Open Mon Fn 7-5, Sat 7•Noon

SUITIMCf.

The three-day show will open
Friday, Jan. 10 at 7 p.m. with barrel
racing competition. A total of 79
classes will be featured throughout
the show which continues at 8 a.m.
on both Saturday and Sunday.Some
of the feature classes will include
showmanship, halter, anal, western
pleasure, reigning, poles, and roping events. The event is sanctioned
by the American Quarter Horse
Association and sponsored by the
West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Association.
According to Mary
\Kay Kirks,
Expo Center manager, the show is
free to the public and provides
excellent entertainment for anyone
interested in horsemanship. Concessions are available as well as
limited electrical service for mobile
units. Tack and equipment dealers
will also be on the grounds displaying their merchandise.
The Expo Center is located on
College Farm Road, approximately
one mile west of the Murray State
University campus. Additional information may be obtained by calling Dale Fowler at(502)965-2953;
or Kirks at (502) 762-3125.

Coke, Sprite,
Diet Coke,

15 oz. Can

Horseshow
set Jan. 10
The West Kentucky Exposition
Center will open its doors to area
horsemen Jan. 10-12 for the first
AQHA show to " be held at the
facility this year. A very popular
event, this third show of the 199697 series, is expected to draw an
estimated 200 competitors who will
compete for a chance to advance to
the AQHA National Finals later this

UMIT QUA/IT/TIES.

Chili Hot,
Light or Dark
Kidney Beans

MSU ag department honors Smith
Billy Ray Smith. commissioner
of agriculture for the state of Kentucky, has been recognized by the
Murray State University department
of agriculture as the most recent
recipient of
prestigious Support
Award. University officials extended the award to Smith to recognize the exemplary support that has
been provided under his leadership
to promote agriculture and related
services.
Smith joins six previous support
honorees. Awards we traditionally
unveiled at the annual banquet
sponsored by the MSU Agriculture
Alumni Association. Smith re- ceived his award at the 19% banquet held in October at Murray
State's Curris Center.
Dr. Tony Brannon, interim chairman for the MSU department of
agriculture, called Smith "a true
supporter of regional agriculture
departments in the state of Kentucky" and cited his emphasis while
in office to broaden product marketing and strengthen the relationship
between agriculture and economic
development.
"I believe that today agriculture
has some great opportunities,"
Smith noted after accepting the
award. "We have some great challenges ahead of us. We must keep
producing, keep protecting our environment and keep working
together."
A native of Bowling Green,
Smith is an award-winning fourth
generation farmer and cattle
breeder. He served in the Kentucky
General Assembly as the representative for Simpson and Warren

1:1101E101313
in 8 9 10 11

WAREHOUSE TIRE

FRESH PRODUCE

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

4 Yr. 01
Kindergar
Second semester beginning January 6th,
from 8:30 to 11:30 with After Care available.
If you are interested or know of any
prospects, please call the school office.

Eastwood
Christian
Academy

Green

Bell Pepper
Fresh Green

Cauliflower

Cabbage

One mile east on Highway 94

Celery

753-7744

Grapes

Large Stalk

$169 Lb.
1/4
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Frank: Very impressed with the applicants'

SCHEDULE

MSU moving quickly to find next coach

I II

BASKETBALL

• MSU at Eastern III (OH)
Charleston, III

— 5/735

BASKETBALL
• Murray at Calloway (DH)
Jettrey Gymnasium — 6
SATURDAY
BASKETBALL

• MSU vs Austin Peay (DH)
Racer Arena — 4/7

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
While most phones on the Murray State
campus have been gathering dust over the
Christmas break, one extension has gotten
plenty of work.
"My left ear is about twice the size of my
right ear from talking on the phone," MSU
interim athletic director Dr. Jim Frank said
jokingly. "No, it is taking a lot of time, but
it:s enjoyable."
Frank and university president Dr. Kern
Alexander are leading a 10-member searct

committee to find a head football coach to replace Houston Nutt, who left to accept the
same position at Boise State.
Frank said many of his calls have come
within the last week from Orlando, Fla., site
of this year's National College Football
Coaches Convention.
"Word spreads quickly," said Frank, who
noted the committee is in the process of sifting through applications and getting recommendations on possible candidates.
"I've been very impressed with all the
applicants and what they bring to the table,"

he said. "I feel real good about it, and I think the Division 1-AA and 1-A level, some from
everyone feels good about it."
Division II and assistant coaches Vom good
Nutt, who won back-to-back Ohio Valley Division 1-A schools."
Conference champions the last two seasons,
Though he would not name committee
deserves a lot of credit for the quality of members, Frank said the 10-member group of
applicants, according to Frank.
faculty, staff, administrators and students
"With our recent success and our facilities, have met twice and are expected to meet towe are getting some very attractive candi- day to discuss candidates.
dates," he explained Wednesday morning
"We have no timetable and no agenda to
from his office.
start whacking and cutting down," said
Frank said he would not give names of Frank, who is serving on his fourth coaching
specific candidates, characterizing the field
as, "people who have been head coaches at • See Page 38
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Pitino unhappy
despite blowout
win over 'Dogs

Girls Basketball

Lady Tigers beat
Fulton 54-40, end
three-game slide
Williams scores 19,
grabs 12 rebounds
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
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LADY TIGERS 54, Fulton City 40
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

MURRAY
FULTON CITY

15 26 40 — 64
7 16 20 — 44
MURRAY (54)
*Bans 19, GAWWI 15, Maddox 12 Mor trnsiter 4,
Banks 2, Lawson 2. Beane, Beddow...
. Cunn
TOTALS PIA 19-47 Throe-point 4-7 MI Imre 3,
Greene 1) FT-A 12-20 Rebounds 31 (WIllarre 12)
Record 6-4
FULTON CITY (40)
Troia 19, Swift) S. PNpps 5, Shepherd 3, Maros 3,
Oro.. 2. Bard, Bum C Johnson, R Johneoik
Vows' TOTALS. FO-A. 16-46 Thrse-poiril 1-4
(Phipps) FT-A 7-13 Rebounds 22 Record 44,

More than anything else, Murray's Lady Tigers just needed
something positive to happen in
hopes of ending their three-game
losing streak.
took a 15-7 edge, and added seWith Sara Williams playing ven more in the second to lead
perhaps her best game of the sea- 26-15 at halftime.
son with 19 points and 12 re"Sara got some of her confibounds, the Lady Tigers ended dence back," Cadwell said. "She
their skid and avenged an earlier got a double-double, but I'd still
loss in the process, defeating Ful- like for her to be smarter with her
ton City 54-40 Tuesday night at shot selection. She's one of our
Murray High School.,
big scorers and we need for her
"It was good for our morale," to look to the basket more when
Murray coach Rechelle Cadwell she's open."
said. "We loosened up a little bit
Williams and Becky Greene
and had more fun than we'd been
accounted for all but two of Murhaving. Anytime you're on a losray's 14 points in the third pering streak you've got to change
iod. The duo scored six each,
your attitude, and at the end of with Greene nailing two 3-pointhe game our girls had smiles on
ters, while Jeanne Maddox added
their faces and that's something I
the other basket as Murray owned
hadn't seen in a long time."
a 40-29 edge heading into the
Murray never trailed Tuesday
fourth frame.
night, taking a 10-2 lead early on
The Lady Tigers put the game
in improving to 6-4.
out of Fulton's reach early in the
Williams scored six points in
the opening period as Murray • See Page 3B

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Jeanne Maddox (22) and Sara Williams battle a partially hidden Fulton City player for a
rebound in Tuesday's 54-40 Lady Tiger win at Murray High School.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino wasn't happy. His thirdranked Wildcats weren't satisfied. Even the
fans got a little restless.
And this was from a 90-61 blowout over
Mississippi State in a Southeastern Conference game Tuesday night.
"We did not play exceptional defense tonight," said Pitino, whose team forced a
season-high 31 turnovers that it converted
into 36 points. "Tonight's defense was substandard."
And he wasn't pleased with the offense.
,"We had some shots that didn't go down,"
Pitino said."We also took some shots where
we forced the shot with a hand in our face."
Kentucky (13-1, 2-0) also came up with 16
steals and held a 41-34 edge in rebounds in
winning its 13th straight game. The Wildcats
had 17 floor mistakes and shot 44 percent (32
of 72) from the field.
"I think right now, we're just all sort of
frustrated because we're not playing well
right now," said forward Jared Prickett.
"That's what coach focused on" after the
game.
The fans booed after Mississippi State (7-8,
1-1) trimmed the margin to 61-51 on Horatio
Webster's short jumper following a Kentucky
turnover with 11:51 to go.

Tea

CAA
losing
Piones
7

• See Page 38

Boys' Basketball

Fulton smothers Murray rally

NOUS

Utah

'Ann,

'Dogs hand Tigers
82-71 loss Tuesday
By

.ARKhi

YOUNG

Stan Writer
As much as Fulton City likes
to run and gun, who would have
thought the Bulldogs would put
Murray away at the free throw
line?
But in the fourth quarter, there
Fulton was, making good on 13
of 16 attempts at the free throw
stripe, to hold off a Murray rally
in taking an 82-71 win at Murray
High School Tuesday night.
Fulton had watched as Murray
(3-6) cut a doitbk-digit defict

Fulton City 82, TIGERS 71
FULTON CITY
MURRAY

17 36 66 — 62
14 20 62 — 71
FULTON CITY OM
Dickenson 23, Nannwf 21 ketch.' 19. Gerfied 10,
\Anson 7, WAllarne 2. Brown. Dormice. Osten. Hi,.
dl,. Neel. TOTALS FO-A 26-54 ThresPoll0
3-16
(Michel 3) FT-A 16-25 Rebounds 29 Record 4-4
MURRAY (71)
Underhill 22. liarnmorris 19. Anderson Howard 10.
HuRaMh B. Andrus 5,, Falloff 4, Alum Howard 3,
Groves, Holion Plan TOTALS FO-A 30.40.Threepoint 6-26 (Anderson Howerd 3, Aaron Howard 1, Anthus 1 Hammonds 1) FT-A 7-15 Rebounds 42
(UndorNI 16) Record 34

down to one late in the game, but
the Bulldogs scored the next 10
points to secure the win in the
fast-paced affair.
"They were 13 of 16 at the free
throw line in the fourth quarter
and we were 2-for-7; they outscored us by 11 then and that was
the final margin," said Murray

Dale
San
Corry
Vona

assistant coach Dave Carr, who
we shot a poor percentage (30 of
was filling in as Tiger coach for 80)."
Rick Fisher because of illness.
Still, Murray, whin had trailed
"Overall, we didn't shoot the ball
by as many as 12 points in the
real well, but part of that was be- first half, cut Fulton's lead to
cause of the presence of (Fulton 68-67 with just over two minutes
City's Bradley) Nanncy on the
remaining in the game.
floor."
That's when Fulton City began
Nanncy, a 6-8 signee of Rich- its free throw barrage, hitting
mond University, blocked several eight of nine over the next minute
Tiger shots and altered many
more, while scoring 21 points at • See Page 3B
the other end. In one sequence,
Nanney blocked a shot, retrieved
the ball, and drove downcourt for Murray's Kenney Hammonds
driba dunk.
bles out of trouble during Tues"Our guys were definitely
day's game against Fulton City, an
aware of Nanncy on the court; he 02-71 Bulldog
victory.
made us change a lot of shots,"
Carr said. "That was one reason

L
Soak
Pore(
LA
Sacri
Go.*
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Jacksonville going crazy over surprising Jaguars
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
— It's strange enough that a Boeing 757 would do a flyover of
Jacksonville Municipal Stadium
at 1 a.m. Stranger yet that 40,000
people would be there to watch
it.
But nothing about the Jacksonville Jaguars, a 2-year-old team
with a career record of 15-19,
comes as a surprise anymore now
that the team is one victory away

from the Super Bowl.
The first week of January is
usually when folks wait for a
warm day to sneak off the Atlantic coast so they can catch
grouper Or snapper. Now, they're
fishing for tickets to Sunday's
AFC Championship at New
England.
"It's been incredible. The
phones have not stopped ringing," said Cyndi Wilkinson of
Ferrell Travel and Limousine,
one of three travel agencies that

offered trips to the game at $699.
All sold out within a day.
"The group that started going
(to road games) kept getting bigger and bigger and bigger," she
said. "We expected that, but it's
still overwhelming."
No one expected to the Jaguars
to be playing for the AFC title.
And it is overwhelming.
Consider Fred Fillah, who
travels the country in search of
hot markets to sell sports apparel.
"We can't produce enough

•

shirts," Fillah said Tuesday as
Shirt Explosion was making a
new design for a Jaguars playoff
shirt. "This has got people
whipped up in a frenzy. It scares
me to think about what would
happen if they win."
The first Jaguars shirt said,
"Do you believe in miracles?"
That one already sold out. The
next design reads, "We believe
in miracles."
Jacksonville in the Super
Bowl? Just getting to the AFC

Championship has been a miracle
in itself.
Two months ago, the Jaguars
were 4-7 and looked like a team
one year removed from expansion. There was talk of a championship team, all right, but it was
directed 75 miles to the southwest at the University of Florida.
Sure enough, the Gators won
their first national championship.
But in Jacksonville, which has
more Florida alumni than any
other city in the state, that's al-
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ready old news.
"It's crazy. You just can't believe it," said Keith Smith of
Russ-Doe's Sandwich Shop,
where the walls are adorned with
Gators paraphernalia. "Ninetynine percent of the people, the
minute they walk in the door it's
either 'Go Jags,' or 'How 'bout
them Jags?"
"I'll tell you what Jacksonville is
like, it's a zoo. If we beat the
Patriots, all hell is going to break
loose."
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Hardaway,Smits return to court

Sports
BRIEFS

I Help Magic, Pacers
I to wins on Tuesday
Th• Associated Press
Penny Hardaway returned to
the Orlando lineup, and Rik
Smits was back on the court for
Indiana. Neither had a great
game, but both helped their struggling teams win.
Hardaway, sidelined most of
the season because of knee problems, had 15 points, seven assists
and six turnovers as the Magic
beat Philadelphia 109-88 Tuesday
night.
"I was never nervous, just
anxious to get out there on the
floor and run up and down,"

Hardaway said. "I wasn't really
worried about my knee. It was
Just a matter of how I was going
to play. I see I had six turnovers,
so I'm a little rusty."
Smits, playing his first game of
the season following surgery on
both feet, had two points and five
rebounds in Indiana's 95-90 victory over Cleveland.
"I was pleased, but not with
my shooting," said Smits, who
was 1 -for-8 from the field. "I
was just happy to come back to a
win. That's all that matters in the
end."
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
the Los Angeles Clippers 87,
Toronto 80; New York 102, Dallas 72; New Jersey 90, San Anto-

•Kentucky...
FROM PAGE 2B

Express second in CCHS Little League
Mambo's of the Express, which finished second in the second and
third grade division of the Calloway County Girls' Little League are:
(front row, from lett) Kayla Bartell, Christy Westphal, Whitney Lamb,
Kelsey Polk,(second row) Coach Carla Bushrod, Kelsey Sykes, Rachse4
Coursey, Coach Daryl Buahrod, and (back) Coach Daryl Colsr-Bush.

Woman says Irvin, Williams used cocaine
The woman who claims she was sexually assaulted at the
DALLAS (AP)
home of Dallas Cowboys star Erik Williams told police that Williams and
teammate Michael Irvin used cocaine that night, according to an affidavit
Detectives previously said they had found no evidence of drug use in their
search of Williams' home following the alleged attack Dec 29 Police used
the affidavit to obtain a search warrant
The woman told police last week that Williams and another man raped her
and that Irvin held a gun to her head and videotaped portions of the alleged
assault Irvin, on probation for felony drug charges. and Williams have have
denied the accusations, and no one has been charged with a crime

Deputy says 49ers owner punched fan
APPLETON, Wm (AP) — An . oft-duty sheriff's deputy said he saw San
Francisco owner Edward DeBartolo Jr punch a fan after the 49ers• playoff
loss to Green Bay on Saturday
Outagamie County shenff's Sgt Michael Heenan told The Post Crescent
that he was "100 percent sure" he saw DeBartolo punch the fan Heenan alsu
said a large man with DeBartolo head -butted another tan
Police in Green Bay said they are investigating the incident and could not
confirm reports by several fans that DeBartolo was involved in the incident

"That was the first time in my
eight years that the fans have
ever booed our team," Pitino
said. "1 have never seen a college team get booed before at
home. No team of mine ever got
booed at Boston (University) or
Providence."
Kentucky responded to the
boos with a 22-1 run that blew
away the Bulldogs.
"I think we played as hard as
we could for as long as we
could," said Mississippi State
coach Richard Williams. "Their
depth wore us down."
Mississippi State was the last
team to beat the Wildcats in
Rupp Arena (Feb. 14, 1994). It
also was the last conference team
to defeat Kentucky, toppling the
Wildcats 84-73 in the SEC tournament championship game last

March. Both teams went on to the
Final Four with Kentucky winning the national championship
"Kentucky has the potential to
go all the way again," said Mississippi State guard Bart Hyche.
"They're a really tough team that
we kept within 10 minutes all the
way until there was eight minutes
to go. We're really pleased to be
able to do that."
Derek Anderson, who picked
up two quick fouls and had just
three points in the first half,
scored 23 of Kentucky's 45
points in the second half. He hit a
career-high six 3-pointers.
"We lost him in the zone,"
Williams said. "They do such -a
good job of creating and running
people behind the zone. To his
credit, when he took a shot, he
knocked it in."
Ron Mercer added 14 points
and 10 rebounds and Prickett
scored 10 points for Kentucky.

II Lady Tigers...
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21/

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
Tuesday's Games
LA Gipped $7 loronic 60
No* York 102, Dallas 72
Non Jersey 90 San Antonio 71
Orlando 109. Pholedelpisa 84
Atlanta 105 Phoonta 103 01
Mivieulise $6. Detroit 76
,ndana 95, Cleveland 90
Hodion 104 Minnesota 95
546014 94 Mani IS
Deny*, 109 Sarrartykoto 96
Wedneedev's Garnets
San Antonio at Boson, S p m
Dahlia at Philadelphia. $30 p in
Phoenix at Washington. 630 pm
Houston at Cleveland, 6.30 pm
Sande at Denver, 7 p.m
Utah at Mitesulde. 730 p in
Mari at Portland. 9 pin
Charlotte at L.A. Lakers, 930 pm
Vanoouvw at Golden State, 930 p m
Thursday's Gaines
Utah at Toronto. 6 p m
lAnnesda at New Jonas, 6 30 p m
Manta ea Orlando, 830 p.m
Golden State at Vancouver. 9 p in
Friday's Dawes
Pies Yogi at Boston. 6 pm.
Houston at PhiladeloNa. $30 p in
LA Uppers at WimiNnglon. 630 pm
San Antonio al Deirort 7 pm
Chicago at Idlivaukm 7 30 p m
Indana al Dernati, 8 pm
pm
Charlotte at Phasic
Saari at LA Latent 9 30 p m

Al Those CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atintic Division
W I. Pet (18
Nes York
21 9 727 —
Man
21 9 727 —
Wastingion
16 15 516 7
Crtendo
12 17 114 10
Nes Joints!
9 21 300 131.4
Philadelphia
24 250 154
Radon
7 23 233 154
Control Division
Chicago
29 4 679 —
DetroIt
24 II 750 44
Cleveland
21 11 666 TA
Manta
19 11 633 IrA
Chertorte
111 11 583 10'A
Missukse
16 16 500 174
Indiana
15 16 414 13
Toronto
10 22 313 184
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Ilidweet Dhriation
W I. Pet 018
Houston
25 S 7511 -Utah
23 9 719 1'.4
Minnesota
11 19 424 11
Dales
tO 20 301,-rn
San Antonio
9 22 290 15
Denver
9 zi 281 154
Vancouver
6 27 112 111
Peelle Medias
LA Lantos
25 10 714
Seethe
24 11 WS 1
Portland
19 15 S50 5'4
LA Clow.
14 19 424 10
Sacramento
11 21 100 11
Golden State
12 19 3$7 11
Phoenti
10 23 303 14

MSU...
FROM PAGE 2B
sears:h committee at MSU.
"We're not going to fence
ourselves in. We want to do it
quickly, but not in a hurry."
Murray State is also searching
for an athletic director to replace
former AD Michael Strickland,
who is now at Belmont University in Nashville.
A similar committee has been
put together, according to Frank.
"That (search) has been put on
the back burner so to speak, but
the committee is meeting today,"
he said.
Committee members were given applications to sift through to
form opinions. Frank said the
committee is close to beginning
discussions on the AD
candidates.

time. We've g04 to get a little bit
of the rust off."
Smits was rusty in his season
debut, but the 7-foot-4 center
helped the Pacers by just being
on the court. Indiana struggled to
a 14-16 record without Smits.
"He was a big factor,'' said
coach Larry Brown, who got his
600th NBA victory. "Him being
there meant a lot to this team."
The Pacers won WIthCOLI1 star
Reggie Miller, who was sidelined
by the flu. Filling the offensive
void were Dale Davis (9-for-9
from the field, 21 points), Travis
Best (19 points) and Jalen Rose,
who scored 16 as Miller's
replacement.

three-point range in the third as
Anderson Howard canned two
and Underhill and Shane Andrus
added one apiece to keep the Ti
gers close. Andrus' three brought
Murray to within 55-52 at the end
of the third.
Fulton led 66-59 in the fourth
before a technical on Fulton
coach Sam Miller Jr. ignited
Murray on an 8-2 run that
brought the Tigers to within
68-67.
Underhill led Murray with 22
points and 16 rebounds, including
nine at the offensive end, while
Hammonds added 19 points, Anderson Howard 10 and Hudspeth
eight. The Tigers were 6-of-26
from three-point range and
7-of-15 at the free throw line
while outrebounding Fulton
42-29.
Cornelius Dickerson paced
Fulton (4-4) with 23 points along
with Nanney's 21 while Mitchell
added 19 and Grant Gearhart 10.
The Bulldogs were 28 of 54 from
the field, 3-of-15 from threepoint range and 19 of 25 at the
free throw line.

FROM PAGE 28

and a half for a 10-0 run that
made it 78-67 Nanney had six
points in the surge, including
four-of-five at the free throw
line, to put the game away. Both
Brent Underhill and O'Shea
Hudspeth fouled out for Murray
in the final minutes to kill any
chance for a comeback.
"Near the end of the game we
started penetrating and pitching
the ball in their zone and we got
some good layups," Carr said.
"We try to get our guys to play
under control when we get in a
running game, but when our big
guys get in foul trouble it's not to
our advantage."
The lead switched back and
forth in the first quarter. Underhill scored 11 points in the period, but a pair of late buckets by
Fulton. City put the Bulldogs up
17-14 at the quarter's end.
Fulton City extended its lead to
double digits in the second quarter, mostly with Nanney on the
bench. Ben Mitchell scored nine
points, including a three-pointer,
as Fulton took a 34-22 edge. But
to lead Fulton City (4-4). The Murray fought back with an 8-2
Murray visits Calloway County
Lady Bulldogs were 16 of 46 run in the closing minutes, inFriday night in a Fourth District
from the field, 1-of-4 from three- cluding a three from Kenney
doubleheader matchup. The girls'
point range and 7-of-13 at the Hammonds at the buzzer, to close
game gets under way at 6 with
free throw line.
to within 36-30 at halftime.
the boys to follow at Calloway's
"We're still not executing as
Murray began connecting from
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
well as I'd like; we made a couple of runs, but we're still having
some lull times," Cadwell said.
"We had a long talk before the
game and the players decided
753-9586
300 South 4th
they wanted to work to get better.
"We had been wanting to get
our running game going all year,
Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot
but our point guards haven't had
a lot of confidence," Cadwell
Owner Donnie Winchester
added. "But we're starting to get
the mentality that we've got the
1986 Olds Delta 88 $1,750
1989 Grand Prix
$3,300
V-6 Noce
athletes and we can get out and
1984 Mercury Cougar
run if we get the chance."
1990 VW Fox
$1,650
M-8
Murray visits Calloway County
1 owner. Low Wee
$2,600
1986 Chev. Cele.
Friday night for a Fourth District
1988 GMC Sierra
$1,650
contest. The Lady Tigers will
Good Work Trudi
$3,800 Euro
then open play in the All-A regRanger
1985
Ford
1991 Chev. Corsica
ional next week at 'Hickman
$1,450
V-6, Auio.
....
$3,500
V-6 92 000 miles
County.
1985 Ford Escort
"If Sara can keep playing with
1988 Chev. Beretta
$950
WAD 81 000 moles
$2,800
Red
confidence and we can get Jeanne
1986 Chev Custom
back healthy from the flu and
1983 Ford Ranger
$2,150
Truck.
$11350
WM* 4 Speed
Becky continues to shoot the ball
well, 1 think we'll be OK," Cad1978 Jeep CJ7
1990 Chev. Lumina
well said. "All we can do is get
$1,600
Sharp
$2,900 H•rdlDp
better and peak at the end of the
year."

CAMDEN, NJ (AP) — Rutgers-Camden broke its NCAA record 117-game
losing streak with a 77-72 victory over Bloomfield College The Division III
Pioneers were winless since beating Ramapo 74 73 on Jan 18, 1992

third with an 8-3 run that made it
a 48-32 margin. Greene had five
points in the surge, including
another three, to end any chance
of a Fulton comeback.
Greene added 15 points to Williams' total while Maddox had
12. The Lady Tigers were 19 of
47 at the free throw line, 4-of-7
from three-point range and 12 of
20 at the free throw line while
outrebounding Fulton 31-22.
Keka Taylor scored 19 points

ruo 74; Atlanta 105, Phoenix 103
in overtime; Milwaukee 86, Detroit 76; Houston 104, Minnesota
95; Seattle 94, Miami 85; and
Denver 109, Sacramento 96.
In addition to getting Hardaway back, Orlando got a boost
from the return of Horace Grant
and Nick Anderson, who also had
been sidelined with injuries.
Grant scored 20 points and Anderson had 12 points, eight rebounds and five assists for the
Magic, who lost 13 of their previous 16 games.
"That was fun for a change,"
said coach Brian Hill, who,,has
used 11 starting lineups.-In' 29
games. "Bus just as we expected,
it's going to take us a little bit of

II Fulton...

Team breaks 117-game losing skid

NBA STANDINGS
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RACEWAY AUTO SALES

TRANSMISSION
# ATLASThe
Professionals
Is

your transmission leaking, slipping, making unusual noises?

Racer Arena

Ask about our FREE 21 Point
Transmission Check-Up.

'Bringing Down The House"

* NATIONWIDE WARRANTY *

Don't miss the opportunity
to see the Racers in- action
for their last OVC season
at MSU Racer Arena!
Catch the final OVC
Hoop Action!

TRANsmision

$50

Tune-Up Special

SINS

orr orr

1 $19.95
41tans Scree*.
•AdJiat Bands & Linkage

'New Pam Gasket
1
'Road Test
I MI ream •[rpm 1,11-17

MAJOR
REPAIRS

CLUTCH
REPAIR

111 (*epee
Erparwr I 11-117

wet. corspee
Explres I -.I .117

•••

111'v..
r

•
.••••:.

it. •

(Only 9 Remaining Home Games!)

SEASON CHAIR SEAT
PACKAGES
Still Available!

Call 762-4895
To Reserve ?our
Seats Now!

400 North 4th St.
7595000

‘NV

Atlas
Trsasniisioa

are.•
FUwec'es A masks
Upee Approved Credit

Discounts for military, retired
military, senior citizens
& students.
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Notice
COMMISSIONERS SALE

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court Bank of
Marshall County, plaintiff, versus Michael Patrick O'Mahony ET AL,
defendants.
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 96-CI-00370
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the December 27 term thereof 1996, in the above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the Twenty-Fourth day ofJanuary, 1997 at 12:30 p.m. or thereabout,
the following described property, to-wit:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the City of Murray,
County ofCalloway, State of Kentucky,being all of Lot 17, Block "E",
Canterbury Estates, Unit 2,of record in Plat Book 3, page 62 and 63,
and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 112" diameter rebar set in the east line of London
Drive, said rebar being 345 north of the centerline of Tabard Drive
and being the southwest corner of Lot 17 described herein; thence,
from said point of beginning 25'from and parallel to the centerline of
said London Drive north 3 deg.48'40" west 105.00'to a 1/2" diameter
rebar found, the northwest corner of Lot 17; thence, with the south
line ofLot 16 north 87 deg.00'00' east 140.50'toe 1/2" diameter rebar
found, the north corner of Lot 17; thence, with the west line of Lot 9
south 3 deg. 48' 40" east 105.00' to a 1/2" diameter rebar found, the
southeast corner of Lot 17; thence, with the north line of Lot 18 south
87 deg. 00' 00" west 140.50' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 0.3385 acre per survey of J.D. Knoth, Kentucky
Registered Land Surveyor No. 1991 dated April 2, 1993.
Being the same property conveyed to Michael P. O'Mahony and wife,
Janice E. O'Mahony, from R.L. Smelser, Jr. and wife, Betty F.
Smelser, by deed dated April 13, 1993, of record in Book 189, page
424; see also Deed of Correction dated April 13, 1993, of record in
Book 189, page 425, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The real estate shall be sold for cash or 10% down and the balance
to be paid in 30 days. Purchaser shall post a bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until paid and
having the force and effect ofa judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
CIRCUIT COURT TEMPLE-INLAND MORTGAGE CORPORATION PLAINTIFF VERSUS LARRY D.GARRETT,ET AL.
DEFENDANTS
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 96-CI-00037
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale of the Calloway
Circuit Court rendered at the October 11 term thereof 1996,in
the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 24th day of January,
1997 at Noon or thereabout, the following described property,
to-wit:

010

020

Legal
Nodes

,

The real estate shall be sold for cash or in the alternative,
the Master Commissioner will take from the purchaser, onethird ofthe purchase price in cash together with bonds(for the
remainder of the purchase price) in two equal installments
with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest from the date
of the sale and payable to the Master Commissioner within 30
days of the date of sale. Upon the Court's confirmation of the
sale and the payment in full of the purchase price or the
execution of the sale bonds, the purchaser shall be entitled to
the possession of the real estate. Purchaser shall post a bond,
with approved securities, bearing legal interestfrom the day of
sale until paid and having the force and effect of a judgement.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
JEAN MILLER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CLASSIFIED
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LOCAL STATE BOARD
PUBLIC HEARING
The Kentucky Board of Education has scheduled a local State Board public hearing on
the proposed Calloway County Schools District Facility Plan for Tuesday, February 4,
1997; at the Calloway County Board of
Education Central Office, located at 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky. The
public hearing will be held at 6:00 p.m. The
District Facility Plan lista the pending
capital construction and/or renovation projects that the school district may undertake,
and the priority order, if applicable, that
projects will be initiated. Copies of the
proposed District Facility Plan are available
for examination by interested individuals at
the Board Office, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky between 8:00 a.m. and
4:00 p.m. through February 4, 1997. Questions may be directed to Dr.Jack Rose or Dr.
Larry Salmon (753-3033, extension 115).
Those individuals wishing to comment on
the proposed District Facility Plan may
present oral or written comments at the
local State Board public hearing.

This majorette
loves to teach,
But the number
39 is out of reach.
She's swallowed
a bitter pill,
On
Thursday
she'll be over the
hill.
Wish her a happy

40th!
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6961
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse, 753-0700.
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1.00 Buys mans,
women, children Jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

The local Board of Education, after due
process, will forward the approved District
Facility Plan to the Kentucky Department of
Education for ultimate approval by the
State Board of Education.
The local State Board public hearing is being
scheduled in accordance with KRS 157.620,
and regulated by 702 KAR 1:001.

MURRAY Sewing Center
Machine quilting, $31.50 in
cluding batting. 753-5323

Card of Thanks
TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

The family of Kevist Dru Covert give special
thanks to all ow wonderfulfriends &familyfor
the visits,food,flowers, cards and especiallyfor
the love and support given us. Special thanks to
Brenda McClain,Hugh Johnson,Brandy Hayes,
Mrs. Kelly Jackson, Mrs.*Jan Seargeru, David
Smith, John Dale and Blalock, Coleman, York
Funeral Home. All the kindness and caring
made a difficult time much easier to bear.

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available,
100% reinsured,
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
tor early irrithdrawat -

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

43,43,4k
The family of Laydeen Paschall would like to
thank everyone who has helped us through this
difficult time. The cards, phone calls, visits and
prayers have been a great comfort.
We'd like to extend a special thanks to the
MCCH Long Term Care nursing stafffor their
outstanding care and personal attention.
Times like this'make us realize how important
family,friends and neighbors are. Thanks again
for all of your kindness.

753-4199

4{So 130 °A?
The children of Ola Morris extends our
sincere heartfelt thanks for every act of
kindness shown during our recent loss.
To Paris Manor Nursing Home for seven
years of excellent care.
To Blalock-Coleman York Funeral Home,
Bro. R.I. Burpo and Bro. ferry Lee for their
words of comfort.
To Dwayne Jones, Leland Peeler and Grace
Baptist Church Choir for the music and the
pallbearers.
For the prayers, flowers, food, cards and
phone calls we'll be ever grateful. God bless
each one.
Catherine Wicker
Charles & Edith Morris
Doyce & Kathleen Morris
Martha & Floyd Barrow
Sue & Ralph Darnell
William & Carolyn Morris
15o 1, 1,
Perhaps you sent a lovely card,
Or sat quietly in a chair.
Perhaps you sent a funeral spray,
If so we saw it there.
Perhaps you spoke the kindest words,
As any friend could say,
Perhaps you MT not there at all,,
Just thought of us that day,
Whatever you did to console our hearts,
We thank you so much whatever the part.
By the family of Flavtl Robertson
Lillian, Rosetta, Lesa, Richard, John, Paul,
Becky and grandchildren want to thank all who
took care of our loved one, especially Drs. Harris,
Quertermous, Culbertson and Winkkr. Also the
staffofContinue Care especially Wanda Smith and
Barry Walker. Doc-tors Ron Wisest and Scott
Foster for their care and compassion. Also the
expression of loyidity to their former Chief by the
Murray Fire Department and ChiefScott. Firemen
have such a close bond and never forget one of their
own. Your crossed ladders, the Scottish Pipper,the
American flag and your 'Final Call' will always
be held in our hearts with love. You're the best!
God bless all who helped these many months.
The Robertson Family

Wanted For Immediate Opening
Top pay guaranteed, salary, paid vacations and holidays.
Apply in person at

Purdom Motors Inc.
1300 121 Bypass
Murray, KY 42071
753-5315 • 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

LARGE house needs two
housekeepers whom work
well together to clean
home Must have transportation and must have references. Mail to PO Box 402,
Murray, KY.

THE Courier Journal is
looking for self-motivated
person in the Murray- Calloway-CO-arta to deliver
one of our Sunday only
routes Must have reliable
transportation and cash
bond, If interested call Da
vid
Hussey
at
1-800-866-2211

CASE/Ingersoll
tractor with 44"1
two seasons $
Call 753 19
5 30prn

SURGERY/O.B. DIRECTOR

CLAUSING eni
model 5418 De
floor model tabl
floor model drill
Gene Steely, 7

Columbia PineLake Regional Hospital in
Mayfield, Ky. has an immediate opening bra
Director over our Surgery Department and
Birthing Center. RN liwnsure from the state
of Kentucky (BSN preterred) with 3 years
management experience required and a minimum of 5 years surgery or O.B. experience.
This position will oversee all functions for
these departments. The Director receives a
competitive salary commensurate with experience in addition to a comprehensive
benefits package. All applicants apply at the
Department of Employment Services at 319
South 7th St., Mayfield, Ky. EEC:IN/F/14N

LOCAL Christian childcare
center has 3 immediate
openings, 1 cook/ housekeeper. 30-40 weekly, 1
infant/ toddler teacher, 40
hours weekly, and 1 infant/
toddler teacher, 15 hours
weekly Call 753-6695,
Mon-Fre horn 9am-3pm or
753-6619 from 6pm-8pm
evenings for more
information

RAPIDLY growing computer firm seeking applications from qualified candidates for a receptionist/
tight book keeper. Please
send resume to: PO Box
1022, Murray, KY 42071_

BRASS & glass,
& bench Attacl
Like new, $75
casual china
pattern Service
serving pieces.
usual 26" ht
monkey & bani
Beautiful hand I
ported from Ital
seen $100 obo

GM Technician

KY Telephone Directories
a now in search of 2 parttime account executives to
service the Murray area
Some sales experience re
gored We otter a real team
environment Call for immediate interview Mon-Fri,
1m-4pwn 502-527-5120
ask for Mr Koon.

LOOKING for experienced
drywall finisher in Murray
area Call 753-2627 after
5Pm
POSTAL JOBS 12 68/hr to
start, plus benefits Carriers, sorters, clerks, computer trainees For an application & exam information
call 1-800-636-5601 ext
91, 8arn-8prn, 7 days

ANTENNA low
accessories Ais
work, 18' Sake'
with 1yr, 50 chi
ramming $499
available For
Service call Bi
tenna 901-642

GEIISSOLD

HELP WANTED Earn up
to $500 per week assembling products at home No
experience
INFO
1-504-646-1700 DEPT
KY-2021

MAKITA model
portable planer
condition, all m
437-4939

MOTORCYCLE
camouflage clot
boots Jerry's
Goods May1
502-247-4704

MUST sell' 01
bike $10 Alsc
books Call
leave message

'C> COLUMBIA Pinetake
Regional Hospital

NEW GT Outi
mountain bike.

QUEEN-sizq
headboard, dra
tool $100 753

Murray's most popular radio stations,
have a rare opening tot an advertising
sales representative who's extremely outgoing and never meets a stranger. Personal integrity required. Salary plus commission and fully paid medical insurance.
First opening in four years. Our reps'
paychecks are some of the biggest in the
area. You'll join a friendly staff of professionals at an established company with
same management for eighteen yeats

QUEEN slee
brown 2yrs
Honda genera
watts, less than
$950 491 6151

RAINBOW Vac
has new motor,
ranty
$49
502 759 2553

SEE us for youi
metal Cut t
Cover's 36 Inc
colors Econorr
Supply Co 413c

Apply in person at Murray Chamber of
Commerce, across frorn Walrnart, on
Saturday, Jan. 11 9 a.m.-Noon.
BACKGROUND CHECKS WILL BE CONDUCTED

SHARP laptop
50MHZ 4MB In
expandable to 1
MCIA Slot & A(
color screen $
negotiable Als,
7in by V. in 1bracelet, 11
753-9344

Equal Opportunity Employer
All replies confiedential.
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Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land and a corner to the
Hurshell Harden Property, Deed Book 168, Card
906, said point being an existing Square pipe at a
fence corner approximately 0.8 miles North of the
Highway 280 and on the West Side of an old
County Road (closed); thence with the Hurshell
Harden property, the following bearings and
distances, N. 86 ° 12' 05" W. 160.00 ft. generally
along a fence to an existing iron pin at the S.W.
corner of the herein described tract ofland; N. 2 °
52'36" W. 160.00 ft. to an existing iron pin; N.47 °
30' 30" E. 39.0 ft. to an existing iron pin; N. 1 ° 54'
18" E. 4 1.8 1 ft. to an existing iron pin; N. 680 35'
19" E. 71.29 ft. to an existing square pipe in fence
line; N. 6 ° 15' 07" E. 54.50 ft. generally along a
fence to an existing Square pipe and axle, the N.
W. corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence,S.83 ° 09'01" E.64.79 ft. generally along a
fence to an existing iron pin at the N. E. corner of
the herein described tract ofland; thence S.00 10'
00" E. 311.00 ft. along the W.side ofthe old County
Road (closed) to the point of beginning, and an
easement beginning at a point on the each of
pavement of Beane Road, said point being the
existing intersection(six)ofthe existing drive and
existing pavement of Beane Road;thence N.8° 57'
10" W. -112.88 ft. along the centerline of said
existing drive to a point thence, S.890 50'00" W.12.7 ft. (sic) with the centerline of said drive to a
point in the Garrett E. property line, 103.95 ft. N.
of the southeast corner of the said Garrett
property. For further reference as to source oftitle
see Deed Book 169, Page 1159, Clerk's Office,
Calloway County, Kentucky.

2 KROGER s
size 2x 1 grog(
Kroger name in
gold trwn 502-

immimer-

.111010111014111101,11/0gUiaii401

AVON $7-$15/hour, commission. It's E-Z. No door to
door No minimum order.
Benefits/bonuses.
1 -800-SELL-AVON, Ind/
Sales/Rep. Earn cash.
767-0779.
COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
20K
to $50K/yr
1-800-348-7186 X 486
DRIVERS/OTR. Guaranteed Home Policy No
Touch Freight No Northeast. Great Health & Dental Teams & Singles. Min
23 yrs , 1 yr. OTR. CDL
w/HazMat. Pasctiall Truck
Lines,
Inc.
1-800-848-0405, EEO
DRIVERS- SAMMONS
TRUCKING Flatbed/ Specialized. Recruiting experienced OTR Drivers &
Owner/ Operators Lease
Purchase Available
800-457-2349.

CAROL'S Cleaning Reasonable rates, bonded
Please call 753-9351, ask
for Toni

my

FULLTIME openings available for daycare Mon-Fri,
7am-5pm, 753-3193_

EXPERIENCED carpenter
needed for framing & finish
work 436-2766

Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profitable frozen food cm. that has been in business
for over 45 years is looking tor mature,
personable and aggressive route managers
who want more out of life than a salary and
are willing to work hard to achieve success.

MOTHER of 3yr old would
like to babysit 2 children
ages 2/,- 3/,, full time,
weekdays. 121 S on Locust
Grove Rd. 759-4432, references, Pam.

FULL time sales & customer service position
available, 8-5 Mon- Fri. No
experience necessary. Call
759-1600 after 3pm

WILL set with elderly References. 759-9242 or
759-9342

ACCOUNTING
MANAGER
TN. Mfg. Co. seeks a
degreed Accounting
Manager to assist
Group Controller in
all areas of mfg. accounting functions.
Five plus years of
accounting
mfg.
functions and supervisory positions required. Send reply

to:
Personnel Manager
P.O. 11-mt 1208
Paris, To. 38242

Vacuum
Posner

RAINBOW Van,
used rebuilt. rep
Also Repair
502-759-2454

Fenn
&pima

You must be at least 21 years old, have a good
driving/employment record. If interested call

120

502-759-9701

want

SOFA, 7' doubl
Earthtones with I
753-7452

ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
INCENTIVES
PROFIT SHARING
INSURANCE
NO INVESTMENTS

WILL babysit weekdays in
my home 759-1683

To Buy

Home
hardship

No less than $500.00 per week high income
potential per year. You will be supplied with
everything you need to succeed, complete
training.

SPIC & Span Cleaning Service Resident & commercial 436-5209

MAC SE. 4/20 with keyboard, printer, software,
manuals, games. $150.
753-7452.

WOOD stoi
759-2599

GOOD PAY
ROUTE MANAGERS
GOOD FUTURE
GOOD BENEFITS

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lon
474-8340 or Lyndi
759-3967

COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.

11M[YLP,

TOBACCO sett
435-4362

Computers
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home
Start now No experience
Free supplies, into No obligation Send LSASE to
ACE, dept 1209 Box 5137
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

Rs Sal

or

1974 CHEVY (
truck, twin hoist
trans 2sp ask
Call 753-4268

1-800-233-1632

Roger Melton

Sports
EquIpm•

BHB Firearms h
to town, 767-97A
rifles shotguns
supplies

1-

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE

TURN

PLEASE
your Medici

Now Going On At

2-4 ACRE building site on
public water system, close
to Murray 615-232-6127.

Wiggins Furniture

policies are
and we writi
according to
teed issue r

ANTIQUES, collectibles &
memorabilia. 1pc or all
you've got. Cal Larry at
753-3633.

2 miles North of Murray On The
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens

As all pl
consicioratia

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or right
CASH patd for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 120,
Murray
GOOD bouble bed,
complete- good double box
spnngs & mattress Call
753-7312, after 3pm
STANDING TIMBER any
species large or small
tracts 502 753-2533

E-Z Terms

Free Delivery

1. Price 2
We represei
companies ti
and service,
several huni
been servini
would like

753-456:

/ ALPINE

ti

•)ockrordrosciab,

•
Clarion

Intur
ss
TI
:
))e
Car Audio

Lit

Sunset Boulevard Music
01ziolln4 Center

753

$1$

ner
-Ne
71FIV•41117-41.7"00
,05
„4„,i„....„

:':,fizi_7g17
.01.Ka!6.,

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

141

200

Wass

Opens
faillpiont

T. 15,
WANTED RION NI MCP.V.11
& 4 whet/tem that need
work 436-2867
150

tXGERCiSE take, $36
753-7196 after 6pm.
GUNS, buy
436-5650

sell

bade.

Ski MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839

2 KROGER sweatshirts,
size 2x. 1 green, 1 cream,
Kroger none in navy and
gold trim 502-328-8037

SOLOFLEX w/aN attachments, $900 Brand new.
767-0872

BRASS & glass vanity table
& bench Attached mirror
Like new, $75 Nor itake
casual china Abundance
pattern Service for 12 All
serving pieces. $100 Un
usual 26" high china
monkey & banana statue
Beautiful hand printed Imported from Italy Must be
seen, $100 obo 436-5400

210

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale 489-2775.

48R, 1 both pant* furnished $275/mo. $200 deposit East of Murray.
759-4401
FOR sae or rent 3EIR e
bah mobiie home located
Riviera Courts Cali
or
90 1 - 64 2 - 2 1 2 9
901-644-9031
NEW 3br, 2 bath, w/d, cAV
a, dishwasher, hrliplaCO
Serious applicants only No
pets $395/mo IMO deposit 759-4354
SMALL trailer out in county
Ideal for one person! No
474-8340 or
pets
474-8056 after 6pm

240
300

auslasse
assists

MIleallineaus

FOR sale Vacation package to a quality 8 day/ 7 OFFICE space for lease,
night Florida/ Bahamas Walnut Plaza, 104 N 51h St
vacation & cruise, and the 753-8302 or 753-9621.
following bonus vacations
Included- 3 nights in Ft
Lauderdale, Florida area at
Neon Beach
the Sunrise Hilton Hotel
Mini-Storage
Included- Round trip Sea
CASE/Ingersoll 14hp lawn Escape cruise to the BahaNew Buildings
tractor with 44" deck Used mas, including 3 gourmet
AIL Sizes Available
two seasons $1,150 obo
meals Included- 3 days
753-3853
Call 753-1940 alter and 2 nights in the Baha5 30pm
mas, at the Siver Sands
CLAUSING engine lathe, Hotel Included- 3 days and
320
model 5418 Delta unisaw, 2 nights in the Orlanda,
Apartments
Florida
area,
at
the
Rafloor model table saw 15"
For Rent
mada
Resort.
BonusBig
floor model drill press Call
Island Hawaii area 5 days
Gene Steely, 753-6156
and 4 nights Bonus- Las
MAKITA model 2012 12" Vegas, Nevada area, 4
portable planer Excellent days and 3 nights Bonus
condition, all manuals etc Williamsburg, Virginia area 1 OR 2br apts. near down437-4939
4 days and 3 nights Asking town Murray. 753-4109.
MOTORCYCLE helmets, for only $1800. Please call 2- 2BR duplexes, gas heat,
camouflage clothing & work Robert at 502-759-0136 for appliances, carport,
$450/mo. 1817 Ridgewood
boots Jerry's Sporting more details.
Dr & 710 Sycamore 1 New
Goods Mayfield, KY WEDDING PACKAGE- at
502-247-4704
fordable, romantic, elegant, duplex, 2br, 2 bath, garage,
planned just for you. In- appliances, w/washer &
MUST sell! Old exercise cludes little chapel, or- dryer. 1706 Oakhill Dr,
bike. $10. Also, romance dained minister, music, $600/mo Lease, no pets
books. Call 759-9215, flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h 753-7457
leave message
dress, tuxedos, videos & 2BR, 17, bath townhouse
NEW GT Outpost mans photos Honeymoon suite/ at 1708 Wells $425/mo.
mountain bike. 759-1683 jucuzza limo/ champagne, Available now. Coleman
on beautiful KY Lake. RE 753-9898.
OUEEN-sizq waterbed 753 1 300
or
headboard, drawer pechs- 1-888-367-6757 free into, 2BR apartment, 304 S 6th
tool $100 753 8531
J's Formal Wear & St No pets Lease & deposit required 759-e439
Limousine
QUEEN sleeper sofa
brown 2yrs old. $250
2BR apartment, gas heat
270
Honda generator, 6000
No pets 1102 Pogue
Mabee
watts, less than 10hrs use,
$290/mo. Call 753-3415 or
Noon For Salo
$950 492-6151
753-7123
10X50,
APPLIANCES, 2br, 28R duplex, stove & refrig,
RAINBOW Vacuurri, used,
has new motor. ZA yr war- 14 bath, excellent condi- Almo Heights, $200 deporanty
$495. Call tion, $3,000 delivered
sit, $275 rent. 489-2918.
753-7975
502 759 2553
2BR nice duplex central
SEE us for your barn or roof 10X60 MOBILE home on h/a, appliances furnished
East
of
Coleman RE 753-9898
metal Cut to length. two wooded lots
7,
Cover's 36 inches, many New Concord, mile from
colors Economy Metal & lake. $5,000 Call 28R, w/d, gas heat, 406
Northwood 753-5731
436-2551, after 6pm
Supply Co 489-2722
3BR
house dose to town &
ft.
vinyl
siding,
SHARP laptop 486 DX2, 11550S0
hospital No pets. Refer50MHZ 4MB Internal Ram shingle roof, brick foundaences required 753-3300,
expandable to 16MB. 1 PC tion, new carpet, new vinyl,
MCIA Slot & Active Matrix 24'X10' deck, approx. 14
AVAILABLE IMMEDIcolor screen $1,200 price acres, natural gas,cable tv, ATELY. 1,2 & 38R apart47,
3br,
miles from town
2
negotiable. Also for sale,
ments. Mur-Cal Apart7in by '4 in Herringbone bath. Asking $57,000
ments, 902 Northwood Dr,
759-2310
bracelet, 10K
Call
Murray, KY, 759-4984.
753-9344.
Equal
Hcsing
2BR 2 bath. Rent to own
TOBACCO setter, 2 row Located in Grogan's Trailer Opportunity.
Coleman RE BRAND new, 2br, 1'4 bath
Park
436-4362.
753-9898
townhouse, appliances
WOOD stoire. Cal!
BEST Home Center- Used plus w/d furnished $500
759-2599.
Homes; 14X60 2br, 2 bath, per month. lyr lease, lmo
deposit. No pets Call
1985 $9,900 with air
160
14X80 3br, 2 bath, 1989 753-2905 or 753-7536
Horne
$14,900 14X56 2br, 1 BRAND new lbr, 1 bath
Furnishings
bath, 1991 model, sharp, apartment $375/mo. Imo
front kitchen, $12,900. Hwy deposit lyr lease. No pets.
SOFA, 7' double recliner.
79, Paris, TN, 642-2210. 753-2905 or 753-7536.
Eanhtones with blue. $175.
753-7452
CLOSE out!! 1996 28X60
Atlantic Manor, 3br, 2 bath, COME see all the changes
fireplace, front porch, cen- that are taking place here at
170
tral air & heat, much, much Hilldale We now have 2br
Vacuum
more for only $38,900 opts available, central hie,
Cleaners
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc lots of closet space, carpetRAINBOW Vacuums New, Hwy 79 E , Paris, TN
ing, appliances furnished,
used, rebuilt, repossessed
1-800-642-4891.
added security, handicap
Also Repair & Supplies
accessible Stop by our of502-759-2454
LARGE selection of 1996 fice to fill out an application
close outs!! Buy now and or call 437-4113 for direc190
$ave Dinkins Mobile tions. Office hours, MonFarm
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E., Fri, 7:30-3130, Equal HousEquiPolocit
Pans, TN, 1-800-642-4891. ing Opportunity TOD*
1974 CHEVY C-60 grain MANY used homes to 1-800-545-1833 ext 287
truck, twin hoist dump, 4sp choose from Dinkins Mo- HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
trans, 2sp axle, $4,200 bile Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 KY now taking applications.
Call 753-4268
Paris,
TN
E ,
You must be 62, hand1-800-642-4891
icapped, or disabled Rent
200
based on income HandSports
280
icapped accessible Equal
Equipment
Mobile
Housing Opportunity.
Homes For Rent
TOO* 1-800-247-2510
BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistols, 2BR trailer No pets Most 527-8574 or 492-8721
nfles shotguns, hunting have references
KENTUCKY Lake Lake
supplies
land Westly Village, lbr
753-9866
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income.626 older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
_ 5013644888
_
PLEASE give usa call for a rate quote on
NEW in country, lbr
xe
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
compl
d.
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
8am-5pm
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,

TURNING AGE 65? -

according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of hearth
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2 Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possial• MOS
and service. We may be able to Save VOU
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455 4199

OLDER 2br apt with low
$290/mo,deposit &
lease Call 753-9621
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath, with
garage, appliances furnished, $550/mo One
month deposit, one year
lease No pets 753-2905 or
753-7536
330
Rooms
For Red
1614 OLIVE, gas heat, all
utilities furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898
340

Houma
Pm Row

bath nem house 3 HUGE co. lots in Pre
211R,
Central pa heat, $400/mo, stun Heights 500 kw from
lino lease, Imo deposit city bails. All underground
No pets 753 2905 or oily utilities 753-2330
753- 7836
BUILDING lot 94 Met Re2BR 2 bath very nice once duced* 763.0567
in good neighborhood
Central het. 2 car garage. FOR sale or trade 2 adjoin$550 No pets Coleman ing lots east of Murray fronting on Hwy 732, public
RE, 7534898
water and etecetc avadabie
28R house contra gas his, (no mobile allowed)
appliances furnished in
$4,500 for each lot or
•
washer & dryer No $8,000 for both Call
pets, lyr lease, $445 plus 753-4268.
deposit Available Jan lit
753-1266
2BR house 1630 Olive No
pets Lease, references,
deposit 753-9393
3BR 1 bath, refngerator &
stove furnished 1305 Vine
$475/mo Security depose
& lease required No pets
753-0932 or 753-5898
416 N 81h. NICE back 2br,
w/d & appliances, gas heat
No pets $450/mo plus de
posit 480-2741
4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd.$600/mo Corr
tral h/a. Available now Coleman RE, 753-9898
4BR & 2br house en

db

Mit

•

FiE-W

"

4 or 5BR 1'4 bath gab
heat corner of N 5th &
Olive All street parking for
5 $495/mo plus deposit
No pets 762-4483
8arn-4pm, 345-2748 after

5pm.
FURNISHED lakefront
home. Available January,
February, $250/week Will
rent monthly Coleman RE
753-9898
LARGE 3br, 2 bath home,
1709 Plainview Dr,
$650/mo, deposit & lease
CaN 753-9621.
RENT or buy- Nice 3br, 2
bath brick w/garage 901
Fairlane, $675 Jar 1st
489-2741
360
For Reel
0, 1.....
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NEW 2br duplex. $375/mo
Nearly new 4br
bath
duplex w/appliances
oluchng w/d, $75unno 4br
MH 2'4 bath, $325/nio
3br house
Dexter.
$225/mo
2br MH
$205/mo Deposit, references No pets lyr lease
8am-5pm Mon Fri.
753-4937
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753 2905 or
753-7536

NEW lot 1997 New
1400aq ft home w/2 car
garage, 31x. 2 ban, open
concept twig Many amenlees Priced lo sell This is a
must see Shown by appointment
Call
502-354-9601
NEW home FOR SALE,
1602 Tabard, Martin
Heights. whit* Cape Cod
3br, 2 baths, dining room,
open floor plan Double
garage, quality & beauty
Call 753-0000

PRICED in the $40's enbang cottage with large
trees Interior just painted,
exterior vinyl- sided, com1 YR old vinyl sided, 2br munity water, will sell
I bath, front kitchen, dining Fmha See it by calling
& living room open Carport Brenda 753-1492 at Cen
iv/large storage room on 2 tury 21 Loretta Jobs
acre lot Browns Grove Realtors
436-5254 or 436-2626
REDUCED! 3br, 2 bath,
2BR 1 bath carport, gas kitchen, large den with fireheat wind)* air unit three place sun room central
out buildings 2 with elect' he On large double lot
city 1 with gas heat Lo- Call 753-5121
cated on Irvin Cobb Road STOCKED pond beside
turn at Duncan's Grocery this tour bedroom/ 2 bath
and is the 2nd house on the country home located on 8
right $44,000 Call Chuck acres. Two car garage,
at 753-1765, leave cheery fireplace built-in
message
bookcases, hardwood
2YR old home,4 miles from floors, kitchen appliances.
town 3br 2 full baths, 2 car possession available im
garage Large lot and lots of medsately A Century 21
agent can show this on
extras 753 4761
short notice. 753-1492
3600S0 ft brick home, new Century 21 Loretta Jobe
carpet and paint, upstairs Realtors.
which includes 3br, 2 bath
den, formal living & dining THE many goodies include
wrgas fireplace. Downs- screened porch, quiet
tairs includes 2br, 1 bath, street, easy- care landkitchen, w/d hookup and scaping, in this four
gas fireplace 1412 Dudley. bedroom/1 5 bath ranch on
large yard. Add a neutral
Ph after 5pm, 759-9736.
decor built-ins, and you
4BR, 3 bath house with have comfort. Call Refenced in back yard, on becca at Century 21 Loretta
Tabard Dr in -Martin Jobs 753-1492.
Heights. Reasonably priced
759-4703 or UPBEAT extras include
country kitchen, hardwood
753-7688
floors, plus tile floors, walk
4Bli. 3 bath house with in closets, three bedrooms
fenced in back yard, on with central heat and
Tabard (Jr in Martin only $50,000 Do you need
Heights. Reasonably pr- a tar go storage building and
iced
492-6200 or shop? You can choose to
753- 7o88
include the shop which is
priced seperately from the
A PRIME choice! Viewhome. Call Dallas- Century
inspired (watershed view),
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
superbly maintained, great
753-1492.
room with cathederal cell
ing and brick wall with fire170
place conversational pit
Spacious kitchen with istilearentse
land, bar and walk-in pantry Six minutes from uni- 1993 HARLEY Davidson
versity 753 149k ,for
1340cc Low Rider,
showing with Century 21 actual miles. All the
agent --Quick-possession— throma-very, very clear(
759-9777.
on this .3-4 bedroom,3 bath
ranch with finished
basemen;

BE FIRST 1C)SEt this 3br
1'/, baths, brick, fireplace,
I car garage plus 2 car
garage/ workshop Bob
Perrin, Urey $ Properties
759- 200 1 (evenings
753-3509).

1975 PONTIAC, 4dr, exceptionally good condition
Also antique banjo & violin.
436-2427
1982 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit, 4sp, $800. Gall
7
9
1 9 6 5 ,
7 30am-3:30pm. Mon-Fn,
1984 MAZDA GLC, good
work car. 753-1078.

BY owner: 2-3br, brick
home, 1466sq ft plus 275sq
ft attached garage. Central
& &applies
heat & air, new roof, newly
DOG obedience classes or remodeled interior on Y.
private. Serving Murray 17 acre lot with lots of shade & 1986 CADILLAC DeVille,
fruit trees in a quiet subdrvi white, good condition,
years 436-2858
sion North of Murray. Price 113xxx miles. Very nice,
HUSKIE Wolf puppies. $76,500 Call 753-1940 af
•
$3600. 753-7549
$100 435-4458
ter 5 30pm
LABRADOR Retriever Lk+ EXTRA neat 3br, 1,5 bath 1990 NISSAN Sentra,
pies AKC registered. 6 brick home located on Mag- $3,003. 767-0599.
chocolate, 4 yellow 1st nolia Drive. Den with fire- 1992 CAPRICE 47xxx
shots & wormed Call place, fenced yard, vinyl miles, factory sunroof,
759-4335, leave message trim, some hardwood leather seats, loaded with
PUPPIES for sale, $30, floors, central gas heat and factory options Damage to
Lab/ mix. Call after 6pm air Many recent updates right front needs to be re489-2287 ask for Tony or Prices in the low $80's Call paired Selling as-is,
Kopperud Realty today for $6,400. 753-4573
Lisa
your viewing appointment
1992 CROWN Victoria LX,
753-1222.
430
sunroof, leather interior,
Real
LARGE 4 bedroom home 75,XXX miles 759-9200,
EStati
with garage, city utilities, ext. 37
gas heat, in quiet neighborHALEY Appraisals Bob
1993 CUTLASS Supreme
Upper $30's
Haley. state certified. hood
SL. 2dr, red. 753-7011
492
8680.
759-4218.
Mon-Fri, Sam-5pm.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
LAKE Barkley. Beautiful
lakefront villa KY Lake
Waterfront 1 acre starting
$39.900 Grey's Pat
759-2001

Osnews
Ornsied
1996 DODGE Neon 20r
white, Sap $9,000 obo
4366026, leave message

LYNN Grove area 3BR, 2
bath, 2 car garage Natural
gas log fireplace, beautiful
kitchen with white cabinets,
built-in desk area On 2
acre lot, landscaped Ph
435-4177 days or leave
message.

NEW. 2 story, 4br,
baths Open foyer, col
umns, tile floors, etc etc
City subdivision Ready tu
sell 759-2571 435-4013
435-4040

1993 EAGLE Vision, emerald green, loaded
527-5294, after 5pm
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
Royale, 4dr, while, power
windows, power locks,
good condition, 74xxx
miles, $9500 Call
474-8704 after 6pm
1994 TOYOTA Corolla, air,
auto, 34,XXX miles,
$8,500 54 60,XXX mile
warranty. 753-7237.

Forget-Auto
Credit Problems!

HALEY'S

1906 /AONTE Carlo 234
red, 22,XXX miles
753-5940 or 4365946

1119e
:1 intilaik
licand

CHRYSLER 1994 LHS. at
the buttons • od payer,
46,XXX miles, new tires,
$15,000 Also 1990 New
Yorker Fifth Avenue,
118,XXX miles, excellent
condition leather, it 000
753-0147

HOMO
Fir s-

pets

Sales

Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Movirq
-Don't Let The Name Fool Voti
112 So 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Used
%lobs

* UNDERPINNING *

1978 CHE VY pickup $850
Call 753-4268

UFETIME WARRANTY

(Skinstig)
White Grey, Tali & Beige

1986 JEEP Grand Waggoneer, white *nen leather
interior
8, 4w0 dual
range with lowing package,
pow, moonroof, ac, cruise,
$4,000 753-3131 or
436-2625

FALL SALE — FALL SALE
1470 - 24" Avg Height $305
Complete Material

FOUR STAR
Itubile

1988 WC Satan custom
van 436-5692, after 5pm
1992 FORD Ranger XL T,
55,XXX miles, excellent
condition Must sell Call
753-5798
1994 GMC Jimmy SLE,
Vortex V-6, 4wd 4dr,
loaded, 45xxx miles Excellent condition, $15 500
753-8764.
1995 CHEVROLET 5-10
ext cab black custom
wheels factory lift Limited
Edition, 29xxx miles,
$16,900 obo
Call
759-5661 after 5pm

N

HANDICAP 1993 Ford
Mark III conversion van
with N. 53,XXX miles Has
Tn Fold Van Guard wheel
ones- lift 58 way adjustable
passenger seat, 3mo old
Has Brano Hydraulic lift or
0oyote Suooter, 2yrs old
New batteries Will sell as
package or superatly
753-4862

1985 35FT camper, set up
with porch and storage
building, $7,500. 436-5810

Paris & Service
Trnn Fos IC Yawn *

Custom
CABINETS
B WOODWORKING
Kilt

Build To Your Spectficatcons!
• hiLhen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture &Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surf= Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th St (Neat to letaseter rouges) • Money
A DIVISION OF SOL-IllERN W.SI2. S IINTE
INC.

1995 DODGE Dually SLT,
Turbo Diesel. Fully loaded,
all power, custom wheels,
running boards, towing
package. White with blue
interior. Excellent condition, 44,xxx miles Engine
warranty to 100xxx miles.
$20,500. Call 474-8704 after 6pm.
1995 FORD Explorer 4X4
4W0 XL I , -401, V6, AT,
OD AC, TW, CC, tyape,
lugg rack, fact running
boards, alum %vhls, Mocha
frost clearcoat met,
14 , 9 XXmi1-502-753-9874 Murray,
KY, $22,995.

Hollis

492-8488

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABO& IS
- - - -601404.AVOODINLOeKING

All :Types Of:

Custom Woori wor k I ng
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• P,op by and sue
SUNG)tiFiv
11111

*

.r SbUVIr00(r.
eto,ine Snp la ...ad)
/S3 SW

mb Brothers
Tree-Service

543.2-436.-57414
1-$300-Sitt8-5262
amain) free Trannung
ULEN.NED
Ftee 1-41117MIIN
lire Hernuvaf
aNC1414..t
°Wird & Operated
Stump Removal
Gum,Cleaning 4
Ifl
Cleanup Service
Mulr.19 Halliarky
Light Hauling Etc.
1...1111141441Ping
IN IAMB
full Line ol

Madge Trunnur.y
Tree Spraying

t.iwpoltent

1.0.1=••=er,

520

ikide
& Molars
MAKE our New Year truly
happy. Must sell due to
illness 1972 28ft, Carver
boat on KY Lake New engine & outdrive Lots of
extras. $5,000 obo
618-544-9277.

Walters Contracting
/53-2592
Free Estimates
Livatanteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
0%er 2f1 Years Ex vnetice
Roofing. Additions,
I Siding. Ikck,
Remodelin)2

20%
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading. gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying. serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care. Leaf
mulching, raking & junk
hauling. Tree trimming.
Mark Lamb. 436-5791
ADD phone jacks & TV
antenna jacks Handyman
759-9657.
AFFORDABLE, quality,
construction you'll be proud
of Building, remodeling.
roofing, vinyl siding, por
ches, decks, masonry,
sidewalks & general home
repairs Free estimates
759-0505

evammenmesera."*....mm.

Discount On Al Roofing
Nev. are Feb.

Superior Auto Cleaning Supplies
Holiday Sale
Pressure Washers
1600 PSI
Reg 1495.00 Sae* $425.00
pupas damp sus** ed aciatunds Is Nome aid at

* Presta * Products No Silicone
Compounds, Wax and Glaze
Camo Fatigues All Sizes Child $15 Adults 133
S. 3rd & Sycamore IA-F 890-500 753-0039

Prestige Homes
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESTIGE"

ALL around hauling tree
work, iunk clean-up Joe.
436 2867

753-5628

24-Hour Auto Loan Hotline

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings.
remodeling. repairs AGC
certified 489-2214

Stranded By Bad Credit?

1-800-748-8353

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

And Start
Driving!

Just Pick Up
The Phone...

FREE
44,=,, ,

19" Color T.V.
To The First 20 Qualified Customers

Call Doug Clark

Down
Payment Set
By Lender
502-527-8671

2-

Morass
For Site

Houses
Fer Real

AMON,
Fee dale

ANTENNA tower, and all
MX66601106 Also Dish Network. 18' Satellite System
with lyr, 50 channel prog
ramming $499 Financing
available For Sales and
Service call Beasley An
tonna 901 642 4077

WEDNESDAY JANUARy 11, 1997
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Country Chevrolet

New or
Used

1-800-457-4866

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands. Kenmore 30.
years experience 13088Y
HOPPER, 4368848

Cred it
ProbieM?

Beirteruptcy?

Start Driving Again WNh Our
24-Hour Auto Loan Hotline
1-800-748-8353
Call Doug Clark
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
527-0671
1-600-457-4006
104 W. St h. Benton. Ky.

68
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Mattel recalls hair-eating Cabbage Patch doll
ZI
I0Bu
TI
fE
of NI
ctof
confkar

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Mester Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

JOHN'S Quality Home
Improvements over 20yrs
experience Plumbing
electrical, carpentry and in
tenor design and deccqat
trig One call does it all
502759-9242,cell ph
502-832-2246

LEES CARPET CLEANING has served Murray tor

Phone 436-2667d I
'p
11•
MI

25 years MI new equipment cleans deep, dries
last Free Estimates
753-5527

with the government's Consumer
Product Safety Commission
What we ended up with was
a good. healthy result," said Ann
Brown, the commission chairwoman. "This is the way the market
should work for the American
consumer."
Me commission began testing
the dolls soon after receiving
complaints over Christmas week
its in,.estigation found that the

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Consumer Product Safety Commission praised Mattel Inc.'s decision to recall a hair-eating Cabbage Patch flpll as a model of
government-industry cooperation.
But a consumer advocate complained that the doll never should
have been allowed on the market.
"Our recommendation is that

manufacturers be required to test
their products better before they
LICENSED for electric and introduce them to the market,"
said Janice Shields of the U.S.
gas 435-4358
Public Interest Research Group.
LYNNVILLE concrete finishing 382 2595, Josh "This would avoid these types of
LaBossere
unnecessary consumer injuries"
Central Heating 8 Cooling Service 8 Installation
In response to about 100 reOvally Contractor Nefwork Heal Pump Installer
PLUMBING Repair All
ports of children getting hair and
types plumbing repair
—We Service All Major Brands—
Reasonable rates
fingers caught in the battery
502 437 4545
operated mouths of its Cabbaj,e
AMERICAN
Patch Kids Snacktime Kids dolls,
I*.STANDARD
Mir
PLUMBING repairs fast
the
El Segundo, Calif.-based
servioe 436-5255
Mattel said Monday it will pay
•eAmarmaa
QUA!IVY
PURCHASE AREA TREE $40 to parents who want to return
NEIWM"
SERVICE Take downs, the
dolls.
(502) 435-4699
Murray, Ky.
toping, trimming, stump reMattel also said It would withmoval. Free estimates
draw the toys from store shelves
502-658-3566.
throughout the United States and
BACKHOE Service small CUSTOM BUILT wooden
I

doll didn't pose

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING

011
,
006

lobs, driveways, box blade
rotteralling snow removal
753 0834 or 759-9835

COa 44

workmanship. Affordable
rates 753-7860

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways hauling foundations,
etc 759 4664

CUSTOM bulldozing and

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mo.
bile Phone 502-7594/34
Cellular 502-853-1108.

BOBS Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753 1134,
492 8584

CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Estimates LEE'S 753-5827
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CLEANING yards, barns,
sheds attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb 436-5950
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753 5592
COMPLETE residential
construction New homes,
add ons garages & remod
eling Free estimates Call
753-7091

backhoe work, septic sys
toms,654 8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

ELECTRICAL salvICes by
R&R electric. Does your
home/ business -need at
tention? Call us for all your
,.
electrical problems.
Murray- 762 0001.
Cellular- 519 1592.

EMERGENCY WATER
REMOVAL LEE'S CARCLEANING.
PET
753-5827.
G & E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492 8680
or 759-5613
HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We do it all
Licensed, Insured to
$300,000 Fred Osborne,
474 8621

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

STUMP REMOVAL Reasonable, free estimates
502 658-3566
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED, $35.00 Cable
jacks added, moved Business telephone systems
sold and installed, Custom
home electronics sales and
service. Murray Telephone
and Electronics 753 7567
Prompt Reliable Service
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors. Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690.
WANTED. Odd lobs; Haul
mg, snow removal, tree re
moval, etc Have refer
ences For tree esbmate
call 753-9048, leave message Experienced

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves. Mon
IMMACULATE Cleaning Fn,9 12, 1-5. Free esti
Service Prompt thorough mates. Visa/MC accepted
service, free estimates & 753-0530.
references Gall Jamie at
759 2310

cn

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling fencing, deck
irig, plumbing & electrical
489 2832

Nevertheless, the commission

argued that the dolls had proven
"very upsetting" to many children and parents, and Brown said
the escalating number of incidents helped persuade Mattel to
act.
"I think we have a good reputation of working in cooperation
with industry." she said "The
idea is not to hit industry over the
head with a baseball bat; the idea
is to get the best result for the
American public."
Brown said stock analysts also
were pleased with Mattel's decision to recall the 500,000 dolls it
has manufactured.
"It's good from a product liability point of view and for their
stock," she said.
Congress established the independent commission in 1972 to
keep products that posed a seri-

•

decks & fencing Excellent

LAMB Brother Home Improvements remodeling.
additions roohng,
free estimates 436-2269

Free
Column
FREE kittens & mother cat
to good home 753-9736

HOROSCOPES

serious safety

haied

end plans to market them in other
countries
"We at Mattel felt, after the
various reported consumer incidents, it was just the right thing

to do," said Mattel spokesman
Sean Fitzgerald.
Mattel's decision came after
lengthy discussions with officials

Holiaay mail up
10 percent in '96

uus safety hazard off the market.
Consumer advocates have argued
that it lacks clout.
Its annual budget is $42.5 million, and hasn't increased since
the 1980s. The agency doesn't
begin testing until a complaint is

ieceived, and it has only 83 investigators nationwide, according
to the private U S Public Interest
Research Group
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission collects data from
the public and through the media,
and manufacturers arc supposed
to report any injuries associated
with their pioducts.
Shields, the consumer advocate, said the experience with the
hair-eating dull showed,ae"need
for tighter regulation.
She said the commission's
work would be enhanced if manufacturers were required to file
regular reports and if health care
workers were required to phone
in any product-related injuries.
"There's no regular reporting

-

mechanism either for injury or
death, so we think their statistics
on injury and death are probably
very, very low compared to what
the truth is," Shields said.
In 1994, the now-defunct Institute for Injury Reduction released
a report alleging that toy manufacturers were willing to run a
nsk of selling dangerous toys because their chances of getting
caught were so small.
"That's really over the top:'
said Brown, a former consumer
advocate. "I think that's a drastic
overstatement We have found,
and I think that Mattel is an example of this, companies generally want to do the right thing.
They do care about children: they
are humane. Those are their
customers."
Brown noted that working with
Customs agents, the commission
stopped about 6 million toys that
didn't meet U.S. safety regulations from entering American
ports in 1996.

No Haggle Blow-Out Prices.
On All Pre-Owned Vehicles

USED CARS
1996 Mercedes S320 LWB
Call

CD, only 3,600 miles

At Tuesday's monthly meeting
the board approved upgrades of

billion cards and letters in the
three weeks before Christmas, 10

machines that read addresses to
allow them to handle more bandwritten mail.
Currently machines can dealphet only about 2 percent of
handwritten addresses. Researchers at the State University of New
York at Buffalo have developed a
system that will increase that to
30 percent, permitting a reduction
in the number of workers needed
to handle the niail
the upgrades AIL expected to
be in place at 254 regional mail
handling centers by September

percent more than the year before, Postmaster General Marvin
Runyon said Tuesday.
"There were some occasional
delays, as can be expected when
you handle an avalanche of mail.
For the most part. though, our
customers came away satisfied
with our service," Runyon told
the agency's governing - board
On time performance figures
were not yet available.
He said expedited services
were particularly popular with
Priority Mail up 13.5 percent and
Express Mail up 5.9 percent,
compared with the same period
the year before.
In just six days, Dec. 16-21,
the post office deli.yered more
than 318,000 piecesMof Priority
and Express mail for Home Shopping Network, Runyon boasted.

but the cost of the changeover
was not immediately available.

The board also approved $11
million for design and construe
tion of a new post office in Golden, Colo..
California physician firs° del
Junco was re-elected board chairman for a second year.

work wardrobe will give you a more
- professional image.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):

Remember. charity-is learned at
home. Encourage,children to help
those in need. A scientific or medical discovery will mean a lot to
your mate.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Distant
events and longtime friendships
bring you good luck.,Apeetins of
minds results in a useU asneement.
A father figure *Kerte aIgrong influ-

C Remember Don't Drink & Drive
Bacaradi
Light or Dart

Major Peters
Mixes

S2.99

1751$16.58

Cooks
White Zinfindal

$3.89
Delicato
Flume Blanc
750 ml

$3.53

Napa Ridge
White Zinfindal
o ml $4.94
Maker's Mark
t $28.99

Mr. & Mrs. T
Mixes
32 oz $2.99

64 oz

815,84322

1996 Toyota Paseo

Jack Daniels
Black

Fragata
Cocktail Onions

Discuss a situation calmly. especially if feelings are running high. Work

to uncover intormation that could

Riunite
Pin Grigio

boost sour income Be careful not to

nio ml $5.28

on their promises. Independent and industrious, these Capricoms seldom
need to rely on others. Encourage them to confide in those they want to love
and understand them. Opposition will only make these determined types dig

in their heels They are not afraid to do battle for their beliefs. Spending too
many hours at the office _could rob these Capricorns it,a rewarding home •

750 rni

S13.99
George Dickei
ea
1751 $22.99
Jack Daniels
Black

$14.30
Popov Vodka

$3.05
Pat O'Brien
Dry Mixes
901 $1.99

$6.17

Canadian Mist

Tabasco

$4.00

offend a good friend's relatives by
giving their concerns short shrift.

Buehler
White Zinfindal

$5.54

major move, do some more planning. Although others may criticize
your time table. you are in corn
niand. Tend to tax. insurance and
credit matters without delay. -_
PISCES (Feb. 19-March -20):

$5.72

75 L

I

$11.97

Jose Cuomo
W/2 Shot Glasses
3 75 t

$8.64

West Wood Wines & Liquors
901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy 54 & 69 • Paris, IN
Open 8 a.m -11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Vila • Mastercard • American Express • Discover

boys tl
Workm
and Mt
girl to
ren, ía

BL

'11,836"

Cassette, only 6,800 miles

I'M RE
WORR1E
f3OTCH
PRESS'
TOPAY

1996 Toyota RAV4 (4WD)
Automatic, alloys, windows locks, NC,
only 8 600 miles

117,73314

1995 Toyota Avalon XLS
'21,806"

Power moonroof, alloys leather

1995 Mercury Sable GS
'12,4962
'

Fully equipped

('Al

1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme
11,5632
'

2 door, alloy wheels, 1 owner

CAW

BE

1995 Cadillac Sedan Deville

FAT TA

'21,968°'

1 owner, new Cadillac trade

50 &00

1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme
4 door cassette, windows locks, more 11,723"

1995 Buick Riviera
CD, leather, only 27 000 miles

1995 Chevrolet Camaro
T-tops alloys, Bose stereo auto , windows,
'13,91047
locks & more

1995 Dodge Stratus
10,8431`

1994 Toyota Tercel

DIEN

37,000 miles, A/C stereo great value

'6,847'5

TOINKIf
YOUf‘c

7,56321

/E.AH
I KNOkr

1994 Dodge Shadow ES
2 dr,, auto., cassette, only 32,000 miles

1994 Toyota Tercel
37,000 miles cassette, excellent 1st car

1994 Mercury Cougar XR7
Alloys,

10,462"

cassette & much more

Many More Cars to Choose From
Starting At $999

USED TRUCKS
1' •.

GAR

Dod•e Dakota Sport
V6, auto.,

Gossamer Bay
White Zinfindal

Rose
Lime Juice

Mixes
32 oi $2.99

1751$29.82

$5.99

750 ml

White Zinfindal
Delicato
Chardonnay

Turning Leaf
White Zinfindal

Char
Pupil
County
mer sta
nated h
records
crab A!
Callow
He is p
CCHS
Dr..
1967 a
Murra)
been ni
rectors
Federal
Louis
Birth

1996 Toyota Celica ST

$4•77

750 ml

Jim Beam
4 Yr. Old
S17.98

Jero Mixes
32 oz $2.99

Angostura
Bitters
.
4 $5.05

$5,71

Talus
White Zinfindal

750 ml

$4.99

Cooks
Chardonnay
750 mi $4.73
Woodbridge
750 ml

1

-

Dailys
Mixes

Red Eye
Bloody Mary Mix
33 ca $2.99

TODAY'S CHILDREN are goal-oriented and reliable, quick to deliver

lilt. Advise greater family involvement

JANUARY BLOWOUT

Birth
to Ben
3; a gir
Farley,
Bernarr
Norma
6.

White, auto., tilt, cruise, windows, locks,
15,000 miles
'16,968"

1 owner, new car trade
'I'HURSDAY.JANUARY 9, 1997
(For your personalized daily Jew lc I)ison horoscope, based on your owl'
date Of birth. call 1-9(X)-988 7788 Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE C
VIRGO (Aug 23 Sept. 221
NEXT'YEAROF YOUR LIFE:
(1reater career success depends On Spending time alone could help you
your working harder to implement discover a special talertil Put your
your plans. Rely on those hnskiress ideas in writing before sharing them
with others. Let someone else take
associates who have proved trustorthy in the past. Better communt the lead in settling a neighborhood
ihon with your mate will lead to dispute
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
new financial security. Exciting
adventures are featured during the presentation or business meeting
slimmer. Be receptive to romance. goes well. Refuse to be dragged
•%011s learned long ago will collie down by someonels negativity.
.C,
in handy. Real estate investments Exciting social and professional
are favored next fall. Reed a loved experiences await you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-N.ott. 21): A
one who urges a change in lifestyle.
CELEBRITIES ,BORN ON restless mood could threaten your
THIS DAY: folk singer Joan Baez. usually buoyant attitude. Patience
basketball player Muggsy Bogues. and a sense ot humor are essential.
novelist Judith Krantz. "Gilligan's You hit youi stride when addressing
a special group.
Island- star Bob Denver.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ARIES (March -21-April 19):
Not a good day to; risk-taking or 21): Nom magical way with words
"impulsive purchases. Netwoiking wins you important points now.
with people tu your profession pro- Friends and busines'S associates
duces helpful tips. New information respond enthusiastically to a clever
orallies will make a longtime dream idea. A phone conversation may
leave you puzzled. Answers could
come true.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A come this evening.
CAPRICORN (lice. 22-Jan.
new job assignment brings high
hopes. Invest in real estate if you get 19): A mixup could delay complethe opportunity. Developing a spe- tion of a high-priority project. Rely
cie Mk-0r could incrtasc your —on -ex-perm -to-refts. 1-v-e -a- problem
Changes may be in the wind; do not
income.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): count on _permanence where
Influential people are impressed by romance is concerned. Curb spendyour abilities but may not say so ing. '
AQUARIUS-(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
right away.- Act confident. Attempts
to Curry favor will backfire. A newt If you are-not yet ready to make a

were rr

1996 Toyota Camry LE

Automatic, tilt, cruise, cassette, 6,800 miles
WASHINGTON (AP) - TN,
post office handled a record 2.7

M urr
George
out a rc
Kt. Sol
Air Cc
Arno
Judy I
and Ma
officer
County
Mr.

10,991"

ette

1996 Ford Ranger Steps'• 1,82732

A/C, cassette, 1 owner

1995 Dodge D2500
Only 5 000 miles, V10, auto. 1 owner, It cruise,
16,822"
windows, locks & much more

Chevrolet Tahoe LT 4x4
.195
4 dr , leather, 20,000 miles.

.

26,94563

MA!.

1995 Chevrolet C1500
V8, cassette, tilt, cruise, 23,14, miles

'13,296"

1995 Suburban LS
Alloys, running board, cassette, very nice,
'22,364"
1 owner

1994 Chevrolet C1500 Sportside
Silverado 350, AT, alloys ..

'15,642°'

1994 Chevrolet C1500
Super value, A/T, NC, cassette

9,853°°

1994 Chevrolet S10 XTD Cab
NC, cassette, auto., alloys

'9,46843

"Whatever It Takes We Want to be Your Car or Truck Company."

PEPPERS
2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900
At:C 7
1-800-325-3229 (D)TOYOTA
CHEVROLET
0A1-e:ef-ae.
(CZ.) Oldsmoblle
Geo

MURRAY LEDGER it TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
Murray Police Department Sgt.
George King is pictured filling
out a report after a robbery at 14
Kt. Solid Gold Jewelers in Bel
Air Center on Jan. 6.
Amos McCarty, Jim Sewell,
Judy Johnston, Anna Requarth
and Mary Jane Roberson are new
officers of Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie Cathey
were married 60 years Dec. 25.
Births reported include a boy
to Ben and Laura Wainscott, Jan.
3; a girl to Oatman and Kathleen
Farley, Jan. 4; a girl to Sarah and
Bernard Moore and a girl to
Norma and Douglas Smith, Jan.
6.
Twenty years ago
Charlie Lassiter, director of
Pupil Personnel for Calloway
County School System and former state representative, has donated his collection of legislative
records from the Kentucky General Assembly to the library at
Calloway County High School.
He is pictured with Joanna Sykes,
CCHS librarian.
Dr. James F. Thompson, since
1967 a professor of economics at
Murray State University, has
been named to the Board of Directors of Louisville Branch of
Federal Reserve Bank for St.
Louis for a three-year term.
Births reported include twin
boys to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Workman, Oct. 26; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Rob Enoch, Dec. 14; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Warren, ran. 3.

WEDNESDAY JANUARY a, 1 997

Thirty years ago
Murray Civitan Club sold
3,400 pounds of fruit cake in its
annual sale, according to Hoyt
Roberts, chairman of the sale.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Taylor,
Dec. 15; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Winchester, Dec. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter
were married 63 years Jan. 7.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County Lakers
beat Benton, South Marshall beat
Murray High, and University
School beat Fancy Farm. High
team scorers were Ralph Sliger
for Calloway, Newton for Benton, Vaughn for South Murray,
Dunn for Murray High, James
Ganu and Randy Barnes for University, and D. Wilson for Fancy
Farm.
Forty years ago
Army Pvt. Bobby E. Hays is
serving at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center, Washington,
D.C.
In high school basketball
games, South Marshall beat
Hazel, New Concord beat Milburn, Mayfield beat Murray
High, Lynn Grove beat Murray
Training, and Kirksey beat Almo.
High team scorers were H. Wilkins for South Marshall, Waters
and Hampton for Hazel, Outland
for New Concord, Hargan for
Milburn, Fiser for Mayfield, Jerry
Buchanan for Murray, T.
McNeely for Lynn Grove, John
Shroat for Murray Training, Rob
Darnell for Kirksey, and 1.-W.
McCarty for Almo.

DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 8, the eighth day of 1497. There are 357
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 8, 1935, rock 'n' roll legend Elvis Presley was born in
Tupelo, Miss.
On this date:
In 1642, astronomer Galileo Galilci died in Arcetri, Italy.
In 1815, U.S. forces led by Gen. Andrew Jackson defeated the British in the Battle of New Orleans — the closing engagement of the
War of 1812.
In 1894, fire caused serious damage at the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago.
In 1918, President Woodrow Wilson outlined his 14 points for
peace after World War I.
In 1959, Charles De Gaulle was inaugurated as president of
France's Fifth Republic.
In 1964, President Lyndon Johnson declared a "War on Poverty."
In 1965, the Star of India and other stolen gems were returned to
the American Museum of Natural History in New York.
In 1973, secret peace talks between the United States and North
Vietnam resumed near Paris.
In 1975, Judge John J. Sirica ordered the release of Watergate figures John W. Dean III, Herbert W. Kalmbach and Jeb Stuart Magruder
from prison.
In 1976, Chinese premier Chou En-lai died in Beijing at age 78.
In 1982, American Telephone & Telegraph settled the Justice Department's antitrust lawsuit against it by agreeing to divest itself of
the 22 Bell System companies.
Ten years ago: For the first time, the Dow Jones industrial average
closed above 2,000, ending the day at 2,002.25. President Ronald Reagan returned to the White House from Bethesda Naval Hospital, where
he'd undergone prostate surgery. Kay Orr was sworn in as the first
female governor of Nebraska.
Five years ago: President George Bush collapsed during a state dinner in Tokyo; White House officials said Bush was suffering from stomach flu.
One year ago: Federal employees who had been out of work for
weeks while the government was shut down began returning to their
jobs; however, along the East Coast, many government workers were
idled by a huge blizzard that paralyzed the nation's capital. More than
300 people were killed in Kinshasa, Zaire, when a cargo plane crashed
into a market on takeoff.

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY: I have always
been close to my aunt. She's my
father's sister and is in her early
40s. She's perky, greganous, charming and very pretty. She's single
and insists that she is happy that
way. I'm not convinced.
In the last two years, she has
dated three men — one was married, one engaged and one was
recently divorced. Initially, all three
seemed to genuinely care for her,
but after a few weeks, they reunited
with their former mates.
It would be one thing if Aunty
could say, "Good riddance," and get
on with her life, but this is not the
case.
She visits the workplaces of their
former mates, hoping for an opportunity to drop the bomb that the
guys are philandering. She also
calls and pages these men at work,
then makes excuses to 118 why they
never call her back. Abby, she even
drives by their homes and businesses repeatedly.
I'm beginning to dread her visits,
and the tales of her activities embarrass me. There is no reason for a
woman with her looks and personality to get mixed up with attached
men, and carry on like this when
they no longer want to see her.
When family members comment on
her behavior, she gets defensive and
angry, but nothing changes.
Abby, is there any way to get her
out of this vicious cycle? I would like
to see her settled and happy with
one man instead of wasting her
time on men who are not available.
EMBARRASSED NIECE
DEAR NIECE: Aunty, with all
her charm and beauty, may unconsciously not really want a
permanent commitment. She
needs to find out why she
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chooses only men who are not
available. I recommend counseling for Aunty.
•••
DEAR ABBY Help! I have just
returned from the walk from hell —
one of many. All because my neighbor talks nonstop about herself. She
goes on and on about her past: how
wonderful she is, how wonderful her
son is. (Sheri certain he will be the
mayor of this little town one day.
She never asks anything about
me or members of my family.
Abby, I try my best to be courteous and appear interested, but
inside, I am ready to scream. If you
have any suggestions short of running in the other direction when I
see her, I will be very grateful.
I am signing my real name, but
please don't use it because this is a
small town, and I don't want to publicly embarrass her.
BORED TO TEARS
DEAR BORED:Look at it this
way. This pathetic woman desperately needs someone to listen to her. She has probably
worn out her welcome with her
other neighbors. It would be an
act of charity to give her an
audience, but in order to preserve your own sanity, let her
talk for as long as you can tolerate it; then tell her you have
things to do, give her a hug and
say, "We'll talk again when I
have more time."
DEAR ABBY: A relative of mine
got a divorce after being married for
20 years. She has not remarried,
but her ex-husband did.
He died a few months ago, and
now my cousin is going around
wearing black and calling herself a
widow.
Abby, isn't she still a divorcee?
CURIOUS IN CHICAGO
DEAR CURIOUS: Yes. Your
cousin is a divorcee whose former husband is deceased. A
m'an leaves only one widow —
the woman to whom he was
married at the time of his death.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently had
my gallbladder removed. During the
pre-operative testing..1 had an ultrasound exam that showed a cyst in one
kidney. Although my doctor said to
ignore it, I am worried.
DEAR READER: One of the unfortunate consequences of modern medical testing is that it sometimes tells
doctors more than they need to know.
Case in point: your renal cyst.
Kidney cysts are common and harmless, for the most part. Millions of ordinary, healthy citizens have them. The
ubiquity of such cysts was unknown in
the past. but they have become a regular incidental finding in CT -scans and
ultrasound examinations.
I urge you to stop worrying. If your
doctor advises you to ignore the cyst,
you can safely do so.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Kidney Disorders." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York. NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is
Wegener's granulomatosis? My 33year-old husband died of this, and I
am curious about how the disease is
contracted. Is it genetic? Are my children in danger?
DEAR READER: The cause of this
unusual disorder is unknown, but it is
neither genetic nor spread like an
infectious disease.
Initial symptoms include bloody
nose, sinus infection, cough, blood
spitting, fever, malaise, weight loss,
and diminished hearing. Later symptoms are more serious: arthritis, eye
inflammation, heart attack, meningitis, and others. In the final stages,
untreated Wegener's granulomatosis
leads to severe lung infection, arterial
inflammation and kidney failure.
-The diagnosis is made by biopsy.
Early treatment with immunosuppressive drugs lcyclophosphamide
and others) and cortisone is crucial,
before the disease has had a chance
to attack vital organs. With appropri
ale, prompt therapy, there is a high
rate of remission.
The main problem with Wegener's
granulomatosis is that, although rare,
it mimics many common disorders.
Consequently, definitive therapy is
often delayed. Intractable, fatal kidney
malfunction may appear before curative treatment is instituted.
Despite your husband's untinielydeath. I don't believe that you or your
children are at risk. '
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